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M A INTENANCE SUPPLY ITEM (WI)
IDENTIFICATION
Table 1 -

Locatlon of ldentiflcatlon
Numbers on
Maintenance Supply Items

Engine -

Left hand front of the engine below the air
conditioner compressor

Transmission -Above

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

Front Axle -

Fifth Wheel -

Intermediate Axle -

Rear Axle -

the output flange

Front centre of the axle

Front edge of the turntable

Right hand side of the axle housing

Right hand side of the axle housing
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SPECIAL TOOLS
Many of the procedures described in this EMEI require the use of special tools, jigs or fixtures. The special tools are listed in Table 2 and illustrated in Fig. 1
Table 2 -

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

Part No./ltem

Name

3087
3822648
3376592
ST-249
ST-l 95
ST-1 053
ST-l 173
3376326
3376765
3378818
3376795
ST-l 259
3375496
ST-997
3822697
‘Bush Removal Tool
*Suspension Tie Bar
J26487-B

Special Tools

Para No.

Use

7
16
16
18
18
18
22
22
25
29
29
32
32
35
44
68
108,109
114

C-Brake feeler gauge
Fuel injector tappet setting
Fuel injector and tappet torque wrench
Camshaft follower bush installation
Camshaft follower bush inside diameter checking
Camshaft follower shaft housing cup plugs installation
Gear cover oil seal installation
Accessory drive pulley installation
Oil cooler core leak testing
Cylinder head expansion plug driver
Expansion plug driver handle
Front crankshaft oil seal installation
Crankshaft oil seal case drill pilot
Rear crankshaft oil seal installation
Fuel injector removal
King pin bush removal and installation
Maintaining rear axle positions
Power steering test equipment

‘To be fabricated

ST-249

3376592

ST-1 053

Figure 1 -

Special Tools

xi
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ST-1 259

3375496
3376326

ST-997
3376765

3376616

3822697

3376795

Figure 1 -

Xii

Special Tools -
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t
8
W = 63.50 m m (2.50 in.)
X = 45.20 m m (1.78 in.)
Y = 48.55 m m (1.91 in.)
ALL TOLERANCES

-C 0.025 m m (0.001 in.)
BUSH REMOVAL TOOL

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

a

0

20

76 X 76 X 10 L

860

FINISHED WITH SUITABLE PAINT
ALL DIMENSIONS EXPRESSED IN m m
SUSPENSION TIE BAR

J26487-8

Figure 1 -

Special Tools -

Continued
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LIST OF LUBRICANTS
Table 3 -

Equipment
Engine (including filters)
Transmission
Intermediate Differential
Rear Differential
Steering Box Input Shaft
Power Steering Reservoir

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

Front Wheel Hub
Radiator Inhibitor
Radiator Antifreeze
Propeller Shaft
Hydraulic Reservoir
Air Conditioner Compressor
Refrigerant
Fifth Wheel (Turntable)

xiv

Llst of Lubricants

Lubricant
OMD-115
OMD-115
OEP-600
OEP-600
XG-274
SAE 15W/40
(class CC/CD)
OEP-600
DCA4
Ethylene Glycol
XG-276
Hydraulic Fluid 68
SUNISO No. 5 GS
FREON R12
XG-278

Capaclty

(Lltres)

41
14.2
16
13
As required
5
0.375
Cartridge
(20% bttolume)
As required
227
As per dipstick
1.83 kg (4 lb.)
As required
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TRUCK, TRACTOR, HEAVY, MC4INTERNATIONAL SF2670 W /INTEGRAL SLEEPER

FIELD REPAIR
INTRODUCTION

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

1. This EMEI contains procedures for removing,
dismantling, repairing, assembling and installing
various components of the truck, tractor, heavy,
MC4 (see Fig. 2). Where applicable, instructions
for the adjustment, lubrication and minor servicing of these items are included. This EMEI should
be read in conjunction with EMEI VEH G 883.

CA u I-ION
use adbeslwe ta,oes to seal fuel or
011o,oenlngs. The adhesive tape is soluble
oil
and
i in
fuel
or
can
cause
Flemove
I contam/nafion.
temporary
covers before assembling.
L- ._

iDo nof

2. Prevent dirt and foreign objects from entering
any component by placing clean temporary coverings over all exposed openings, including hoses,
tubes and lines.

r ----

1

CA U TIO I’!
( Befoore remowng any electxal
system ~
d/sconnect
the battery i
componenl’s,
leads
I
-_p---_,
L.--.
-__--..-.

Figure 2 -

3. When disconnecting electrical connectors or
hoses and fittings, remove clamps as required to
gain slack and avoid damage to connectors and
fittings
4. Discard all used gaskets, seals, cotter pins,
tab washers, lock pins, key washers and lock
washers. Discard all contaminated fuel and lubricants drained from the truck.
5. Use only those fuels and lubricants specified
in the Servicing Instruction, EMEI VEH G 889
and the User Handbook when replenishing fuel
or lubricants.
6. Any fastenings or fitting being tightened to
prescribed
torques
are to have dry, clean
threads unless otherwise specified. When specified, thread sealants are to be applied to dry,
clean, oil free threads.
7. The engine cooling system contains Ethylene
Glycol Antifreeze at a concentration
of four
parts water to one part Ethylene Glycol in addition to the additives from the coolant conditioner cartridge. When there is a need to drain the
cooling system, use a suitable receptacle to collect the coolant mixture being drained. This will
facilitate its reuse later and also eliminates the
need to renew the conditioner cartridge out of
the scheduled service period. Before reusing the
coolant mixture, check and if necessary adjust
the mixture concentration
in accordance
with
the manufacturer’s instructions.

Truck, Tractor, Heavy, MC4

xv/xvi
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ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING INSTRUCTIONS

0
0

ENGINE-GROUP
I.

Engine
1.

1

Removal
a.

Remove the bolts retaining the battery
cable and reversing lamp harness brackets to the bell housing (see Fig. 4).

Apply the parking brake, then chock the
front and rear wheels.

b. Clean the engine, transmission and surrounding underbody area using a suitable
cleaning agent, then blow dry with compressed air.
C. Drain the air from the air tanks.

BA-ITERY CABLES

/

FLANGE
.-

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

d. Position a suitable container below the
transmission, remove the drain plug and
drain the oil from the transmission.
e. Turn the battery
OFF position.
f.

isolation

switch to the

Remove the rear engine cover from within the cab.
Disconnect
the reversing lamp switch
harness at the connector on the flywheel housing.

and remove the gearshift
h. Disconnect
lever (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 6).
i. Remove the cab floor (refer to EMEI
VEH G 883 - GROUP 17).
i.

Disconnect the clutch operating linkage
from the clutch lever (refer to EMEI
VEH G 883 -GROUP
5).

k. Remove the vertical bolts from the rear
engine mountings (see Fig. 3).

BELL
HOUSING

Figure 4 -

Harness Bracket -

Removal

m. Release the left hand accelerator

control
rod from the cross-shaft by removing
the nut and washer securing the ball
joint to the cross-shaft (see Fig. 5).

ACCELERATOR, CONTROL ROD

MOUNTING
BRACKETS

CROSS SHAFT
CROSS SHAFT LEVER
PLAIN WASHER
LOCK NUT

Figure 3 -

Rear Engine Mounting Bolts Removal

Figure 5 -

Accelerator Control Rod -

n. Remove
G 883 o. Remove
G 883 -

Removal

the bull bar (refer to EMEI VEH
GROUP 16).
the bonnet (refer to EMEI VEH
GROUP 17).

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING INSTRUCTIONS
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WARNING
Injury may occur if the radiator cap
is removed
when
the
engine
temperature is above 50%.

ac. Tag and disconnect

the air shift control
lines from the valves on the rear right
hand side of the transmission, and from
the crossmember
mounted valve (see
Fig. 6).

BLACK

WHITE

p. Remove the radiator
ING SYSTEM -GROUP

(refer
2).

to COOL-

q. Tag and disconnect the air lines from the
front service brake quick release valve,
located on the front crossmember, then
release the clamps securing the transmission oil cooler hoses and the air lines to
the crossmember.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

r.

Disconnect the slave steering box supply pipes at the connections on both the
main and slave steering boxes. Seal all
apertures
with suitable plastic plugs,
then remove the pipe clamps securing
the supply pipes to the crossmember.

s. Remove the
the chassis.
t.

front

crossmember

10 m m &ACK

Figure 6 -

Transmission Air Shift Line Removal

from

Remove the air cleaner assembly from
the vehicle (refer to EMEI VEH G 883
-GROUP
4).

u. Disconnect
the steering delivery pipe
from the main steering box and power
steering pump unions, then seal all apertures with suitable plastic plugs.
v. Disconnect the transmission oil cooler
hose bracket from the front engine
mounting crossmember.
w. Remove the two front engine mounting
bolts (refer to EMEI VEH G 883
GROUP 1).
x. Remove and discard all the clips used to
secure the hoses to the radiator support
crossbrace.
y. Disconnect the radiator support crossbrace from the firewall.
z. Disconnect
and remove the transmission propeller shaft (refer to EMEI VEH
G 883 -GROUP
8).
aa. Remove the PTO and hydraulic pump
assembly
from the transmission
and
retain the shims (refer to EMEI VEH
G 883 - GROUP 6). Place a protective
covering over the PTO, then tie the
assembly to the right hand chassis rail
with suitable lashings.
ab. Disconnect
the speedometer
impulse
generator (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 6).

ad. Disconnect the hoses between the power steering pump and fluid reservoir at
the pump, then seal all apertures with
suitable plastic plugs.
ae. Disconnect
the PTO hose from the
hydraulic throttle control, and seal all
apertures
with suitable plastic plugs,
then tie the PTO hose in a vertical position with suitable lashings.
af. Disconnect the fuel supply hose at the
fuel filter union, and seal all apertures
with suitable plastic plugs.
ag. Disconnect the fuel return hose at the
return line union, and seal all apertures
with suitable plastic plugs.
ah. Disconnect
the pressure
sensor
from the air compressor governor.

line

ai. Disconnect the air compressor delivery
line at the union located above the
starter motor, and seal all apertures with
suitable plastic plugs.

r- -----

c;AUTIOPI

OCCUfring
to the
clectrxal svstem, ensure that the
I %olatlon switch IS in the OFF
posrt~on. pnor io dIsconnectinn
the battery cables.
TG a~old

L--

d?mage

.-

---__

aj. Tag and disconnect the battery
from the starter motor.

I

cables
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ak. Disconnect the earthing strap between
the chassis rail and the engine at the
chassis.
al. Tag and disconnect
from the firewall,
retaining clamp from
subframe, and drape
engine.

the heater hoses
then remove
the
the left hand cab
the hoses over the

ay. Position a trolley jack under the transmission and raise the jack to take the
weight of the transmission, then remove
the bolts securing
the transmission
mounting bracket to the chassis bracket

SPREADER

am.Tag and disconnect the cables from the
solenoid located below the windscreen
wiper motor.
an. Remove and discard the clips securing
the engine harness to the firewall, then
release the two retaining clamps.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

ao. Disconnect the fan clutch solenoid
the cab wiring harness connector.

from

ap. Disconnect the air conditioner hose at
the firewall, and seal all apertures with
suitable plastic plugs.
aq. Remove
system
(refer
GROUP

the clamp securing the exhaust
engine pipe to the flexible pipe
to
EMEI
VEH
G 883
3).

\

\

--___--‘.

ar. Remove
the central
retaining
screw
from the top multi-pin wiring harness
connector, then remove and discard the
clips and disconnect the earth harness.
warning
as. Disconnect
the
low water
switch harness and the air bleed hose at
the surge tank.
at. Disconnect
the thermostat
housing-tosurge tank hose at the thermostat housing.
au. Disconnect
the air supply line
behind the cooling fan pulley clutch.

from

av. Loosen the clamp securing the coolant
hose bracket to the turbocharger
air
inlet pipe, then loosen the clamps securing the air inlet pipe to the turbocharger
inlet and the air cleaner outlet. Remove
the air inlet pipe and seal the turbocharger inlet with a suitable plastic cover.
aw.Secure suitable chains to the engine lifting brackets located between cylinders
two and three and cylinders four and
five. The rear chain should be approximately 100 m m longer than the front
chain with the spreader bar positioned
above the lifting hooks (see Fig. 7).
ax. Secure the chains to overhead lifting
equipment with a minimum safe working
load of 2000 kg, then raise the lifting
equipment to take the weight of the
engine.

Figure 7 -

Liftin

-_--

Chain i emoval

,-

,j

_-*

Attachment for

az. Position
safety
stands
beneath
the
engine, then place a suitable block of
wood on the stands and adjust the
stands until the wood rests against the
oil pan.
ba. Remove the four bolts securing each
side of the engine crossmember to the
chassis rails and remove the crossmember.
NOTE
Before proceeding with the engine
removal, ensure that all lines, hoses,
linkages, etc. are clear of the engine
and transmission to allow removal of
the assembly. Figs. 8 and 9 illustrate
the location of components
to be
removed or dismantled.

-/
CA U TIOM
When raw-$ the engine, ensure
thai the l/ft/ng chain on the rear
/ bracket does not foul on the cab!n
1 or damage may result
-.
--. .-~
~..
.I.

/
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FAN CLUTCH
/

REVERSING

LAMP

HOSE

HARNESS

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

COOLANT

REAR

ENGINE

MOUNTIN

CLUTCH

LEVER

ALTERNATOR

/

L EXHAUST
Figure 8 -

AIR CONDITIONER

L-’

COUPLING

Engine

Assembly

HOSES

AIR SYSTEM
GOVERNOR
HOSE
.

\

COMPRESSED
AIR HOSE

\

isconnection LECTRICAL
-

Locations

FRONT

ENGINE

POWER

STEERING

HARNESS

cf7n

HOSES

/

FUEL SUPPLY

HOSE

Figure 9 -

Engine

Assembly

MOUNTING

RHS

HARNESS

PTO GOVERNOR

HOSES

Disconnection

In

HOSE

-

Locations

LHS

BRACKET
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bb. Raise the engine sufficiently to enable
the engine and transmission assembly to
be moved froward at least 200 m m (8
in.). Reposition the floor stands under
the engine and position two additional
stands below the transmission, then lower the assembly onto the stands.

.ADER

WARNING
Ensure
that
the
engine
and
transmission
assembly is stable
and secure on the stands, prior to
disconnecting
the lifting chains,
otherwise
personal
injury
may
result.
-\

-____
‘.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

Figure 10 bc. Remove the lifting chains from the
engine lifting brackets and reposition
the chains, so that the longer chain is
now connected to the front lifting bracket and the shorter chain to the rear lifting bracket.

2.

the

lifting

equipment

from

Installation

c. Align the clutch plates, then install the
transmission to the engine. Ensure that
the weight of the transmission is supported by a trolley jack or similar equipment to avoid damaging the clutch
plates.

,,I

Lifting Chain Installation

Attachment for

and transmission
e. Raise the engine
assembly and manipulate it into the chassis and position the assembly approximately 200 m m (8 in.) Forward of its
mounting position.

a. Secure suitable chains to the engine lifting brackets, located between cylinders
two and three and cylinders four and
five, ensuring that the front chain is 100
m m (4 in.) longer than the rear chain
(see Fig. 10).
b. Secure the chains to suitable overhead
lifting equipment, with a minimum safe
working load of 2000 kg. Then take up
the slack.

--*
_-*-

CA U TION
When installrng the engine and
transmiss/on
two
assembly,
separate
lift/ng movements
are
required to avoId damaging the cab.
Also ensure that all fines, hoses,
linkages etc. are clear of the engrne
and transmission.

be. Lower the engine
and transmission
assembly onto a suitable stand, ensuring
that the transmission
is properly supported, then remove the transmission
from the engine.

bg. Disconnect
the engine.

_

d. Install the rear engine mounting insulators into position (refer to EMEI VEH G
883 -GROUP
1).

bd. Raise the engine
and transmission
assembly while simultaneously
moving
the assembly forward and out from the
chassis.

bf. Remove and discard the insulators from
both front and rear engine mountings.

-

WARNING
Do not attempt to carry out work
engine
beneath
the
and
transmission
assembly
while the
assembly is supported only by the
lifting equipment.
f.

Place safety stands below the transmission, and position safety stands beneath
the engine. Place a suitable block of
wood on the stands beneath the engine.
Raise the stands until the wood rests
against the oil pan.

g. Lower the assembly onto the stands,
and ensure that the assembly is stable
5
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and secure before disconnecting
the
chains from the lifting brackets. Remove
the lifting chains from the engine lifting
brackets and reposition the chains, so
that the longer chain is now connected
to the rear lifting bracket and the shorter chain to the front lifting bracket.

n. Disconnect the overhead lifting equip
ment from the engine and remove the
safety stands.
CROSSMEMBER

---

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

CA LiTtOM
j
i VVhen moving the engine into its
I
mounting posit/on, use care not tc
( foul the rear lifting chain on the
cab or damage may result.
I
_--

1
i
I
d

h. Raise the engine assembly and manoeuvre the assembly rearward until the
front
engine
crossmember
can
be
installed in position.
i.

Relocate the safety stands, then lower
the engine and transmission assembly
onto the stands.

j.

Position the front engine crossmember
onto the chassis (see Fig. 1 l), then
install the retaining bolts and tighten
securely.

REINFORCEMENT

\

,

A

CHASSIS RAILS

Figure 12 -

Rear Transmission Mounting Installation

o. Remove the lashings securing the PTO
and hydraulic pump assembly to the
chassis rail, remove the protective covering, then install the assembly, using the
shims previously removed or new shims
of equivalent thickness (refer to EMEI
VEH G 883 -GROUP
6).
p. Connect the speedometer impulse generator (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 6).
q. Install the front propeller
EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP

MOUNTING’

r.

‘B//

shaft (refer to
8).

Install and secure the air shift control
lines in the positions, as tagged, on the
valves on the right hand side of the
transmission and on the crossmember
mounted valve (see Fig. 13).

SPACER /
I

I

IV

L

CROSSMEMBER
ENGINE MOUNTING BOLT

Figure 11 -

Front Crossmember -

WHITE
/

BlpcK

Installation

k. Install the front engine mounting insulators (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 1).
I.

Install and secure the rear engine mounting bolts (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 1).

m. Secure the rear transmission mounting
by installing
the flange
head bolts
through the transmission
bracket (see
Fig. 12).
6

10 m m &ACK

Figure 13 -

Transmission Air Shift LineInstallation
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NOTE
When removing the sealing plug
from the PTO governor hose, take
care not to lower the hose below
the chassis rail as fluid will syphon
out of the hydraulic reservoir.
s. Release the lashing, remove the sealing
plugs and secure the PTO governor
hose to the hydraulic throttle control.
t.

ai. Secure the slave steering supply pipes
and the quick release valve air lines to
the front crossmember using clamps.
aj. Remove the sealing plugs and connect
the power steering delivery line to both
the pump and main steering box, then
secure the delivery line and the transmission oil cooler hoses to the front engine
mounting crossmember with clamps (see
Fig. 14).

Remove the sealing plugs and connect
the power steering pump fluid supply
and return lines to the pump.

u. Remove the sealing plugs and connect
the fuel tank-to-engine
supply hose at
the fuel filter union.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

v.

Remove the sealing plugs and connect
the fuel return hose to the return line
union.

w. Connect the pressure sensor line to the
air compressor governor.
x.

Remove the sealing plugs and connect
the air compressor delivery line to the
union located above the starter motor.

y. Connect and secure the battery cables
to their corresponding
positions on the
starter motor.
z. Connect
the earthing
strap between
chassis and engine at the chassis rail.
aa. Connect the heater hoses to their conesponding positions on the firewall, then
secure the clamp to the cab left hand
subframe.
ab. Connect
harness.

the fan clutch

solenoid

to the

ac. Connect the cables in their corresponding positions to the solenoid below the
windscreen wiper motor.
ad. Connect the engine wiring harness to
the connector on the firewall and secure
the connector with the centrally located
screw.

STEERING OILtOOLER

Figure 14 -

HOSES

Steering and Oil Cooler Hose Installation

ak. Connect and secure the fan clutch air
line to the union located behind the cooling fan clutch pulley.
al. Connect and secure the water manifold
air bleed hose to the surge tank.
am.lnstall and secure the surge tank hose to
the thermostat housing.
an. Connect the low water level warning
switch harness to the surge tank mounted switch.

(refer to

ao.Connect the engine harness earth lead
at the stud below the multi-pin connectors (see Fig. 15) then secure the
wiring harnesses
and hoses together
with suitable
cable tie down clips,
approximately every 100 m m (4.0 in.).

ag. Connect the front service brake lines to
the quick release valve in their corresponding locations.

ap. Connect the exhaust engine pipe to the
flexible pipe and tighten
the clamp
securely (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 3).

ae. Remove the sealing plugs and connect
the air conditioning hose at the firewall.
af. Install the air cleaner assembly
EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP
4).

ah. Remove the sealing plugs and connect
the slave steering box supply pipes to
the connections on both the main and
slave steering boxes.

aq. Secure the radiator
to the firewall.

support

crossbrace

ar. Install the radiator on the vehicle (refer
to COOLING SYSTEM -GROUP
2).

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING INSTRUCTIONS
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ACCELERATOR CONTROL ROD

‘4

HARNESS
CONNECTORS

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

Figure 16 Figure 15 -Wiring

Harness -

Connections

bg. Prime the fuel pump (refer to EMEI VEH
G 883 - GROUP 4).
bh. Refill the cooling system (refer to EMEI
VEH G 883 -GROUP
2).
bi. Bleed the power steering system of all
air (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 14).

GROUP 17).
16).

bj. Start the engine and allow it to reach
normal
operating
temperature,
then
check for oil, coolant, fuel or air leaks
and rectify any leaks as necessary.
bk. Ensure that the engine and transmission
function correctly and rectify any faults
found.

aw Secure the battery cable and reversing
lamp switch harness brackets to the bell
housing and engine block.
reversing

lamp

w Install the cabin floor
VEH G 883 -

(refer
GROUP 17).

switch
to

at

EMEI

bl. Stop the engine, then check the level of
fluid in the hydraulic reservoir and topup as necessary.

az. Connect the left hand accelerator
trol rod to the cross-shaft
secure the ball joint with
washer and nut (see Fig. 16).

conlever, and
the spring

ba. Connect the clutch operating linkage to
the clutch lever (refer to EMEI VEH G
883 -GROUP
5).
bb. Install and connect the gear shift lever
(refer to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP
6).

switch to the

bf. Ensure the drain plugs are secure and
the transmission is filled to the correct
lever with transmission oil.

av. Install the bull bar on the vehicle (refer

the
the harness.

isolation

be. Ensure all the drain plugs are secure and
the engine is filled to the correct level
with engine oil.

au. Install the bonnet on the vehicle (refer

ax. Connect

Accelerator Control Rod Installation

bd. Turn the battery
ON position.

at. Remove the plastic cover from the turbocharger inlet, then position the air
inlet pipe on the turbocharger inlet and
the air cleaner outlet and tighten the
clamps securely. Position the coolant
hose bracket in the clamp on the air inlet
pipe, then tighten the clamp securely.

to EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP

SHAFT LEVER

bc. Install the rear engine cover.

as. Using suitable cable tie down clips, positioned approximately
100 m m (4 in.)
apart, secure the hoses to the crossbrace.

to EMEI VEH G 883 -

LCROSS

\

C-Brake

3.

Removal
a. Apply the parking brake and remove the
rear engine cover from within the cab.
b. Clean the rocker covers, C-brake housings and surrounding engine area with a
suitable cleaning agent and blow dry
using compressed air.

VEHICLE G 884
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c. Turn the battery
OFF position.

isolation

switch to the

d. Loosen the cooling fan drive belts (refer
to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP 2).
e. Loosen the clamp securing the coolant
hose bracket to the turbocharger
air
inlet pipe, then loosen the clamps securing the air inlet pipe to the turbocharger
inlet and air cleaner outlet. Remove the
air inlet pipe and seal the turbocharger
inlet with a suitable plastic cover.
f.

Disconnect the crankcase breather
from the crankcase breather valve.

hose

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

g. Remove the rocker covers (refer
EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP
1).

to

h. Disconnect the electrical harness from
the terminal connector located on the
right hand side of each C-brake housing.
i.
j.

Disconnect the oil transfer hose
the rear of the rear C-brake housing.

from

Remove the retaining nuts, lifting brackets and spacers from the C-brake housings.

4.

Disassembly
a. Position the C-brake housing on a work
bench with the solenoid valve uppermost, then disconnect
the solenoid
wiring from the terminal connector and
remove the bolt and clamp securing the
solenoid valve to the housing. Withdraw
the solenoid valve from the housing,
then remove
the O-rings and filter
screen from the solenoid valve and discard the O-rings and filter screen (see
Fig. 17).
b. Apply thumb pressure to the control
valve spring retainer, to relieve spring
tension from the circlip, then using a
suitable pair of circlip pliers, remove the
circlip
securing
the
spring
retainer,
springs and control valve to the housing. Remove the retainer, the springs
and with the aid of magnet, remove the
control valve from the housing (see Fig.
17). Repeat this procedure for the other
control valve.
c. Slacken the adjusting nuts on the slave
piston adjusting screws, then remove
the adjusting screws (see Fig. 17).

k. Number each C-brake
housing,
and
remove
the three
C-brake
housing
assemblies from the engine.
I.

Remove and discard the rubber seal
from the oil inlet supply drilling located
on the bottom of each C-brake housing.

WARNING
The slave piston spring retainer is
under spring tension. Exercise care
when removtng the circlip and spring
retainer otherwise
personal
injuty
may result.

+--CIRCLIP

‘ING

A. SOLENOID VALVE
B. CONTROL VALVE
C. ADJUSTING SCREW

Figure 17 -

Solenoid Valve, Control Valve and Adjusting Screw -

Removal

9
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d. Invert the C-brake housing and position
the housing in an arbor press, note the
orientation of the spring retainer, then
with the aid of a suitable mandrel, apply
sufficient pressure to the slave piston
spring retainer to relieve tension on the
circlip. Using a suitable pair of circlip
liers, remove the circlip, then slowly
release the pressure applied to the
retainer.
Remove
the spring
spring
retainer, then remove the slave piston
assembly from the housing. Remove the
compression springs and lash compensator from the slave piston (see Fig.
18). Repeat this procedure
for the
removal and disassembly of the other
slave piston.
e. Remove the master piston retaining
bolt, clamping plate and leaf spring (see
Fig. la), then remove the master piston
with the aid of a magnet. Repeat this
procedure for the other master piston.
f.

5.

damaged
piston
and
valve
Replace the housing as necessary.

c. Inspect the master and slave pistons for
cracks, broken edges, scuff marks or
scoring. Replace parts as necessary.
NOTE
Light scuff or score marks can be
removed using a 600 grit emery.
Clean the pistons thoroughly, then
immerse the pistons in clean engine
oil.
d. Inspect the control valves for cracks,
broken edges, scuff marks, scoring and
ensure that the ball check valve is held
against its seat by spring pressure.
Replace the control valve if damage is
evident or if the check valve ball or
spring are damaged.
NOTE
Light scuff or score marks can be
removed using a 600 grit emery.
Clean the control valves thoroughly,
then immerse the valves in clean
engine oil.

Remove the electrical connector, only if
damage or leakage is evident. Replace
parts as necessary.

Cleaning and Inspection
a. Clean all parts with a suitable cleaning
agent, then blow dry with compressed
air.
b. Inspect the C-brake housing for blocked
or damaged oil galleries, cracks, damaged gasket surfaces, worn, scored or
(=p--

e. Inspect the lash compensators for wear
or damage and replace as necessary.
f. Inspect the solenoid valve for damaged
O-ring grooves, or loose or damaged

CIRCLIP
SPRING
RETAINER
BOLT

-SPRING
LASH
-COMPENSATOR
%-

SPRING
-SLAVE

nIm-FA.I

I- ‘13 I UN

MASTER’
PISTON

A. SLAVE PISTON

Figure 18 -

10

bores.

B. M A S T E R PISTON

Slave Piston and Master Piston -

Removal
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spring, then with the aid of a suitable
mandrel, press the spring retainer down
until the circlip groove is clear, then
install a new circlip (see Fig. 19). Ensure
that the circlip is fully seated in the
groove and correctly positioned so that
the ends
of the circlip
are
180
(oppposite) from the tang on the spring
retainer. Release the press, then repeat
the procedure for the other slave piston.

wiring. Check the operation
of the
solenoid valve by connecting the negative lead of a 12 volt power source to
the solenoid body and the positive lead
of the power source to the solenoid
wiring. The solenoid valve should open
and emit an audible click as it opens.
Replace the solenoid valve if damage is
evident or if it fails to function correctly.
Disconnect the 12 volt power source.
g. Inspect the various securing or clamping
devices for wear or damage and replace
as necessary.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

6.

f.

Reassembly
a. Position
side up,
cate the
bores in
oil, then
the small

the C-brake housing, bottom
on a clean work surface. Lubrimaster pistons and the piston
the housing with clean engine
install the master pistons with
diameter boss facing up.

b. Ensure that the pistons move freely in
the bore, then position the leaf springs
over the pistons and the clamping plates
over the leaf springs (see Fig. 19) ensuring that the tang on the clamping plate
is against the flat surface of the housing. Align the bolt holes, then install and
torque the retaining bolts to 11 Nm
(96 lb. in.).
c.

Position the slave piston lash compensator, with the pin up, on top of the
large spring, then position the small
spring over the pin on the lash compensator (see Fig. 19). Lubricate the slave
piston with clean engine oil, then slide
the slave piston over the lash compensator and spring assembly, ensuring that
the pin on the lash compensator protrudes through the hole in the crown of
the slave piston and moves freely within
the hole. Repeat this procedure for the
other slave piston.

d. Lubricate the slave piston bores in the
housing with clean engine oil, then install
the slave pistons, ensuring that the pistons move freely in the bores.

WARNING
Ensure that the circlips are installed
with the bevelled edge towards the
spring retainer and that the circlip is
fully sea ted in the groove, otherwise
the engine brake will fail to operate.
e. Place the spring retainer, orientated as
previously noted, over the slave piston

Position the C-brake housing (top side
up) on the work bench, using suitable
supports to prevent damaging the slave
pistons, and check that the lash compensator pin is protruding into the adjusting
screw bore. Install the square head
adjusting screw, together with the lock
nut, and turn the screw in until it contacts the slave piston. Do not tighten
the lock nut. Repeat this procedure for
the other adjusting screw and lock nut
assembly.

g. Lubricate the control valves and the control valve bores in the housing with
clean engine oil, then install the control
valves, with the small diameter bosses
facing up, into the bores. Install the
smaller diameter (inner) springs onto the
control valves, then install the larger
diameter (outer) springs.

WARNING
Ensure that the circlips are installed
with the bevelled edge towards the
spring retainer and that the circlip is
fully seated in the groove, otherwise
the engine brake will fail to operate.
h. Position the spring retainers over the
springs, align the tang on the retainers
with the slots in the housing, then press
the spring retainers into position. Install
the new circlips into the groove in the
bores. Ensure that the circlips are fully
seated in the grooves with the ends of
the circlip positioned 180” from the tang
on the spring retainer (see Fig. 19).
i.

If removed, install the electrical connector, together with a new O-ring, and
torque the connector to 8-12 Nm (6-9
Ib.ft).

i.

Install new O-rings on the solenoid
valve with the large O-ring located in
the top groove, the medium O-ring located in the middle groove and the small Oring located in the bottom groove. Posi11
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UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED
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u
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Figure 19 -C-Brake
tion a new filter screen on the solenoid
valve, then align and push the ends
together to secure the filter screen.
Lubricate the O-rings and the solenoid
valve bore in the housing with clean
engine oil, then install the solenoid valve
into the housing and secure with the
clamp and retaining bolt. Torque the
retaining bolt to 11 Nm (96 Ib.in.), then
connect the solenoid wiring to the electrical connector.
7.

Reassembly
engine lifting brackets and spacers on
the C-brake housings. Install the Cbrake housing retaining nuts and torque
the nuts 80 Nm (60 Ibft)
in the
sequence shown in Fig. 20.

6

Installation
a. Position new gaskets on the rocker
housings and insert new rubber seals in
the oil inlet supply drilling, located on
the bottom of each C-brake housing.
NOTE

It may be necessary to apply a light
film of grease to the seals to hold
the seals in position during installation of the C-brake housings.
b. Install the C-brake housings over the
retaining studs, ensuring that the rubber
seals remain seated in the oil inlet supply
drilling and that no parts interfere with
the rocker levers.
c.

12

Position the fan hub brace on the front
C-brake
housing,
then
position
the

Figure 20 -

C-Brake Nut -Tightening
Sequence

d. Connect the C-brake wiring harness to
the terminal connector
on the right
hand side of each C-brake housing.
e. Connect the oil transfer hose
rear of the rear C-brake housing.

to the
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Rotate the crankshaft manually, using a
socket spanner on the accessory drive
pulley hub, and align the A or l-6VS
mark on the accessory drive pulley with
the pointer, then check that both the
inlet and exhaust valves on cylinder number 5 are closed. If not, rotate the
crankshaft one turn and realign the A or
l-6VS timing mark with the pointer.

m. Remove the plastic cover from the turbocharger
intet, and install the turbocharger
air inlet pipe. Secure the
clamps at the turbocharger and air cleaner, then secure the coolant hose bracket
using the clamp.
n. Reconnect the crankcase
to the breather valve.
0.

g. Slacken the slave piston adjusting screw
until the slave piston seats in the Cbrake housing.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

hose

Tighten the fan drive belts (refer
EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP
2).

to

WARNING
With the valve covers removed
and the engine running,
wear
suitable
eye
protection
when
working over the engine, as hot oil
the brake
splashing
up from
housing could cause eye injuries.

h. Insert a 0.46 m m (0.018 in.) feeler
gauge, special tool ST-3087, between
the slave piston and the exhaust valve
crosshead,
then
turn
the
adjusting
screw inward until a slight drag is felt on
the feeler gauge.
___--.--__
---7
CAUTION
Take care not to over torque the
slave piston adjusting screw lock
cause
nut. Excessive torque could
the reset mechanism m the slave
piston adlushng screw to seize and
cause engine damage
A--_.
-- --- --.

breather

_ -- --. ^ ___

i.
i.

P. Start the engine and allow the engine to
operate at low idle for five or ten minutes. Accelerate the engine to 1800 rpm,
then release the throttle and press the
button on top of the solenoid valves
down. Repeat this procedure five or six
times, then shut the engine down.

I
I
i
)

Install the rocker covers (refer to EMEI
VEH G 883 -GROUP
1).

Hold the adjusting screw in position and
torque the lock nut to 35 Nm (25 Ib.ft)

r.

Install the rear engine cover.

S.

Turn the battery isolation switch to the
ON position and start the engine. Allow
the engine to reach normal operating
temperature,
then check for oil, fuel,
compression
and exhaust gas leaks.
Stop the engine and rectify any leaks as
necessary.

After the screws have been adjusted
and the lock nuts torqued, ensure that
the feeler gauge will slide between the
slave
piston
and
exhaust
valve
crosshead with only a slight drag. Readjust screws as necessary.

Table

4 -

C-Brake

Rotate Crankshaft
1/3rd Turn
Start
Advance
Advance
Advance
Advance
Advance

to
to
to
to
to

Adjusting

Valve set
Pulley Posltlor
A
B
C
A
8
C

or
or
or
or
or
or

Rocker

Sequence

6.

Set C-Brake on
Cylinder Number

l -6VS
2-5VS
3-4VS
l -6VS
2-5VS
3-4VS

Housings

and Push Rods

Removal
a. Apply the parking brake and remove the
rear engine cover from within the cab.
b. Clean the rocker
housings,
C-brake
housings, rocker covers, and surrounding engine area using a suitable cleaning
agent, then blow dry with compressed
air.
c. Turn the battery isolation switch to the
OFF position.

5
3
6
2
4
1

Firing Order: l-5-3-6-2-4

d. Loosen the cooling fan drive belts (refer
to EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP
2).
k. Adjust the next appropriate C-brake following the sequence shown in Table 4.
I.

Repeat the procedure
brake slave pistons.

to adjust

all C-

e. Remove the rocker covers (refer to
EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP
1).
f. Disconnect
and remove the C-brake
housings (refer to para. 3).
13
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adjusting screw ball end using a 6.35 m m
(0.25 in.) radius gauge.

g. Loosen the adjusting screw lock nuts on
all the rocker levers, and loosen the
adjusting screws until the push rods are
free.
h. Number and withdraw
rods from the engine.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

9.

each of the push

i.

Remove the bolts securing the aftercooler coolant transfer pipe brackets to the
rocker housings.

j.

Disconnect and remove the external oil
manifold from the cylinder heads, then
discard the O-rings.

k. Remove the rocker
studs, then number
rocker housings.

f.

housing retaining
and remove the

Disassembly
a. Remove the set screw from the rocker
housing centre web using a suitable Allen
key, then drive the rocker shaft from
the
housing
with
a suitable
drift
Remove the rocker levers and mark each
lever to ensure correct location during
reassembly.

11.

Reassembly
a. Install the adjusting screws into the rocker levers until there is no more than 32
m m (1.1286 in.) from the top surface of
the rocker lever to the ball end of the
adjusting screw, then install the lock
nuts. Do not tighten the lock nuts at
this point.
b. Install the rocker shaft plugs and Orings, then torque the plugs, using a suitable Allen key, to 95 Nm (70 Ib.ft)

b. Remove the plugs from each end of the
rocker shaft using a suitable Allen key,
and discard the O-rings.

_-

-----,
CA U TlOiV
When /nstalling the rrxker shafts.
the set screw hole tn each shaft
! must face upward and ihe oil
I gallery holes must face toward the
flat stde of the rocker housmng or
damage to Ihe engine w//l occur.

10. Cleaning and Inspection
a. Clean all components using a suitable
cleaning agent, and use a bottle brush to
clean the rocker shaft bore, then blow
dry with compressed air.
b. Check the oil galleries in the rocker
levers, rocker shafts and rocker housings are free of any restrictions, then
blow the passages out with compressed
air.
C.

Inspect the rocker housings and rocker
shafts for cracks, damage or corrosion,
then measure the rocker lever bush
areas on the rocker shaft using a suitable micrometer. Dimensions should be
28.50-28.55
mm
(1.122-1.124
in.).
Replace any damaged or out of specification parts as required.

Inspect the ball and socket ends of the
push rod for damage, then roll the push
rod on a clean flat surface to check for
distortion. While holding the push rod
horizontally, drop it from a height of
approximately
150 m m (6 in.) onto a
metal or concrete surface, the push rod
will emit a dull thud if it contains engine
oil. Discard any damaged or contaminated push rods.

-

LC.

Lubricate the rocker shaft using clean
engine oil, then position the rocker
levers (as marked) in the rocker housing,
and install the rocker shaft through the
rocker housing and rocker levers (see
Fig. 21).
-

ROCKER
HOUSING

@

14

ROCKER
i

d. Inspect the rocker levers for wear or
damage, then measure the I.D. of the
bush. Where the bush I.D. is not within
28.562-28.666
m m (1.1245-l. 1286 in.),
press the bush from the rocker lever
and install a new bush, or replace the
rocker lever assembly as necessary.
e. Inspect the adjusting screws and lock
nuts for damage to the thread, then
check for any scratches or wear to the

-----.--.l

I
I
;
I
(
j
;
I
I

ROCKER
SHAFT

Figure 21 -

Rocker Housing -

Assembly

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL
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d. Align the set screw holes in the rocker
housing and rocker shaft, then install
and secure the set screw using a suitable
Allen key.
12. Installation
a. Install two guide studs in the cylinder
heads for each rocker housing and
install new rocker housing gaskets onto
the cylinder head, then install the rocker
housings (as numbered) into position
over the guide studs.

VEHICLE G 884
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d. Fit new O-rings to the external oil manifold, then install the oil manifold on the
cylinder head.
e. Check and adjust the valve and injector
timing (refer to para. 16).
f.

9. Install the rocker covers (refer to EMEI
VEH G 883 -GROUP
1).
h. Secure the aftercooler coolant
pipes to the rocker housing.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

b. Install the
rocker
housing
retaining
studs, then remove the guide studs and
install the other retaining studs. Torque
the studs to 80 Nm (60 Ib.ft) in the
sequence shown in Fig. 22.

transfer

i.

Tighten the cooling fan drive belts (refer
to EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP
2).

i.

Turn the battery
ON position.

NOTE
The injector push rods (Part No.
CU 3048.430) are larger in diameter
than the valve push rods.

Install and adjust the C-brake assemblies
(refer to para. 7).

isolation

switch to the

k. Start the engine and allow it to reach
normal operating
temperature.
Check
for oil, water and fuel leaks and rectify
as necessary.
I.
Cylinder

Install the rear engine cover.
Head

13. Removal
a. Apply the parking brake and remove the
rear engine cover from within the vehicle.
b. Clean the cylinder heads, rocker covers
and surrounding
engine
components
using a suitable cleaning agent, then
blow dry with compressed air.
C.

Turn the battery
OFF position.

isolation

switch to the

d. Loosen the cooling fan drive belts (refer
to EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP
2).
Figure 22 -

c.

Rocker Housing Stud -Tightening
Sequence

Lubricate the push rod ball and socket
ends using clean engine oil, and install
the push rods (as numbered) into the
cylinder block and turn the rocker lever
adjusting screws until the push rods are
located.

e. Loosen the clamp securing the coolant
hose bracket to the turbocharger
air
inlet pipe, then loosen the clamps securing the air inlet pipe to the turbocharger
inlet and air cleaner outlet. Remove the
air inlet pipe and seal the turbocharger
inlet with a suitable plastic cover.
f.

Drain the coolant from the cooling system (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 2).

9. Disconnect the crankcase breather
from the crankcase breather valve.

hose

h. Remove the rocker covers (refer
EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP
1).
CA C’TIO!V

Se*/ere cngjfie damage v/Ill occur ii
the ousil rods are not tnstalled
cot red/y
:.
-~
---

the

to

i.

Disconnect
and remove
housings (refer to para. 3).

C-brake

i.

Tag and disconnect the fuel supply and
return lines from the rear cylinder head
15
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unions (see Fig. 23) then seal all apertures with suitable plastic plugs.
k. Remove the aftercooler assembly
to EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP
1).
Remove
(refer to
4).
m. Remove
(refer to
1).
n. Remove
(refer to
1).

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

I.

(refer

t.

Lever the oil supply connectors
and
seals from the cylinder head using a suitable small screwdriver, then remove and
discard the seals (see Fig. 24).

the
turbocharger
assembly
EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP

FUEL INJECTOR ASSEMBLY
RETAINING BOLT
\

the exhaust manifold
EMEI VEH G 883 -

8’

assembly
GROUP

I

INTERNAL OIL
MANIFOLD
O-RINGS
/

the water manifold assembly
EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP

0-RiNGS

Figure 23 0.

Fuel Supply and Return Lines

Remove the rocker
(refer to para. 8).

housing

assemblies

P. Remove the fuel crossover connectors
from . between the cylinder heads, by
removing the four retaining bolts from
the centre of each connector,
then
remove and discard the O-rings.
Tag and remove the valve
from the cylinder head.

crossheads

Remove the fuel injector assembly (refer
to FUEL SYSTEM -GROUP
4).
Lever or pull the internal oil manifolds
from the oil supply connectors at each
fuel injector, then remove and discard
the O-rings.
_..-

-- -~ ---

C,ilii:/(TV
The 011 .si~ppi~ c-onnectors are
tiom a synthetfc
manufactufeti
material
and cars should be taken
no? to Sreak l)r damage them
dcring remo vd I
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Figure 24 -

Fuel Injection -

Components

u. Remove the twelve cylinder head bolts
and washers from each cylinder head,
then number each head assembly.
/--

-CA U TION
Prior
to proceedtng
with
the
cylinder head removal. ensure that
all hoses. tines etc. are clear to 1
allow removal.
-.- i

v. Attach suitable overhead lifting equipment, then lift and remove the cylinder
heads. Place the heads on wooden
blocks after removal to prevent damage
occurring to the cylinder head gasket
mating surfaces.
14. Cleaning and Inspection
a. Clean the cylinder heads, fuel crossover
connector,
oil supply connectors
and
internal oil manifold using a suitable

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING INSTRUCTIONS
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cleaning agent, then blow dry with compressed air.
b. Clean the cylinder head bolts in a
petroleum based solvent, then using a
wire brush or soft wire wheel, remove
any deposits from the bolt shanks or
threads.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

C.

b. Install two guide studs in the cylinder
block for each cylinder head, then attach
suitable lifting equipment to the cylinder
head, and install the cylinder head over
the guide studs (see Fig. 25).

Install clean lint free cloths in the cylinder block push rod apertures, and using
a suitable gasket scrapper remove all
trace of gasket material from the gasket
mating surfaces.

d. Remove all trace of gasket material from
the cylinder head assembly gasket mating surfaces.
e. Blow any debris from the components
with compressed air, then withdraw the
cloths from the cylinder block push rod
apertures.
f. Inspect the cylinder heads for scratches,
cracks, damage and burnt or leaking
valves. Replace as required.
9. Check the condition of all expansion
plugs, and replace as necessary (refer to
para. 28).
h. Check the fuel and oil galleries are free
from
restrictions
by applying
compressed air, and relieve any obstruction
as required.
i.

Clean any debris, oil or liquid from the
cylinder head bolt holes.

Alo ddects BE permissible on i&z
cylinder head bolts. Disczrd ail;/
bolt nob in psffecf cond:fion

j.

1

Figure 25 -

Cylinder Head -

Installation

c. Lubricate the cylinder head bolts and
both sides of the cylinder head bolt
washers using clean engine oil and allow
the excess oil to drain from the threads.
Install the bolts into the cylinder head,
then remove the guide studs and install
the
remaining
cylinder
head
bolts.
Torque the cylinder head bolts in the
sequence shown in Fig. 26, and in three
steps as follows:
First step - 35 Nm (26 Ibft)
Second step - 135 Nm (100 Ib.ft)
Final step - 385 Nm (284 Ib.ft)

Inspect the cylinder head bolts for damage, stretching, corrosion, cracks or
torn threads, and replace as required.

k. Using a straight edge and feeler gauge,
check that the cylinder head distortion
does not exceed 0.025 m m (0.001 in.),
in several directions, and using a suitable
micrometer, check the cylinder head gasket and rocker housing surfaces are parallel within 0.025 m m (0.001 in.) Replace
the cylinder head as required.
15. Installation
a. Install new cylinder head gaskets over
the cylinder block dowel pins, ensuring
that the side marked TOP on the cylinder head gasket faces upward.

Figure 26 -

Cylinder Head Bolt-Tightening
Sequence
17
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d. Lubricate the new oil supply connector
seal with clean engine oil and push the
seal into the oil gallery located between
each inlet and exhaust valve on the
water manifold side of the cylinder head,
then push the oil supply connector into
the seal.
e. Lubricate the small O-rings with clean
engine oil and position them onto the
internal oil manifold and oil supply connectors, then push the oil manifold into
the oil supply connectors.
f.

Install the fuel injector assembly (refer to
FUEL SYSTEM -GROUP
4).

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

new
O-rings
on
the
fuel
g. Install
crossover connectors, then secure the
connectors between the cylinder head
and torque the retaining
assemblies,
bolts to 4 Nm (3.5 Ib.ft).
h. Lubricate the valve stems and valve
crosshead guides using clean engine oil,
then install the valve crossheads
(as
crosshead
tagged)
onto
the
valve
guides, with the crosshead
adjusting
screw facing toward the exhaust manifold side of the cylinder head.
i.

j.

Slacken the adjusting screw lock nut,
then slacken the adjusting screw one full
turn. Apply light finger pressure to hold
the crosshead in position, then tighten
the adjusting screw until it touches the
top of the valve stem. Hold the adjusting screw in position and torque the lock
nut to 40 Nm (30 lb. ft).
Using a wire gauge, check the clearance
between the valve crosshead and valve
spring retainer at points 1 and 2 (see
Fig. 27) for a minimum clearance of 0.64
m m (0.025 in.). If the clearance is not to
specification, relieve the crosshead.

k. Install the rocker
(refer to para. 12).
I.

housings

assemblies

Check and adjust the valve and injector
clearances (refer to para. 16).

m. Install the C-brake assemblies (refer to
para. 7).
n. Install the rocker covers (refer to EMEI
VEH G 883 -GROUP
1).
Install the water
manifold
assembly
(refer to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP
1).
P. Install the exhaust manifold assembly
(refer to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP
1).
9. Install the turbocharger assembly (refer
to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP 4).
0.

r.

Install the aftercooler assembly
EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP
1).

S.

Remove the plastic sealing cap from the
turbocharger
inlet, and install the turbocharger
air inlet pipe. Secure the
clamps at the turbocharger and air cleaner, then secure the coolant hose bracket
using the clamp.

t.

Connect the crankcase breather hose to
the breather valve, and install the rear
engine cover.

U.

Tighten the cooling fan drive belts (refer
to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP 2).

V.

Fill the cooling system (refer
VEH G 883 - GROUP 2).

W.

Turn the battery isolation switch to the
ON position, then start the engine and
allow it to reach normal operating temperature. Check for oil, fuel, compression or exhaust gas leaks, and rectify
any faults found.

(refer to

to EMEI

Valve and Fuel Injector
VALVE CROSSHEAD

16. Adjustment
a. Remove the rocker covers (refer
EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP
1).

--

Figure 27 18

Valve Crosshead -

Clearance

to

CAUTION 7
To avoId damage or premrtxe
iahre occumng, do not puil;w .wy
0;. iFi coohg
fan to rot&z :hs
crw1kai7aft manually.
i

b. Rotate the crankshaft manually using- a
socket spanner on the accessory drive
pulley hub and align the A mark on the
accessory drive pulley with the gear cov-

.
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er pointer (see Fig. 28). Check both the
inlet and exhaust valves on cylinder number five are closed. If not, rotate the
crankshaft one complete revolution and
realign the A timing mark with the gear
cover pointer.

e

ing screw in this position with a screwdriver, torque the adjusting screw lock
nut to 60 Nm (45 Ib.ft). Remove the service tool before rotating the crankshaft.
e. Loosen the exhaust and inlet valve rocker lever adjusting screw lock nuts on
cylinder number five and insert the specified thickness
feeler gauge (Exhaust
valve 0.58 mm: Inlet Valve 0.28 mm)
between the rocker levers and valve
crossheads, then torque the rocker lever
adjusting screws to 0.56 - 0.68 Nm (5-6
Ib.in.) using special tool 3376592. While
holding the adjusting screw in this position with a screwdriver,
torque
the
adjusting screw lock nuts to 60 Nm (45
Ib.ft).

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

f.
Figure 28 -

Accessory Drive Pulley Timing Mark
Alignment

Adjust the appropriate injector and valve
clearances
following
the
sequence
shown in Table 5.

Table 5 NOTE
tool
installing
special
When
3822648, ensure that the tool dowel
locates in one of the STC tappet
locating holes.
C.

Loosen the injector rocker lever adjusting screw lock nut and install special tool
3822648 onto the fuel injector (see Fig.
29) ensuring that the nipple is positioned in one of the four holes in the
injector. Apply thumb pressure only, in
the direction indicated to hold the tappet piston in the maximum extended
position.

Injector and Valve Adjustment
Sequence
Se4 Cylinder

Rotate Crankshaft
1/3rd Turn
Start
Advance
Advance
Advance
Advance
Advance

Valve Set
Pulley Position
A or
I3 or
C or
A or
B or
C or

to
to
to
to
to

Injector

1-6VS
2-5VS
3-4VS
l-6VS
2-5VS
3-4VS

3
6
2
4
1
5

No.

Valves
5
3
6
2
4
1

Firing Order: l-5-3-6-2-4

g. Repeat the procedure
tors and valves.
Camshaft

to adjust all injec-

Followers

17. Removal

SPECIAL TOOL

a. Apply the parking brake and remove the
rear engine cover from within the vehicle.
b. Clean the camshaft follower housings,
rocker housings and surrounding engine
area using a suitable cleaning agent, then
blow dry with compressed air.
C.

Turn the battery
OFF position.

isolation

switch to the

d. Remove the rocker covers (refer
EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP
1).
FUEL INJECTOR

Figure 29 -

Injector Preload -

Setting

d. Torque the injector adjusting screw to
0.56-0.68 Nm (5-6 Ib.in.) using special
tool 3376592. While holding the adjust-

to

e. Disconnect
and remove the C-brake
housings (refer to para. 3).
f. Remove the cooling fan, water pump,
and air conditioning
compressor
drive
belts (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 2).
19
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g. Remove the rocker housings
rods (refer to para. 8).
h. Disconnect and
(refer to EMEI
4).
i. Disconnect and
sor assembly
GROUP 12).
i.

remove the fuel pump
VEH G 883 - GROUP

f.

remove the air compres(refer to BRAKES -

Remove the accessory
(refer to para. 20).

drive

assembly

NOTE

The thickness of the gaskets
mines the injector timing.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

Replace the camshaft followers as necessary.

and push

deter-

k. Tag and remove the camshaft follower
assemblies by removing the retaining
nuts and bolts from each housing, then
measure and note the thickness of the
gaskets used between each camshaft follower housing and the cylinder block.
Discard the gaskets after measurement.
18. Cleaning and Inspection
a. Remove the two lock screws securing
the camshaft follower shaft to the housing, then using a sharp implement, pierce
one of the cup plugs in the end of the
camshaft follower housing and prise the
cup plug out. Position the housing in a
press, and with the aid of a suitable mandrel, press the shaft and remaining cup
plug from the housing. Discard the cup
plugs.

g. If the bush is to be replaced, remove the
bush and install a new bush using a suitable press and special tool ST-249.
Ensure that the oil hole in the bush is
aligned with the oil hole in the camshaft
follower.
h. Using a chamfer tool, cut a 60” chamfer
into both ends of the bush, then using a
suitable reamer, ream the bore of the
bush
to
19.053-l 9.078 m m
(0.75010.7511 in. Check the diameter of the
bore with special tool ST-195 (plug
gauge). After reaming the bush, thoroughly clean the camshaft follower to
remove all metal particles, then blow dry
with compressed air and ensure that the
oil hole is clear.
i.

d. Check the housings for cracks, damage
and corrosion and replace as necessary.
Remove sharp edges or burrs from the
cup plug holes using 240 grit aluminium
oxide paper.
e. Inspect
the
camshaft
followers
for
cracks, wear or damage. Use Magnaflux
or similar method to check for cracks
which would not otherwise be visible.
20

Using an outside diameter micrometer,
measure the diameter of the camshaft
follower
pivot
shaft.
The
diameter
within
19.00-l 9.02 m m
should
be
(0.748-0.749 in.). Replace the shaft if it
is damaged or worn below the lower limit.
,- ._
.--__-~___-1
CA U TION
When pressing the roller p/ns /nto
the camshaft follower and roller.
Insert a 0 15 m m (0 006 In.) feeler
gauge between the roller and the leg
1
I of t.he camshaft follower to prevent ;
Id Istort/on ci the leg when pressure I
/ IS appkd to the roller pin.
._._
-..------!

b. Mark the camshaft followers to identify
their locations in each of the housings,
then remove the camshaft
followers
from the housings.
c. Clean the camshaft follower shafts with
mineral spirits and the other components with a sutiable cleaning agent.
Ensure that the oil passages in the
camshaft followers are clean and that all
trace of gasket material is removed from
the housings, then blow dry all componets with compressed air.

Check the camshaft follower bush for
scoring or scratches and measure the
diameter with an inside micrometer. The
inside
diameter
should
be
19.05319.100 m m (0.7501-0.752 in.). Replace
the bush if the inside diameter of the
bush exceeds the upper limit, or if the
bush is excessively scored or scratched.

i.

Lubricate
all components
with clean
engine oil, then assemble the rollers,
roller pins and roll pins into the appropriate camshaft followers.
r---

---

-

CA lJ?lCVV
1
; !f a new push rod insert is installed
I In the camshaft follower, a new
I push rod musf also be used m
~ COnpnCtlOn
with the u7sef-t.
- J

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING INSTRUCTIONS

k. Check the condition of the push rod
insert in the camshaft follower. Using a
new push rod ball, coat the ball with engineers blue, place the ball in the insert and
rotate the ball through 180”. Replace the
insert if less than 80% contact is indicated or if damage or wear is evident.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

I.

With the aid of a suitable pin punch,
remove the roll pin securing the roller pin
to the camshaft follower, then remove
the roller pin and the camshaft roller.

m. Using an inside diameter micrometer,
measure the inside diameter
of the
camshaft
roller. The inside diameter
within
17.86-l 7.91 m m
should
be
(0.703-0.705 in.) for the injector rollers
12.713-l 2.78 m m
(0.5005and
0.503 in.) for the valve rollers. Replace
any roller where the dimension exceeds
the upper limit.
n. Using an outside diameter micrometer,
measure the outside diameter of the
camshaft rollers. The outside diameter
for both the injector and the valve
rollers should be within 31.71-31.76 m m
(1.2485-l .2505 in.). Replace any roller if
the dimension is less than the lower limit.
o. Using an inside diameter micrometer,
measure the roller pin bore in the
camshaft followers. The inside diameter
should
be
within
12.674-l 2.687 m m
(0.4990-0.4995 in.) for the valve follow17.759-l 7.772 mm(0.6992ers
and
0.6997 in.) for the injector
followers.
Replace any follower where the bore
diameter exceeds the upper limit specified for that follower.

VEHICLE G 884
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housing with a suitable sealant and
install new cup plugs with the aid of special tool ST-1053. The cup plugs should
be flush to 0.25 m m (0.010 in.) below
the edge of the hole.
s. Remove the temporary screw and install
the two locking screws. Tighten the
screws securely.
19. Installation
the thickness
of the new
a. Measure
camshaft
follower
housing
gaskets,
using a suitable micrometer. It is essential that the gaskets are identical in
dimension to those noted during disassembly, or adverse alteration to engine
performance could occur.
b. Install the gaskets in their predetermined
positions on the cylinder block, and
ensure the printed sealing bead faces
outward towards the camshaft follower
housing.
C.

Lubricate the camshaft
using clean engine oil.

lobes completely

d. Position the camshaft follower housings,
in the locations (as tagged) on the cylinder block, and install the required nuts
or bolts, then torque the nuts and bolts
in the sequence shown in Fig. 30 in two
steps:
First step - 20 Nm (15 Ib.ft)
Final step - 45 Nm (35 Ibft)

p. Using an outside diameter micrometer,
measure the diameter of the roller pins.
The diameter for the valve roller pins is
12.62-12.70 m m (0.497-0.500
in.) and
for
the
injector
roller
pins
17.7017.780 m m (0.697-0.700
in.). Replace
any roller pin worn below the lower limit
specified.
q. Install the camshaft follower assemblies
into the housings in the positions as previously marked. Lubricate the camshaft
follower pivot shafts with clean engine
oil, then install the pivot shafts, ensuring
that the locking screw grooves in the
shaft are aligned with the screw holes in
the housings.
r.

Install a temporary screw into the housing to secure the shaft in place, then
lightly coat the holes in each end of the

P
Figure 30 -

b

Camshaft Follower Housing Bolts
Tightening Sequence

e. Install the accessory
drive assembly
(refer to para. 22).
f. Install the rocker housings and push
rods (refer to para. 12).
g. Install the
para. 7).

C-brake

housings

(refer

to

21
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and discard the seal from the gear cover.

h. Install the rocker covers (refer to EMEI
VEH G 883 -GROUP
1).
i.

Install and tighten the fan, water pump
and air conditioning
compressor
drive
belts (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 2).

i-

Install the air compressor
assembly
(refer to BRAKES - GROUP 12).

k. Install the fuel pump assembly
EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP
4).
I.

Turn the battery
ON position.

isolation

i.

(refer to

Remove the inspection hole plug from
the gear cover, and ensure the timing
marks on the camshaft gear and the
accessory drive gear are aligned. Where
only one timing mark is visible, rotate
the crankshaft manually one complete
revolution and realign the timing marks
(see Fig. 31).

switch to the

m. Start the engine and allow it to reach
then
normal
temperature,
operating
check for oil, fuel and air leaks. Stop the
engine and rectify any faults found.

FRONT GEAR

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

n. Install the rear engine cover.
DRIVE SHAFT

Accessory
20.

Drlve

Removal

PLUG

a. Clean the accessory drive assembly and
pulley using a suitable cleaning agent,
then blow dry with compressed air.
b. Remove the cooling fan, water pump
and air conditioning
compressor
drive
belts (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 2).
C.

Figure 3 1 - Accessory Drive and Camshaft
Gear - Timing Mark Alignment

r----

Rotate the crankshaft
manually, and
align the A mark on the accessory drive
pulley with the pointer on the gear cover.

d. Turn the battery
OFF position.

isolation

/ Ensure that fhe dowel pm is
/ correctly Installed and aligned with
the dnve bush or damage will
occur.
i-..

switch to the

e. Disconnect and remove the fuel pump
assembly (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 4).
f.

Disconnect and remove the air compressor assembly
(refer to BRAKES GROUP 12).

-~

j.

21.

Remove the five retaining bolts and separate the accessory drive assembly from
the cylinder block.

Cleaning and Inspection
a. Inspect the pulley for cracks, damage or
wear and replace as necessary.
b. Inspect the pulley wear sleeve for wear
and replace if necessary.

cover if the puller reiatntng bolts I
extend beyond the rear lace of the ;
/ accessory dnve ,oulle.y
I
A--.
9. Remove the accessory drive pulley retaining nut, then install a suitable puller tool
and remove the pulley.
h. Drill two 3.17 m m (0.125 in.) holes diagonally opposite into the accessory drive
pulley seal outer case, then using a suitable slide hammer or a pry bar, remove
22

c. Remove all debris with a small magnet
and clean cloth from the gear cover seal
bore, then inspect the seal bore for
nicks,
scratches
and
sharp
edges.
Remove any minor defects using 240
grit emery cloth saturated with clean
engine oil.
d. Scrape all trace of gasket material from
the gear cover and accessory drive gasket surfaces with a suitable gasket scrapping tool.

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING INSTRUCTIONS
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e. Clean the accessory drive assembly with
a suitable cleaning agent, and blow dry
using compressed air.
f.

22.

Inspect the accessory
drive
gear and coupling for cracks,
and wear. Replace as necessary.

onto the shaft until it seats against the
accessory drive gear.

housing,
damage

KEYWAY
\

DOWEL PIN

Installation
a. Position a new gasket on the accessory
drive assembly flange, and align the
accessory
drive shaft dowel pin at
approximately
the 11:30 o’clock position.
b. Install the accessory
the cylinder block.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

C.

drive assembly into

Check the alignment of the camshaft
gear and accessory drive gear timing
marks. Where the timing marks do not
align remove the gear and rotate the
crankshaft to obtain correct alignment,
then install the accessory drive assembly.

TOOL
GEAR COVER
ACCESSORY DRIVE SHAFT

d. Install the five accessory drive assembly
retaining bolts, and torque the bolts to
60 Nm (45 Ib.ft).

Figure 32 -

e. Apply a suitable pipe sealant compound
to the inspection hole plug, then install
the plug and torque it to 30 Nm (20
Ibft).
f.

I.

Install the air compressor
assembly
(refer to BRAKES - GROUP 12).
Install the accessory
pin, where required.

NOTE
Do not use any kind of lubrication
on the seal or seal mating surfaces.

n. Install and tighten the fan, water pump
and air-conditioning
compressor
drive
belts (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 2).

h. Position a new oil seal on special tool ST1173, with the closed end of the seal
against the shoulder of the tool. Place
the seal and installation tool over the
accessory drive shaft, and take care to
align the keyway in the tool with the
dowel pin in the accessory drive shaft.
Tap the tool with a hammer until the outer face of the seal case is flush with the
gear cover (see Fig. 32).

j.

Apply a thin film of a suitable lubricant to
the accessory drive shaft, then align the
pulley key-way with the dowel pin in the
drive shaft and push the pulley onto the
shaft.

k. Place special tool 3376326 on the accessory drive shaft, and press the pulley

Remove the installation tool, and install
the keyway seal into the pulley keyway
with one end of the seal pointing
toward the shaft centre line.

m. Install the pulley washer and flanged nut,
then torque the nut to 420 Nm (310
Ib.ft).

drive pulley dowel

i.

Accessory Drive Shaft Seal Installation

0.

Turn the battery
ON position.

isolation

switch to the

P. Start the engine and allow it to reach
normal
operating
then
temperature,
check for oil, fuel or compressed
air
leaks. Stop the engine and rectify any
faults found.
Oil Cooler
23.

Removal
a. Clean the oil cooler, oil filter and surrounding engine area using a suitable cleaning
agent then blow dry with compressed
air.
23
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24.

a. Remove the four bolts from the oil filter
head, then remove the oil filter head and
gasket. Discard the gasket.

Injury may occur if the radiator cap

b. Remove the two bolts from the by-pass
valve flange, then withdraw the by-pass
valve from the support body and discard the O-ring.

b. Drain the cooling system (refer to EMEI
VEH G 883 -GROUP
2).
C.

Disconnect the harness from the pressure sender switch and the warning light
switch, then
loosen the hose clamps
securing the coolant header hose to the
oil cooler rear cover.

C.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

oil supply
d. Disconnect the turbocharger
and the oil by-pass return lines from the
oil cooler unions.
e. Remove the bolts securing the
transfer cover to the thermostat
ing, then separate the transfer
from
the
thermostat
housing
remove the water transfer tube.
f.

Remove the oil filter assembly
EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP
1).

e. Remove the six bolts retaining the rear
cover, then separate the cover and withdraw the pressure relief valve. Discard
the gasket and seal from the rear cover.
25.

9. Replace two of the oil cooler retaining
bolts with guide studs, and remove the
two bolts holding the oil cooler brace to
the cylinder block, then remove the four
remaining bolts and separate the oil cooler assembly from the cylinder block.

/

6

PREtiURE
BY-PASS
VALVE

Cleaning and Inspection
a. Remove all trace of gasket material from
the mating surfaces, using a suitable gasket scraping tool.
b. Clean all components excluding the cooling core using a suitable cleaning agent
and blow dry with compressed air.

,SEAL

/

&

OIL PR,i
SENDER SWITCH

fj

Figure 33 24

Remove the six bolts securing the support body to the housing, then separate
the housing from the support body and
withdraw the cooling core. Discard both
gaskets from the cooling core flange
(see Fig. 33).

d. Remove the oil pressure sender switch
retaining
screw
then
withdraw
the
sender switch and discard the O-ring.

water
houscover
and

(refer to

Disassembly

pKET
OIL FILTER HEAD

Oil Cooler -

Disassembly

BODY
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WARNING
When testing the by-pass valve, do
not allow
the oil temperature
to

I
I

CA lJ T/ON
Do not reuse the oil cooler tooting !
core
after
an engine
failure,
as I
residual
metallic
particles
may be j
lodged within the core tubes. There is j
no recommended
method of cleaning i
the core to ensure complete removal /
I
of these particles.
--I
--

Inspect
cracks,
replace

d.

Install
the cooling
core in special
tool
3376765,
and
attach
a
regulated
485 kPa
(60
psi)
air
supply,
then
immerse
the cooling
core in a suitable

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

c.

the cooling
restrictions
as necessary.

exceed

F”).
the
be

(300°F)

or

allow

as personal injury may result.
j.

core for damage,
or corrosion
and

tank of water heated
to 80°C (180
If bubbles rise from the cooling core,
core
is unserviceable
and
must
replaced (see Fig. 34).

150°C

Suspend
the by-pass
valve and a suitable thermometer
in a container
of clean
engine oil, and ensure the valve or thermometer
do not touch the side of the
container.
Heat the container
of engine
oil, and note the temperature
at which
the valve is completely
open. The valve
should
be extended
to 70.36 mm (2.77
in.) at 112°C (234” F), if not replace
by-pass valve assembly.

26.

the

Reassembly
a.

Lubricate
a new
gasket
using
clean
engine
oil and position
the gasket over
the cooling
core, then aligning
the gasket holes with the corresponding
holes
in the cooling core flange.
I

CAUTION
/ When installing
the cooling core,
take care not to bend or damage the
I core fins.

TOOL

OIL COOLER

Figure 34 e.

Cooling

Core -

Pressure

CORE

b.

Install the cooling core into the housing,
then stand the assembly
upright on the
cooling core flange.

c.

Lubricate
the by-pass valve piston using
clean engine
oil, and install
it with the
open end toward
the rear cover,
into
the housing bore (see Fig. 35).

Testing

Remove the cooling core from the water
tank, then disconnect
the air supply and
test apparatus.
Blow the cooling
core
dry using compressed
air.

f.

Inspect
the housing,
support
rear cover for cracks, damage
sion, and replace if required.

9

Check the springs for damage, cracks
overheating,
and replace if required.

h.

Inspect
plunger
replace

the by-pass
for scratches
as necessary.

i.

Inspect
cracks
essary.

the by-pass
valve for damage,
or corrosion,
and replace as nec-

SENSING

PISTON

body and
or corro-

valve
pistons
or damage

or
and
and

Figure 35 -

By-pass

Valve

Piston -

Installation

25
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d.

Install
the
piston
plunger,
with
the
spoke
end toward
the support
body,
onto the relief valve piston,
then position the small diameter
spring over the
plunger.

e.

Lubricate
the sender
unit and 0-rina
using clean engine oil, and install the 01
ring onto the sender,
then
install
the
sender into the housing
and secure the
retaining
bolt. Torque the bolt to 15 Nm
(11 lb.ft).

f.

I.

Position
the rear cover gasket onto the
housing,
and align the gasket holes with
the holes in the housing.

CAUTION
I The
sender
switch
must
be I
! mstalled
prior
to installing
the
pressure sensing piston, or damage
’
i to the engine may occur.
-i

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

CAUTION
Do not install the O-ring onto the
by-pass valve, as damage to the Oring will occur during installation.

m. Lubricate
the oil filter head gasket with
clean engine
oil, and install the gasket
and oil filter head to the housing,
then
torque
the retaining
bolts to 15-25 Nm
(1 l-20 Ib.ft).
27.

Lubricate
the pressure
sensing
piston
using engine
oil, install the piston over
the spring and plunger,
then install the
compression
spring onto the piston.

NOTE

Installation
a.

Install the two guide studs in the oil cooler support
bolt holes
in the cylinder
block, and position a new oil cooler gasket over the guide studs.

b.

Position the oil cooler assembly
over the
guide studs, and install, but do not tighten the oil cooler to cylinder
block brace
bolts.

C.

Install the oil cooler retaining
bolts, then
replace
the guide studs with the retaining bolts, and torque the bolts to 45 Nm
(35 Ib.ft).

d.

Torque
the
Nm (6 Ib.ft).

e.

Lubricate
the O-rings using clean engine
oil, and
install
the O-rings
onto
the
water
transfer
tube,
then
position
the
water transfer
tube into the water transfer cover (see Fig. 36).

Do not lubricate
the sealing
ring
with engine
oil, use only a suitable
vegetable
oil.
h.

26

Lubricate the sealing ring using a suitable
vegetable
oil then position
the sealing
ring over
the cooling
core,
and firm
against the rear cover gasket.

i.

Install the rear cover onto the housing
and ensure
that the by-pass
compression spring
is correctly
located
in the
housing,
then move the rear cover up
and down
slightly
to ensure
that the
pressure sensing piston moves freely.

i.

Install
the six retaining
bolts
into the
rear cover, using the longer two bolts to
retain the brace on the left side, then
torque the bolts to 45 Nm (35 Ib.ft).

k.

Lubricate
the
cooling
core-to-support
body gasket using clean engine oil, then
align the gasket holes with those in the
cooling
core flange and install the support body. Install the retaining
bolts and
tighten
progressively,
then
torque
the
bolts to 45 Nm (35 Ib.ft).

Lubricate
the oil cooler coolant
by-pass
valve O-ring using a suitable
vegetable
oil, and install
the O-ring
into the oil
cooler
support
body.
Position
the bypass valve
into the support
body, and
push it firmly into place, then progressively tighten the bolts. Torque the bolts
to 40 Nm (30 Ib.ft).

oil cooler

brace

bolts

WATER

OIL COOLER

COVER

‘/

Figure 36 -

Oil Cooler

-

Installation

to 10
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f.

install the other end of the water transfer tube into the oil cooler, then position
a new gasket and the water transfer
housing and torque the retaining bolts
to 25 Nm (20 Ib.ft).
Connect
by-pass
unions.

the turbocharger oil supply and
return lines to the oil cooler

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

h. Connect the harness to the pressure
sender switch and the warning light
switch. Connect
the coolant
header
hose to the rear core and secure the
hose clamps.

0’

i.

Install a new oil filter assembly
EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP
1).

(refer to

j.

Fill the cooling system (refer
VEH G 883 - GROUP 2).

to EMEI

Figure 37 -

Expansion Plug Location Cylinder Block

k. Start the engine and allow it to reach
temperature
operating
then
normal
check for any oil leaks. Stop the engine
and rectify any leaks as necessary.

Expansion
28.

Plugs

Removal

NOTE

Figs. 37, 38 and 39 illustrate the
locations of the expansion plugs on
the engine assembly. Removal of
some engine components will facilitate access to the expansion plug to
be removed. Refer to the relevant
group in EMEI VEH G 883 or this
manual for the appropriate component removal and installation procedures.

Plug Location Figure 38 -Expansion
Cylinder Head RH

a. Drain the engine oil or cooling system as
necessary.
NOTE

The small expansion plugs may be difficult to remove. If necessary, use a
drill, but do not exceed the outer
diameter of the expansion plug.
b. Using a sharp implement, pierce the
expansion plug to be removed, then
prise the plug out and discard the plug.

Figure 39 -

Expansion Plug Location Cylinder Head LH
27
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29.

Installation
a. Ensure that the plug cavity is clean and
dry, then apply a suitable sealant to the
expansion plug.
b. Place the plug in the cavity and tap it
into position for the cylinder block, flush
with the surrounding area. For cylinder
heads use special tools 3376818 and
3376795, ensuring that the plug is even
and flush with the bottom of the chamfer in the bore (see Fig. 40).
BORE CHAMFER
REM&AL
BOLTS

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

Figure 41 -

Figure 40 -

Expansion Plug -

Installation

c. Install any engine components previously removed. Refer to the relevant group
in EMEI VEH G 883 or this manual for
the appropriate
component
installation
procedure.
d. Replenish the engine oil and/or coolant
as necessary.
e. Start the engine and allow it to reach
normal
operating
then
temperature,
check for any oil or coolant leaks, and
rectify any faults found.
Flywheel

30.

and Ring-gear

Removal
a. Clean the flywheel housing and surrounding area using a suitable cleaning agent
and blow dry with compressed air.
b. Remove the transmission assembly from
the vehicle (refer to TRANSMISSION GROUP 6).
c. Remove the clutch assembly from the flywheel (refer to CLUTCH -GROUP
5).
NOTE

Hold or secure the flywheel in a suitable manner to prevent its rotation
during removal.
d. Install two 0.5 in. UNC x 1.5 in. bolts
which have a minimum of 1.25 in. threaded area, into the flywheel removal points
(see Fig. 41).
28

Flywheel Assembly -

Y
T-HANDLES

Removal

e. Remove two diagonally
opposite
flywheel retaining bolts, and install two
guide studs, then install two T-handles
into the flywheel clutch retaining holes
135 degrees apart.
f.

Remove the four remaining flywheel
mounting bolts, and secure suitable lifting equipment to the T-handles, then
raise the lifting equipment slightly to
remove any slack.

WARNING
This assembly is heavy. Care must
be taken to avoid personal injury.
I

I

g. Tighten the two 0.5 in. UNC flywheel
removal bolts in an alternating sequence
to loosen the flywheel, then withdraw
the flywheel from the housing and lower
the assembly to the floor.
__..

-.-

__.
CACITION
Do not use a cutting torch to heat
, the vng-gear as damage wtli occur
I to the flywhee!
- -. ____
-__.-.______
~
h. Heat the outside diameter of the ringgear with a heating torch, when the ringgear is adequately hot, use a blunt chisel
and hammer to remove the ring-gear
from the flywheel.
31. Installation
a. Heat the ring-gear for approximately
1
hour in an oven pre-heated to 316°C

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING INSTRUCTIONS
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e. Remove the lifting equipment, T-handles
and guide studs, then install the remaining flywheel bolts and torque the bolts
in an alternating sequence to 270 Nm
(200 Ibft).

(600°F) or uniformly heat the inside of
the ring-gear using a heating torch and
a suitable temperature indicating crayon,
but do not overheat the ring-gear as the
hardness of the metal will be altered.

f.
Wear

suitable

protective

Install the clutch assembly on the flywheel (refer to CLUTCH - GROUP 5).

g. Install the transmission assembly
to TRANSMISSION -GROUP
6).

gloves

Crankshaft
32.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

b. Remove the ring-gear from the heat
source, and install it on the flywheel,
ensuring that the ring-gear is positioned
evenly against the flywheel shoulder,
then allow the ring-gear to cool (see Fig.

Oil Seal - Front

Removal

a. Clean the engine gear case and surrounding area using a suitable cleaning agent,
then blow dry with compressed air.

b. Remove the alternator
to EMEI VEH G 883 -

42).
C.

mi

the
damper and
guide stud.

ins talla tion to a void personal injury.
I

I

drive belts (refer
GROUP 15).

Remove one bolt from the vibration
damper and pulley then install a guide
stud in the vibration damper.

d. Remove

c. Remove the two 0.5 in. UNC flywheel
removal bolts, and install two T-handles
into the flywheel clutch retaining holes,
then secure suitable lifting equipment to
the T-handles, raise the flywheel and
install it over the guide studs.

(refer

remaining bolts, vibration
pulley, then remove the

e. Secure the top plate from special tool
ST-1259 (part number ST-1259-l)
to
the crankshaft using three of the vibration damper mounting bolts, then install
the drill pilot (part number 3375496)
into the top plate.
f.

Drill a hole through the seal
the drill pilot and a No. 31
drill, then remove the drill
repeat the procedure in the
Go holes (see Fig. 43).

case using
(0.120 in.)
pilot and
remaining

TOP PLATE

Figure 42 -

Ring-gear -

DRILL PILOT

Installation

d. Lubricate the flywheel retaining bolts
and washers with clean engine oil, then
install four bolts into the flywheel and
tighten finger tight.

PILOT

Figure 43 -

Drilling Front Crankshaft Oil Seal
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g. Install three seal removal bolts (part
number ST-1259-6) into the top plate,
then tighten the bolts until the bolt
shoulder contacts the seal case.

FRONT GEAR CASE

h. Remove the three damper mounting
bolts from the top plate, then install the
centre puller bolt into the top plate and
rotate the bolt clockwise until the seal is
removed from the gear cover (see Fig.
44).
FRONT GEAR CASE

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

Figure 45 -

Front Crankshaft Oil Seal Installation

d. Lubricate the vibration damper retaining
bolts and washers with clean engine oil,
then install the four retaining bolts finger tight.

Figure 44 i.

33.

Front Crankshaft Oil Seal Removal

Remove any debris from the gear cover
seal bore with a magnet and lint free
cloth.

NOTE

Service replacement
oil seals are
equipped
with an assembly
tool
which protects the seal lip during
installation. Do not use any kind of
lubricant when installing the seal.
a. Push the oil seal from the assembly tool
onto the crankshaft as far as possible
by hand, then remove the assembly tool.
b. Secure the top plate from special tool
ST-1259 (part number ST-1259-1)
to
the crankshaft using three of the vibration damper mounting bolts and flat
washers, then progressively tighten the
bolts in half-turn increments until the
top plate seats against the crankshaft
(see Fig. 45).

30

Crankshaft

34.

Installation

c.

e. Remove the two guide studs, and install
the two remaining bolts, then torque the
six bolts sequentially to 260 Nm (190 lb.
w
f. Install and tighten the alternator drive
belts (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 15).

Remove the top plate and install
guide
studs
into the end of
crankshaft, then install the pulley
vibration damper.

two
the
and

Oil Seal - Rear

Removal
a. Clean the flywheel housing and surrounding area using a suitable cleaning agent,
then blow dry with compressed air.
b. Remove the transmission assembly from
the vehicle (refer to TRANSMISSION GROUP 6).
C.

Remove the clutch assembly from the flywheel (refer to CLUTCH - GROUP 5).

d. Remove the flywheel (refer to para. 30).
e. Loosen
the oil pan retaining
bolts
approximately
four turns, and remove
the four bolts securing the oil pan to the
rear cover.
CA U TION
Use care when releasing the oil pan
gasket from the rear cover. to
prevent damage occurring to the oil
pan
gasket. If the oil pan gasket IS
damaged
the 011 pan must be /
removed and the gasket replaced.
.-A
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Release the oil pan gasket from the rear
cover by moving a suitable piece of shim
stock between the gasket and rear cover (see Fig. 46).

d. Check that the rear cover is within
0.10 m m (0.004 in.) of being parallel
with the cylinder block oil pan flange,
and trim any excess gasket material from
the ends of the rear cover gasket so the
gasket is even with the oil pan flange.

NOTE
Service replacement
oil seals are
equipped
with an assembly
tool
which protects the seal lip during
installation. Do not use any kind of
lubricant when installing the seal.
e. Push the oil seal from the assembly tool
onto the crankshaft as far as possible
by hand, then remove the assembly tool.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

f.

Figure 46 -

Oil Pan Gasket -

Release

Install the pins into the oil seal driver,
place the driver over the crankshaft end
and tap the seal into position (see Fig.
48), then remove the seal driver.
SEAL DRIVER

g. Remove the remaining bolts from the
rear cover and separate the rear cover
from the crankshaft flange, then remove
and discard the seal from the rear cover.
35.

Installation
a. Remove all trace of gasket material from
the rear cover and crankshaft flange.
b. Install a new gasket and the rear cover
on the cylinder block and install the
eight bolts and washers finger tight.
C.

Remove the pins from special tool ST997 and use the seal driver to align the
rear cover and crankshaft, then torque
the bolts to 45 Nm (35 Ib.ft) and
remove the seal driver (see Fig. 47).
PINS REMOVED
SEAL DRIVER
/

/

Figure 48 -

9. Install the four bolts through the oil pan
into the rear cover, then torque one pan
bolt on each side of the oil pan approximately in the centre to 20 Nm (15 Ib.ft),
then secure the oil pan retaining bolts
(refer to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP
1).
h. Install the flywheel assembly (refer to
para. 31).
i. Install the clutch assembly (refer to
CLUTCH -GROUP
5).
j.

Figure 47 -

Rear Cover -

Alignment

Rear Crankshaft Oil Seal Installation

Install the transmission assembly
to TRANSMISSION - GROUP 6).

(refer

k. Start the engine and allow it to reach
normal
operating
then
temperature,
check for oil leaks and rectify any faults
found.
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SPECIFICATIONS
C-Brake Terminal Connector
.8-l 2 Nm (8-9
Tightening Torque.. ...............................................................................................................
C-Brake Master Piston Retainer Bolts
5-10 Nm (3.7-7.4
Tightening Torque.. .........................................................................................................
C-Brake Solenoid Clamp Bolt
5-10 Nm (3.7-7.4
Tightening Torque ...........................................................................................................
C-Brake Housing Retaining Nuts
80 Nm (60
Tightening Torque.. ....................................................................................................................

Ib.ft)
Ib.ft)
Ib.tt)
Ib.ft)

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

C-Brake Slave Piston
0.46 m m (0.018 in.)
Clearance.. ............................................................................................................................
C-Brake Adjusting Screw Locknut
35 Nm (25 Ib.ft)
Tightening Torque.. ....................................................................................................................
Rocker Shaft
Outside Diameter .......................................................................................... .28.5-28.55 m m (1.122-1.124 in.)
Rocker Lever Bush
Inside Diameter ................................................................................... 28.562-28.666 m m (1.1245-l .1286 in.)
Rocker Lever Adjusting Screw Ball End
0.635 m m (0.250 in.)
Radius .................................................................................................................................
Rocker Shaft End Plugs
.95 Nm (70 Ib.ft)
Tightening Torque.. ...................................................................................................................
Rocker Housing Retaining Studs
80 Nm (60 Ib.ft)
Tightening Torque.. ...................................................................................................................
Cylinder Head
Less than 0.0254 m m (0.001 in.)
Distortion .........................................................................................................
To within 0.0254 m m (0.001 in.)
Parallel .............................................................................................................
Cylinder Head Bolts
Tightening Torque
35 Nm (26 Ib.ft)
First Step.. ...................................................................................................................................
.135 Nm (100 Ib.ft)
Second Step.. ........................................................................................................................
385 Nm (284 Ib.ft)
Final Step.. ..............................................................................................................................
Fuel Crossover Connector Retaining Bolts
4 Nm (3.5 lb.(t)
Tightening Torque .......................................................................................................................
Valve Crosshead
0.64 m m (0.025 in.)
Clearance ..............................................................................................................................
Fuel Injector
0.56-0.68 Nm (5-6 lb. in.)
Preload.. ......................................................................................................................
Fuel Injector Adjusting Screw Lock Nut
60 Nm (45 Ib.ft)
Tightening Torque.. ....................................................................................................................
Valve Clearances
0.28 m m (0.01 1 in.)
Inlet ........................................................................................................................................
0.58 m m (0.023 in.)
Exhaust .................................................................................................................................
Valve Adjusting Screw Lock Nut
60 Nm (45 Ib.ft)
Tightening Torque.. ....................................................................................................................
Camshaft Follower Housing Nuts
Tightening Torque
20 Nm (15
First Step.. ...................................................................................................................................
45 Nm (35
Final Step.. ..................................................................................................................................
Gear Cover Inspection Hole Plug
30 Nm (20
Tightening Torque.. ....................................................................................................................
Accessory Drive Pulley Retaining Nut
.420 Nm (310
Tightening Torque.. ...............................................................................................................
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Camshaft Follower Bush
Inside Diameter ....................................................................................... 19.053-l 9.100 m m (0.750-0.752
Camshaft Follower Pivot Shaft
Outside Diameter ........................................................................................ .19.00-l 9.02 m m (0.748-0.749
Camshaft Follower Injector Roller
Inside Diameter .............................................................................................. 17.86-l 7.91 m m (0.703-0.75
Outside Diameter .................................................................................... 31.71-31.76 m m (1.2485-1.2505

in.)
in.)
in.)
in.)

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

Camshaft Follower Valve Roller
12.773-l 2.78 m m (0.5005-0.503
Inside Daimeter .......................................................................................
Outside Diameter .................................................................................... 31.71-31.76 m m (1.2485-l .2505
Camshaft Follower Injector Roller Pin Bore
Inside Diameter ................................................................................... 17.759-l 7.772 m m (0.6993-0.6997
Camshaft Follower Valve Roller Pin Bore
Inside Diameter .......................................................................................... .12.674-l 2.687 (0.4990-0.4995
Camshaft Follower Injector Roller Pin
Outside Diameter ........................................................................................ .17.70-l 7.78 m m (0.697-0.700
Camshaft Follower Valve Roller Pin
Outside Diameter ........................................................................................ .12.62-12.70 m m (0.497-0.500

in.)
in.)
in.)
in.)
in.)
in.)

Oil Cooler By-pass Valve
1 12” C (234°F)
Opening Temperature.. ................................................................................................................
.70.36
m m (2.77 in.)
...................................................................................................................
Opening Length
Oil Pressure Sender Unit Retaining Bolt
15 Nm (1 1 Ib.ft)
Tightening Torque.. ....................................................................................................................
Oil Cooler Rear Cover Retaining Bolts
.45 Nm (35
Tightening Torque.. ...................................................................................................................
Oil Cooler Support Body Retaining Bolts
.45 Nm (35
Tightening Torque.. ...................................................................................................................
By-Pass Valve Retaining Bolts
40 Nm (30
Tightening Torque.. ....................................................................................................................
Oil Filter Head Retaining Bolts
15-25 Nm (1 l-20
Tightening Torque.. .........................................................................................................
Oil Cooler Retaining Bolts
.45 Nm (35
Tightening Torque.. ...................................................................................................................
Oil Cooler Brace Retaining Bolts
10 Nm (8
Tightening Torque.. ......................................................................................................................
Water Transfer Housing Retaining Bolts
25 Nm (20
Tightening Torque.. ....................................................................................................................
Flywheel Retaining Bolts
.270 Nm (200
Tightening Torque .................................................................................................................

Ibft)
Ib.ft)
Ib.ft)
Ibft)
Ib.ft)
Ib.ft)
Ib.ft)
Ib.ft)

Vibration Damper Retaining Bolts
.260 Nm (190 Ibft)
Tightening Torque.. ...............................................................................................................
Crankshaft Rear Cover Retaining Bolts
.45 Nm (35 Ib.ft)
Tightening Torque.. ...................................................................................................................
Rear Cover to Oil Pan
To within 0.10 m m (0.004 in.)
Parallel .................................................................................................................
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COOLING SYSTEM -GROUP

NOTE

Radiator
36.

2

Removal

The cooling system may contain up
to 46 litres of coolant. Do not discard the coolant as it may be reused
after testing.

Injury may occur if the radiator cap
f.

ti
I

I

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

a. Remove the bull bar from the vehicle
(refer to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP
16).
b. Remove the bonnet from the vehicle
(refer to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP
and turn the battery
isolation
17)
switch to the OFF position.

WARNING
Do not clean the air conditioning
condenser
with steam
cleaning
equipment as the expansion of the
refrigerant gas within, may cause
excessively high pressures in the air
conditioning system that may result
in an explosion.

c. Clean the radiator and surrounding
using a suitable cleaning agent,
blow dry with compressed air.

area
then

d. Remove
the transmission
oil cooler
retaining bolts from the radiator mounting brackets, then remove and secure
the oil cooler away from the radiator.

Loosen the radiator inlet and outlet hose
clamps, at the radiator, then tag and disconnect the hoses.
h. Place a suitable clean container below
the front of the radiator, then loosen
the steering oil cooler tube hose clamps,
and drain the oil from the power steering system. Seal all apertures with suitable plastic plugs.
i.

Release the clamps and cable clips securing the wiring harnesses to the radiator,
then disconnect the water delivery hose
from the windscreen washer reservoir,
and seal the reservoir with a suitable
plug.

i.

Loosen the clamp securing the air cleaner supply hose to the air box on the left
hand side of the radiator, then disconnect the hose.

k. Remove the eight bolts from the radiator shroud,
then move the shroud
toward the engine, clear of the radiator.
I.

WARNING
To avoid personal
injuty when
discharging the refrigerant gas from
the air conditioning system, wear
suitable eye protection, and do not
allow the gas to contact skin.
Ensure there are no naked flames
within the area and avoid breathing
the vapour.
L-

e. Discharge the refrigerant gas from the
air conditioning
system (refer to CAB
HEATINGXOCLING
-GROUP
18).

Place a suitable clean container below
the drain cock located on the right hand
radiator tank, ensure that the engine
is below
50°C
coolant
temperature
(122°F) before removing
the radiator
cap from the surge tank, then open the
radiator drain cock, and drain all the
coolant from the system.

Disconnect the air conditioning compressor discharge hose at the condenser
union, and manipulate the hose through
the radiator frame, then disconnect the
receiver drier OUT hose at the receiver
drier union. Seal all apertures with suitable plastic plugs.

m. Disconnect the air bleed hose from the
top right hand side of the radiator tank.
n. Remove
radiator,
mounting
suitable
using the

one bolt from each side of the
adjacent
to the upper stay
bracket location, and secure
lifting chains to the radiator
bolts.
35
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radiator, then remove the nut from the
lower outer stays and separate the
brackets, insulators, sleeves and washers.

o. Attach the lifting chains to suitable overhead lifting equipment, then take-up the
slack in the chains.
p. Remove the U-bolt from the junction of
the upper radiator stays, then disconnect the stays by removing the two
bolts securing each stay bracket to the
radiator (see Fig. 49).
UPPER RADIATOR
STAYS

f.

Disconnect the receiver drier and the
pipe to the air conditioning condenser
from the radiator.

36. Cleaning and Inspection
a. Clean any build-up of debris from the
radiator core cooling fins, using a suitable cleaning agent, and blow dry with
compressed air.

U-BPLT

b. Check the radiator assembly for damage
to the core or fins.
c. Inspect the radiator assembly for leaks,
cracks or holes and replace as required.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

d. Inspect
the
mounting
cracks, wear or damage
necessary.

e. Check the mounting insulators, washers,
sleeves and spacer pipe for deterioration, wear or damage and replace as necessary.

RADIATOR

Figure 49 -

Radiator Upper Stay -

Removal

q. Remove the two bolts and nuts securing
the centre lower radiator mounting to
the chassis crossmember, then disconnect the lower outer mounting stay
brackets from the chassis rail.

be taken to a void personal injury.

r.
37.

brackets
for
and replace if

Lift and guide the
clear of the vehicle.

radiator

39.

Reassembly
a. Secure the air box to the left hand side
of radiator (opposite the inlet and outlet
pipes) with the round air outlet and
windscreen washer reservoir toward the
rear of the vehicle.
b. Install the lower centre radiator mounting assembly to the radiator between
the central groove, then secure the lower outer radiator stay brackets to the
radiator (see Fig. 50).

assembly

Disassembly
a. Remove the two
securing the air
then separate the
tor assembly.
b. Remove the air
from the radiator
ING/COOLING -

top and bottom bolts
box to the radiator,
air box from the radiaconditioning condenser
(refer to CAB HEATGROUP 18).

c. Remove the steering oil cooler tube from
the radiator (refer to para. 41).
d. Remove the two bolts, washers and
nuts securing the centre lower radiator
mounting assembly to the radiator.
e. Remove the bolts securing each lower
outer radiator stay assemblies to the
36
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Lower Radiator Stays -
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C.

condenser
d. Install the air conditioning
(refer to CAB HEATING/COOLING
GROUP 18).
e. Install the air conditioner receiver drier to
the right hand side of the radiator
toward the rear of the vehicle, and route
the receiver drier pipe down the side
then across to the front of the radiator.
Secure the receiver drier pipe to the
union on the lower right hand side of the
air conditioning condenser, then secure
the pipe to the radiator with the saddle
clamps.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

40.

member, then secure the nuts and bolts
in position.

Install the steering oil cooler tube (refer
to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP 14).

Installation
a. Secure the lower outer radiator stay
brackets to the chassis rails, with the
insulator mounting lobes toward the outside of the vehicle.
b. Remove one bolt from each
radiator
adjacent
to the
mounting bracket positions,
suitable lifting chains to the
the bolts.

side of the
upper stay
and secure
radiator with

WARNING
This assembly is heavy. Care must
be taken to a void personal injury.

c. Attach the lifting chains to suitable overhead lifting equipment, then raise and
guide the radiator assembly into position.

e.

Install the upper radiator stays onto the
top of the radiator, and secure the Ubolt at the stay junction, then disconnect the overhead lifting equipment and
chains from the radiator. Replace the
bolts after the chains are removed.

f.

Assemble and secure
radiator stays between
chassis (see Fig. 51).

9. Install the air bleed hose to the top right
hand of the radiator tank, then tighten
the hose clamp.
h. Connect the inlet and outlet hoses (as
tagged) to the radiator, then secure the
hose clamps.
i.

Install the transmission oil cooler to the
radiator (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 6).

j.

Manipulate the air conditioning compressor discharge hose through the top left
hand side of the radiator frame, and
remove the sealing plugs, then connect
the hose at the air conditioning condenser union (see Fig. 52). Secure the
receiver drier OUT hose to the receiver
drier union.

k. Connect the steering oil cooler hoses to
the oil cooler tube, then fill and bleed
the power steering system (refer to
EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP 14).
I.

d. Align the bolt holes in the lower centre
mounting bracket and the chassis crossINSULATOR
WASHER

I

/

SLEEVE

Remove the plug and connect the windscreen washer hose to the reservoir,
then connect and secure the wiring harnesses with the appropriate clamps and
cable ties.

WASHER
/ INSU~TOR

WASHER

INSULATOR
/

nnY,n

the lower outer
the radiator and

I “”

Figure 51 -

Lower Outer Radiator Stay -

WAsHER

SPRING
WASHER

/
CHASSIS BRACKET

BRACKET

/

Assembly
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r.

m. Install the air cleaner supply hose to the
air box and secure the clamp.

Install the bull bar to the vehicle (refer
to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP 16).

s. Start the engine and allow it to reach
then
temperature,
normal
operating
check for coolant leaks and rectify any
faults found.

rRGE

Steering
41.

Oil Cooler Tube

Removal
a. Remove the bull bar (refer to EMEI VEH
G 883 - GROUP 16).
b. Apply the parking brake and remove the
bonnet from the vehicle (refer to EMEI
VEH G 883 - GROUP 17).

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

c. Disconnect the clamps securing
and
conditioning
discharge
hoses to the radiator.

Figure 52 -

Air Conditioning Hose Installation

n. Test the radiator coolant as drained
from the vehicle (refer to EMEI VEH
G 883 - GROUP 2), discard any contaminated coolant or correct the condition as required.
o. Close the radiator drain cock, then fill
the cooling system through the surge
tank, to the correct level with a suitable
coolant (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 2).

the airsuction

d. Remove the four nuts and bolts retaining the air conditioning
condenser to
the mounting brackets, then tilt the condenser forward at the top as far as possible.
e. Drain the oil from the power steering
system (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 14).
f.

Disconnect the steering oil cooler hoses
from the cooling tube, and seal all apertures with suitable plastic plugs.

g. Note the position of the condenser
mounting bracket located on the radiators lower left hand side, then remove
the six nuts and bolts securing the cooling tube to the radiator (see Fig. 53).

OIL COOLER TUBE

WARNING
To avoid personal
injury when
recharging
the
air conditioning
system with refrigerant gas, wear
suitable eye protection, and do not
allow the gas to contact
skin.
Ensure that there are no naked
flames within the area and avoid
breathing the vapour.

p. Recharge the air conditioning
system
(refer to CAB HEATING/COOLING
Group 18).
q. Install the bonnet onto the vehicle (refer
to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP 17).
38
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43.
CA U TION
remowng
the sfeenng otl
use care IO as/old
damagmg the r;dmfor, condenser
Or condenser -----hoses. -When

Installation

I
:
When mstalling the oil cooler tube 1
use care to avo/o,d damagmng the
radiator or condenser.
I
-1
I__
- .-

j
I
I

h. Raise and manipulate the cooler
clear of the radiator and condenser.
42.

tube

Cleaning and Inspection
a. Clean the outside of the tube using a
suitable cleaning agent, then blow dry
with compressed air.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

b. Inspect the tube for cracks, corrosion,
breakage or damage and replace if necessary.
NOTE
If the oil cooler tube is damaged,
inspect the condenser and radiator
also for damage and replace as
required.

a. Lower the oil cooler tube and manipulate
it into position between the air conditioning condenser and radiator.
b. Install the air conditioning
condenser
mounting bracket into position (as noted), then secure the oil cooler tube in
place.
c. Replace the condenser and secure
position, then secure the discharge
delivery hoses.

it in
and

d. Connect and secure the cooler hoses to
the tube, then fill and bleed the power
steering system (refer to EMEI VEH G
883 -GROUP
14).
e. Start the engine and check the steering
system for leaks. Rectify any leaks as
necessary.
f.

Install the bonnet to the vehicle (refer to
EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP 17).

g. Install the bull bar to the vehicle (refer to
EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP 16).
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FUEL SYSTEM -

GROUP 4

draw and
crosshead.

Fuel Injectors
44.

Removal

b. Clean the rocker covers and surrounding engine components using a suitable
cleaning agent, then blow dry with compressed air.
Turn the battery
OFF position.

isolation

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

Drain the coolant from the cooling system (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 2).

9. Remove the rocker covers (refer
EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP 1).
h. Disconnect
and remove
housings (refer to para. 3).
i.

the

45.

valve

Move the push rod to one side, then
rotate the rocker arm upward.

Installation
a. Install the O-rings on the oil supply connectors.
b. Lubricate the injector O-rings with clean
engine oil and install the O-rings onto
the injector assembly.
c.

to

C-brake

Position the injector into the cylinder
head and align the oil gallery with the oil
supply connector, then press the injector into position.

CA U TlOiY
The o/i supply connectors
are
manufactured
from
a synthetic
mater/a/ and care should be Faaken
not to break or damage them dunng
qector ins talk tion.
- .-___-

Loosen the exhaust valve rocker lever
adjusting screw lock nut, and turn the
adjusting screw out until the push rod is
free.

REMOVAL TOOL

exhaust

m. Remove the injector hold down clamp,
then install special tool 3822697 into the
0.250 in. UNC threaded hole in the
injector body and withdraw the injector
assembly (see Fig. 54).
n. Remove and discard the O-ring from the
oil supply connector.

to

e. Loosen the clamp securing the coolant
hose bracket to the turbocharger
air
inlet pipe, then loosen the clamps securing the air inlet pipe to the turbocharger
inlet and air cleaner outlet. Remove the
air inlet pipe and seal the turbocharger
with a suitable plastic cover.
f.

I.

switch to the

d. Loosen the fan drive belts (refer
EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP
2).

the

k. Loosen the injector rocker arm adjusting
screw lock nut, then turn the adjusting
screw out until the push rod is free.

a. Apply the parking brake and remove the
engine cover from within the vehicle.

C.

number

d. Using a suitable sleeve on the injector
cap, carefully seat the injector in the
cylinder head using a hammer.
e. Install the injector hold down clamps and
torque the bolts to 48 Nm (35 Ib.ft).
NOTE

The exhaust valve crossheads will
interfere with rocker housing if the
crossheads are installed incorrectly.
FUEL INJECTOR

Figure 54 j.

Fuel Injector -

Removal

Move the push rod to one side, then
rotate the rocker lever upward, with-

f.

Lubricate the exhaust valve stem tips
and the valve crosshead guide using
clean engine oil, then install the valve
crossheads
(as numbered) in position
with the adjusting screw toward the
exhaust manifold side of the engine.
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g. Rotate the injector and exhaust valve
rocker arms downward, and reposition
the push rods. Turn the adjusting screws
until the push rods are held in position.
h. Check and adjust the valve and injector
clearances (refer to para. 16).
i.
j.

Install the C-brake
para. 7).

assemblies

(refer to

Install the rocker covers (refer to EMEI
VEH G 883 -GROUP
1).

k. Connect the crankcase breather hose to
the crankcase breather valve.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

I.

Remove the plastic sealing cap from the

turbocharger
inlet, and install the turbocharger
air inlet pipe. Secure the
clamps at the turbocharger and air cleaner outlet, then secure the coolant hose
bracket using the clamp.
m. Tighten the cooling fan driie
to EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP
n. Turn the battery
ON position.

isolation

belts (refer
2).

switch to the

o. Start the engine and allow it to reach
normal operating
temperature.
Check
compression
for
oil,
coolant,
and
exhaust gas leaks and rectify any faults
found.

-SPECIFICATIONS

-

Fuel Injector Clamp Retaining Bolt
Tightening Torque . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. .48 Nm (35 Ibft)
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CLUTCH -

GROUP 5
d. Progressively
loosen and remove the
eight clutch retaining bolts and lockwashers from the pressure plate assembly.

Clutch Assembly
46.

Removal
a. Chock the front and rear wheels and
remove the transmission from the vehicle (refer to TRANSMISSION - GROUP
6).

e. Install two guide studs in the top mounting bolt holes to facilitate removal and
attach suitable lifting equipment to the
clutch assembly.

b. Install a clutch aligning tool into the
release bearing and clutch drive discs.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

c.

Insert two 16 m m (0.625 in.) wooden
spacers between the clutch pressure
plate flywheel ring and release bearing
(see Fig. 55) then matchmark the pressure plate to the flywheel.
f.

RELEASE BEARING
/

47.

Remove the clutch assembly from
housing and lower the clutch to the
then, using a suitable puller tool or a
hammer, withdraw the pilot bearing
the flywheel.

the
floor
slide
from

Cleaning and Inspection
a. Use a rag soaked with a suitable cleaning agent to wipe all components clean.
b. Inspect the pressure plate for
cracks, broken springs or worn
slots and replace the pressure
assembly as necessary.

heat
drive
plate

c. Check the driven discs for wear, distortion, damage or burnt drive buttons.
Replace the clutch discs as necessary.
Figure 55 -

Clutch Pressure Plate -

Spacers

Table 6 -

Remaining

d. Measure the thickness of the rear driven
disc, then compare the dimension to
Clutch Plate Life
7 1t

! 11

0

0
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UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

those shown in Table 6 and determine
the remaining service life. Replace the
discs if warranted.
e.

Check the release bearing for smooth
operation, cracks, damage or overheating and replace as required.

f.

Secure a dial indicator to the centre of
the flywheel with the plunger against the
the
housing
face.
Rotate
clutch
crankshaft by hand and use chalk to
mark any high or low points. Where the
total difference is more than 0.02 m m
(0.0008 in.) misalignment between the
engine and transmission will occur, and
the housing must be replaced.

9. Clean the pilot bearing in a suitable cleaning agent and inspect the bearing for
cracks, chips or damage, and replace if
required.
46.

-... - __
CA U TION
, Damage mll occur to the pressure
piate If the retaamlng bolts are not
tightened progressively.
------I
A
h. Progressively tighten the clutch retaining bolts in the sequence shown in Fig.
56 and torque the bolts to 61-68 Nm
(45-50 Ib.ft), then remove the two spacers from between the pressure plate flywheel ring and the release bearing.

4
7

Installation
a. Insert the clutch aligning
the release bearing sleeve.

tool

through
3

b. Install the rear driven disc on the aligning tool, with the side stamped PRESSURE PLATE facing the pressure plate.
NOTE
It is not necessary to align the drive
disc buttons on the front and rear
driven discs.
Figure 56 - Clutch Retaining Bolts Tightening Sequence
c. Align the driving lugs of the intermediate
plate with the slots in the pressure plate,
then install the intermediate plate and
install the rear driven disc onto the aligning tool, with the side stamped FLYWHEEL facing the flywheel.
d. Pack the pilot bearing using a suitable
grease and install the pilot bearing, with
the sealed side facing toward the transmission, into the flywheel.
e. Raise the clutch assembly into position
using suitable lifting equipment,
then
align the matchmarks
and install the
clutch onto the guide studs, push the
clutch into the flywheel until the tool
engages into the flywheel pilot.
f.

Install six of the retaining bolts and
washers and tighten finger tight, then
use a brass hammer to tap the aligning
tool, ensuring that the tool has centred
and is seated in the pilot bearing.

g. Remove the guide studs and install the
remaining bolts and lock washers into
the clutch.
44

i.

Remove the clutch installation tool.

i.

Install the transmission assembly
to TRANSMISSION -GROUP
6).

(refer

Clutch Release Shaft and Yoke
49.

Removal
a. Chock the front and rear wheels of the
vehicle and remove the transmission
assembly (refer to TRANSMISSION
GROUP 6).
b. Matchmark the clutch operating lever to
the release shaft, then loosen the pinch
bolt and remove the clutch operating
lever.
C. With a bronze drift and hammer, drive
the release shaft towards the left hand
side of the bell housing to remove the
blanking plug, then remove the bolts
securing the release yoke to the release
shaft.
d. Use a bronze drift to drive the release
shaft into the bell housing, and remove

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL
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the Woodruff key from the shaft, then
drive the release shaft out of the right
hand side of the bell housing.

Bell Houslng
51.

Removal
a. Chock the front and rear wheels of the
vehicle.

e. Slide the clutch release stub shaft into
the bell housing, until the yoke assembly
can be withdrawn from the bell housing
(see Fig. 57).

the
transmission
b. Remove
assembly
(refer to TRANSMISSION
GROUP
6).
c. Clean the bell housing and surrounding
transmission area using a suitable cleaning agent, then blow dry with compressed air.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

d. Remove the bolts and washers from the
bell housing (see Fig. 58).

STUB SHAFT
’

Figure 57 f.
50.

wi

Stub Shaft and Yoke -

Removal

Tap the clutch release stub shaft into the
yoke, and remove the stub shaft.

Installation
a. Install the release stub shaft into the
centre of the clutch release yoke, and
push the stub shaft into the yoke until
the locating groove in the shaft is
aligned with the pinch bolt hole in the
yoke, then install the pinch bolt and
torque the bolt to 19-32 Nm (14-24
Ibft)

Figure 58 -

Removal

e. Tap the bell housing lightly, using a rubber mallet to jar it free of the transmission case.
52. Cleaning and Inspection
a. Remove all trace of gasket material from
the mating surfaces, using a suitable gasket scraping tool.

b. Install the stub shaft and yoke assembly
into the stub shaft locating bush in the
bell housing. Push the release shaft
through the opposite bush in the bell
housing and the yoke assembly, insert
the Woodruff key into the shaft, and
drive the release shaft into the yoke
while aligning the keyway. Install the
retaining bolt and torque the bolt to 1932 Nm (14-24 Ibft).

b. Inspect the bell housing for cracks
damage, and replace as required.
c.

c. Align the matchmarks and connect the
clutch release lever to the release shaft,
then install and tighten the pinchbolt.

or

Inspect the mating faces of the bell
housing and flywheel housing for wear
chafing or damage as any appreciable
wear will cause engine and transmission
misalignment. Replace the bell housing
as required.

d. Check the clutch release fork shafts are
not excessively loose in the bell housing
and replace the bell housing bush or
release shafts as required.

d. Install the transmission (refer to TRANSMISSION -GROUP
6).
e. Check and adjust the clutch operation
(refer to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP
5).

Bell Housing -

53.

Installation
a. Install a new gasket and the bell housing
on the transmission case.
45
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b. Install the bell housing retaining bolts
and washers then torque the bolts to
95-102 Nm (70-75 Ibft).

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

-

c.

Install the transmission (refer to TRANSMISSION - GROUP 6).

d. Check and adjust the clutch operation
(refer to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP
5).

SPECIFICATIONS -

Clutch Housing
Distortion . .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . Less than 0.02 m m (0.008 in.)
Clutch Retaining Bolts
Tightening Torque . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . 61-68 Nm (45-50 Ibft)
Release Stub Shaft Pinch Bolt
Tightening Torque .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. 19-32 Nm (14-24 Ibft)
Release Shaft Retaining Bolt
Tightening Torque . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . 19-32 Nm (14-24 Ibft)
Bell Housing Retaining Bolts
Tightening Torque . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . 95-102 Nm (70-75 Ib.ft)
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TRANSMISSION -

f.

Transmlsslon

54.

Removal
a. Clean the transmission and surrounding
underbody area using a suitable cleaning
agent, then blow dry with compressed
air.
b. Chock the front and rear wheels of the
vehicle, and drain the air from all the air
tanks.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

GROUP 6

c. Place a suitable container below the
transmission, and remove the transmission drain plug to allow all the lubricant
to be drained from the transmission,
then tag and disconnect the oil cooler
hoses at the transmission unions. Allow
the hoses to drain then seal all apertures
with suitable plastic plugs.
NOTE

The right hand side fuel tank
hold up to 360 litres.

may

d. Ensure that the fuel tap in the left hand
tank is in the off position, then drain the
right hand side fuel tank into an appropriate container of suitable capacity. Disconnect the fuel crossover hose at both
fuel tanks, and remove the fuel tank
brace (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 4).
e. Tag and disconnect the air shift control
from the valves on the rear right hand
side of the transmission and from the
crossmember
mounted valve (see Fig.
59).

WHITE

BLACK

10 m m BLACK

Figure 59 -

Transmission Air Shift Line Removal

Remove the spare wheel from the vehicle (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 11).

g. Disconnect and remove the transmission propeller shaft (refer to EMEI VEH
G 883 -GROUP
8).
h. Remove the PTO and hydraulic pump
assembly from the transmission
and
retain the shims. Place a protective covering over the PTO, then tie the assembly to the right hand chassis rail with
suitable lashings.
i.

Disconnect
the speedometer
impulse
generator (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 6).

j.

Place suitable
transmission.

safety

stands

below

the

k. Remove the bolts securing the clutch
housing to the flywheel housing that are
accessable from below the vehicle.
I.

Disconnect
and remove
the muffler
from the vehicle (refer to EMEI VEH G
883 -GROUP
3).
m. Remove the rear engine cover from
within the cab.

n. Disconnect and remove the gear shift
lever (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 13).
o. Remove the cab floor (refer
VEH G 883 - GROUP 17).
p. Disconnect the reversing
harness at the connector
wheel housing.

to EMEI

lamp switch
on the fly-

q. Disconnect the clutch operating linkage
from the clutch lever (refer to EMEI
VEH G 883 - GROUP 5).
r.

Remove the remaining bolts securing
the clutch housing to the flywheel housing.

s.

Position suitable overhead lifting equipment with a safe working load of 500 kg
above the transmission,
through
the
cabin door aperture and secure suitable
lifting chains under the transmission
housing retaining bolts (see Fig. 60),
then attach the chain to the lifting equipment.

t.

Raise the lifting equipment slightly, in
order
to support
the
transmission.
Remove the bolts securing the transmission mounting bracket to the chassis
bracket.
47
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secure the rear transmission mounting
bracket to the chassis bracket (see Fig.
61).

LIFTING CHAINS

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

CAOSSMElWBER
/

Figure 60 -

Transmission Lifting Chain Attachment

u. Move the transmission
rearward until
the input shaft is clear of the clutch,
then using a suitable trolley jack to support
the
transmission,
remove
the
and lower the transmission.
stands,
Remove the transmission from the left
hand side of the vehicle.
55.

Figure 61 -

b. Smear a thin film of suitable grease onto
the transmission
input shaft, including
the splines.
c. Position the transmission under the left
hand side of the vehicle with the bell
housing toward the front.
d. Position
lifting
overhead
equipment
through the cabin door aperture and
secure the lifting chains to the transmission housing retaining bolts.
e. Raise the transmission to allow engagement of the input shaft and clutch drive
plate. It may be necessary to select any
gear, using a suitable screwdriver or
lever to manipulate the selector rails in
the shifter housing, then rotate the output flange to align the splines.
f.

Ensure that the clutch release yoke goes
over the release bearing, then manipulate the transmission into position and

Rear Transmission Mounting Installation

Connect the reversing lamp switch at
the harness and secure the clamp with
the upper left hand clutch housing bolt.

Installation
a. Secure suitable lifting chains under the
transmission
housing
retaining
bolts,
then
using suitable
overhead
lifting
equipment with a safe working load of
500 kg, place the transmission onto a
suitable trolley jack.

48

\TRANSMIS‘SION
BRACKET

h. Install and secure the clutch housing-toflywheel housing bolts, springs and plain
washers, that are accessable from above
the transmission.
i.

Connect the clutch operating linkage to
the clutch lever (refer to EMEI VEH G
883 -GROUP
5).

i.

Install and connect the gear shift lever
to the transmission (refer to EMEI VEH
G 883 -GROUP
6).

k. Connect the speedometer impulse generator to the transmission (refer to EMEI
VEH G 883 -GROUP
6).
I.

Remove the lashings securing the PTO
and hydraulic pump to the chassis rail,
remove the protective
covering, then
install the assembly, using the shims previously removed or new shims of equivalent thickness (refer to EMEI VEH G
883 -GROUP
6).

m. Install and secure the air shift control
lines in the positions (as tagged) on the
valves on the right hand side of the
transmission and on the crossmember
mounted valve (see Fig. 62).

VEHICLE G 884
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WHITE
/

housing
housing-to-flywheel
springs and plain washers.

BLACK
I

bolts,

q. Install and secure the fuel tank brace
between the fuel tanks, then connect
the fuel tank cross over hose at the
right and left hand side fuel tanks (refer
to EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP
4).
r.

Install the muffler to the vehicle (refer to
EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP
3).

s. Install the spare wheel (refer
VEH G 883 -GROUP
11).
t.

10 m m BLACK

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

Figure 62 -Transmission
Air Shift Line Installation
n. Install the transmission propeller shaft
(refer to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP
8).
o. Remove the sealing plugs and connect
the transmission oil cooler hoses in position (as tagged) on the transmission.
p. Install and secure

the remaining

to EMEI

Install the cab floor (refer to EMEI VEH
G 883 - GROUP 17).

u. Ensure that the transmission drain plug
is installed securely, then fill the transmission to the required level with a suitable
lubricant.
v.

Install the rear engine cover, then start
the engine and allow it to reach normal
operating
temperature.
Check for oil
leaks and test drive the vehicle. Rectify
any faults found.

clutch
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FAULT FINDING -

Transmlsslon
Cause

Probable

1. Noise in neutral.

a. Damaged countershaft bearings.
b. Worn or damaged counter shaft.
Damage to reverse idler gear.
:: Excessive backlash in gears.
Chipped or damaged gears.
F’ Low oil level.
9. Contaminated or incorrect oil.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Replace transmission.
Replace transmission.
Replace transmission.
Replace transmission.
Replace transmission.
Refill to required level.
Drain and refill.

2. Noise in gear.

Bearing failure or damage.
Damage to gear shafts.
C. Excessive mainshaft gear end play.
d. Damage to speedometer drive.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Replace
Replace
Replace
Replace

3. Difficult gear selection.

a. Damaged or worn spigot bush.
b. Improper or contaminated lubricant.
Damaged or worn shift rods.
ifi Binding or damaged clutch gears.
e. Clutch dragging.
f. Early clutch brake engagement.
9. Bearing or gear train damage.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Replace spigot bush.
Drain and refill.
Replace transmission.
Replace transmission.
Adjust clutch.
Adjust clutch.
Replace transmission.

4. Gear disengagement.

a. Worn or damaged shift fork pads.
b. Broken or worn poppet springs.
C. Thrust washers broken or damaged.

a. Replace transmission.
b. Replace transmission.
c. Replace transmission.

5. Oil leaks.

Oil level too high.
Damage or improper location
of gaskets.
Damaged or worn oil seals.
Housing or bearing covers loose.
e. Cracked or damaged housing.

a. Drain to correct level.
b. Replace gaskets.

::

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

Action

Symptom
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transmission.
transmission.
transmission.
drive unit.

c. Replace oil seals.
d. Tighten retaining bolts.
e. Replace transmission.
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REAR AXLES-GROUP
lntermedlate

56.

f.

Axle Assembly

Removal

C.

Drain the air from all the air tanks.

d. Remove
between
wheel.

the chassis tread plate
the battery
box and

from
fifth

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

e. Tag and remove the service and spring
brake air lines from the quick release
valve and the pressure holding valve
(see Fig. 63).
SERVICE BRAKE

Remove the axle breather hose from the
union on the axle housing.
Remove the air shift housing air line
from the union on the chassis rail.

a. Chock the front and rear wheels.
b. Cage the intermediate axle spring brakes
(refer to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP
12).

9

h. Remove the intermediate propeller shaft,
and the rear propeller shaft from the
input and output yokes (refer to EMEI
VEH G 883 - GROUP 8).
i.

Remove the spare wheel from the vehicle.

i-

Loosen the wheel nuts on both intermediate wheels and then support the rear
of the vehicle under the axle frame connecting tube by using two suitable trolley
jacks.

k. Remove the two bolts, washers and
nuts retaining each lower torque rod to
the intermediate axle housing. Remove,
tag and retain the spacers.
I.

Position a suitable trolley jack under the
axle differential housing and support the
weight, then remove the wheels.

m. Remove the two bolts, washers and
nuts retaining the upper torque rod to
the axle housing (see Fig. 64). Remove,
tag and retain the spacers.
-AIR

Figure 63 -

Air Lines -

LINE

Removal

Figure 64 -

n. Remove the spring saddle brackets from
the intermediate axle housing.

Intermediate Axle -

Removal

51
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o. Lower the trolley jack and remove the
axle assembly from beneath the vehicle
via the left hand side of the vehicle.
57.

C.

Installation
a. Place the axle assembly on a suitable trolley jack and position the assembly
beneath the vehicle.
b. Position the upper torque rod at the
axle mounting bracket, then install the
spacers. Install the retaining bolts, washers and nuts and torque the bolts to
450-540 Nm (330-400 Ib.ft).
the lower torque rods at the
C. Position
axle mounting brackets, then install the
spacers
into their original
positions.
Install the retaining bolts, washers and
nuts to each torque rod and torque the
retaining bolts to 244-312 Nm (180230 Ib.ft).

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

from the axle housing and drain the lubricant.

d. Remove the axle shafts (refer to EMEI
VEH G 883 - GROUP 9).
e. Remove the four bolts and washers
retaining the through shaft bearing cage
to the axle assembly (see Fig. 65), then
withdraw the yoke, bearing cage and
shaft from the housing.

be taken to a void personal injury.

NOTE

d. Install the wheels (refer to EMEI VEH G
GROUP ll), then remove the
883 trolley jacks from under the axle assembly and the axle frame connecting tube.
e. Install the spring saddle brackets
intermediate axle housing.
f.

Remove the intermediate and rear propeller shafts (refer to EMEI VEH G 883
-GROUP
8).

It may be necessary to tap the bearing cage with a soft metal hammer
to assist in removing the throughshaft.

to the

Install the intermediate propeller shaft,
and the rear propeller shaft on the output yokes (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 8).

cl- Install the air line of the air shift housing.
h. Install the axle breather
union on the axle housing.

hose onto the

i.

Install the service and spring brake air
lines as tagged onto the quick release
valve and the pressure. holding valve.

i.

Install the tread plate
between
the battery
wheel.

on the chassis
box and fifth

k. Close the air tank drain cock, start the
engine and allow it to reach normal operating temperature.
I. Uncage the spring brakes (refer to
EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP 12).
m. Check for any air leaks and rectify as
necessary.
Intermediate

56.

Differential

Removal
a. Clean the differential housing assembly
using a suitable cleaning agent and blow
dry with compressed air.
b. Place a suitable receptacle under the differential, then remove the drain plug

52

Figure 65 f.

Throughshaft -

Removal

Remove the tread plate from
the battery box and fifth wheel.

between

g. Drain the air tanks, then tag and remove
the air lines from the pressure holding
valve and the quick release valve. Secure
the lines away from the carrier assembly.
h. Remove the air line from the air shift
housing and secure it away from the carrier assembly.
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i.

Loosen the top bolt and the top nut
retaining the carrier assembly to the axle
housing and leave in position.

j.

Remove the remaining bolts, washers
and nuts retaining the carrier assembly
to the housing.

d. Install the retaining lock nuts and washers then torque the retaining bolts to
244-312 Nm (180-230 Ib.ft) and the
retaining lock nuts to 244-312 Nm (180230 Ibft).
e. Remove any gasket material from the
through-shaft bearing cage and the axle
housing mating surfaces.

k. Position a trolley jack under the carrier
assembly and support the weight of the
carrier.

f.

NOTE

To assist in removal a small pinch bar
may be used to straighten the carrier
in the housing during removal. The
end of the pinch bar must be rounded to avoid damage occurring to the
carrier flange.

Apply a continuous bead of silicone RTV
gasket material approximately
5 mm
(0.196 in.) in diameter around the axle
housing
mating
surface.
Install
the
through shaft and the four retaining
bolts and washers. Torque the bolts to
27-41 Nm (20-30 Ib.ft).
Install the air lines to the pressure holding valve and quick release valve.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

h. Install the air on the air shift housing.
I.

59.

Remove the top bolt, nut and washers,
then work the carrier free of the housing and remove from beneath the vehicle.

i.

Install the intermediate and the rear propeller shafts (refer to EMEI VEH G 883
-GROUP
8).

i.

Install the axle shafts (refer
VEH G 883 - GROUP 9).

to

EMEI

k. Install the drain plug into the axle housing and fill the assembly with a suitable
lubricant.

Installation

WARNING
Minor concentrations of acetic acid
vapour may be produced
during
application of silicone RTV gasket
material.
Ensure
adequate
ventilation is provided to prevent
injury.
a. Place the carrier assembly on a suitable
trolley jack, then apply a continuous
bead of silicone RTV gasket material
approximately 5 m m (0.196 in.) in diameter around the axle housing mating surface and around the edge of all the bolt
holes and the studs.
b. Position the carrier assembly an the axle
housing studs and install four flat washers and nuts equally spaced around the
carrier. Tighten the nuts alternately to
draw the carrier squarely into the housing, then remove the trolley jack.
NOTE

Apply Loctite 277 to the
assembly
studs and bolts
installation.
c. Install the retaining bolts,
the four nuts and washers.

then

carrier
during

remove

I.

Install the tread plate
between
the battery
wheel.

on the chassis
box and fifth

Rear Axle Assembly

60.

Removal
a. Chock
wheels.

the

front

and

intermediate

b. Cage the rear spring brakes (refer
EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP 12).
C.

to

Drain the air from the air tanks. -

d. Tag and remove the service and spring
brake air lines from the quick release and
the pressure holding valves (see Fig. 66)
e. Remove the axle breather hose from the
union on the axle housing.
f.

Remove the rear propeller shaft from
the differential
input yoke (refer to
EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP 8).

9. Slacken the wheel nuts on both rear
wheels and then support the rear of the
vehicle under the axle frame connecting
tube by using two suitable trolley jacks.
h. Remove the two bolts, washers and
nuts retaining each lower torque rod to
the axle housing. Remove, tag and
retain the spacers.
53
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SPRING BRAKE’
AIR LINE

61.

I
SERVICE BRAKE
AIR LINE

Installation
a.

Place the axle assembly on a suitable trolley jack and position the assembly
beneath the vehicle.

b. Position the upper torque rod at the
axle mounting bracket, then install the
spacers. Install the retaining bolts, washers and nuts and torque the bolts to
420-540 Nm (31 O-400 Ib.ft) .

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

C.

Figure 66 i.

j.

Brake Air Line -

Position the lower torque rods at the
lower mounting brackets, then install the
spacers
into their original
positions.
Install the retaining bolts, washers and
nuts to each torque rod and torque the
retaining bolts to 244-312 Nm (180230 Ibft).

d. Install the wheels (refer to EMEI VEH G
883 GROUP 11) then remove the
trolley jacks from under the axle assembly and the axle frame connecting tube.

Removal

Position a suitable trolley jack under the
axle differential housing and support the
weight, then remove the wheels.

e. Install the rear propeller shaft to the differential input yoke (refer to EMEI VEH
G 883 -GROUP
8).

Remove the two bolts, washers and
nuts retaining the upper torque rod to
the axle housing (see Fig. 67). Remove,
tag and retain the spacers.

f.

TORQUE ROD

Install the air lines (as tagged) to the service and spring brake quick release valve
and the pressure holding valve.

9. Install the axle breather hose onto the
union on the axle housing.
h. Close the air tank drain cocks, start and
run the engine to allow air pressure to
build-up to normal operating pressure.
i.

Uncage the spring brakes (refer
EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP 12).

j.

Check for any air leaks and rectify as
necessary.

to

Rear Differential
62.

Removal
a. Clean the differential housing with a suitable cleaning agent and blow dry with
compressed air.
b. Place a suitable receptacle under the differential, then remove the drain plug
from the axle housing and drain the oil.
c. Remove the rear propeller shaft from
the differential
pinion (refer to EMEI
VEH G 883 -GROUP
8).

Figure 67 k.
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Rear Axle Assembly -

Removal

Lower the trolley jack and remove the
axle assembly from the rear of the vehicle.

d. Remove the axle shafts (refer to EMEI
VEH G 883 -GROUP
9).
e. Loosen the top two bolts retaining the
carrier assembly to the housing and
leave in position.
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5 m m (0.196 in.) in diameter around the
axle housing mating surface and around
the edge of all the bolt holes and studs.

Remove the remaining bolts, washers
and nuts retaining the carrier assembly
to the housing.

g. Position a suitable trolley jack
block of wood under the carrier
bly (see Fig. 68) then break the
loose from the axle housing with
hammer.

and a
assemcarrier
a soft

b. Position the carrier assembly on the axle
housing studs and install four flat washers and nuts equally spaced around the
carrier. Tighten the nuts alternately to
draw the carrier squarely into the housing, then remove the trolley jack.
NOTE
Apply Loctite 277 to the
assembly
studs and bolts
installation.
C.

carrier
during

Install the retaining bolts and washers,
then remove the four nuts and washers.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

d. Install the retaining lock nuts and washers, then torque the retaining bolts to
244-312 Nm (180-230 Ib.ft) and the
retaining lock nuts to 244-312 Nm (ISO230 Ibft).
e. Install the rear propeller shaft (refer to
EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP
8).
f. Install the axle shafts (refer to EMEI
VEH G 883 -GROUP
9).
Figure 68 -

Carrier Assembly -

Removal

NOTE
To assist in removal a small pinch bar
may be used to straighten the carrier
in the housing during removal. The
end of the pinch bar must be rounded to avoid damage occurring to the
carrier flange.

63.

9. Install the drain plug into the axle housing and fill the assembly with a suitable
lubricant.
Bogie Assembly
64. Removal
a. Clean the rear axles and surrounding
area using a suitable cleaning agent and
blow dry with compressed air.
b. Chock the front wheels of the vehicle.
c. Remove the tread plate from
the battery box and fifth wheel.

h. Remove the top two retaining bolts and
washers, then work the carrier free of
the housing and remove from beneath
the vehicle.

e. Drain the air from all the air tanks.

Installation

f.

WARNING
Minor concentrations
of acetic acid
vapour may be produced
during
application
of silicone RN
gasket
material. Ensure adequate ventilation
is provided to prevent injury.
a. Place the carrier
trolley jack and a
68) then apply a
cone RTV gasket

assembly on a suitable
block of wood (see Fig.
continuous bead of silimaterial approximately

between

d. Cage the spring brake chambers
to EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP
12).

(refer

Tag and disconnect
the service and
spring brake air lines from the quick
release and pressure holding valves on
both axle housings.

g. Disconnect the air shift control line from
the union on the intermediate axle housing.
h. Disconnect
the axle breather
hoses
from the unions at both axle housings.
i. Disconnect
and remove the transmission propeller shaft from the vehicle
(refer to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP
8).
55
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Figure 69 i-

Bogie Assembly -

Remove the nuts and bolts securing the
upper torque rods to the axle housings.

k. Attach suitable overhead lifting equipment to the rear of the chassis, and raise
the lifting equipment to take the weight,
then position suitable support stands
under the chassis, forward of the intermediate axle.
I.

Remove the bolts securing the bogie
assembly to the chassis rail, crossmember and reinforcement rail, then mark the
two holes that are not used to mount the
bogie to the rail reinforcement (see Fig.
69).

m. Remove the rear mudguards from the
vehicle (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 17).
n. Raise the rear of the chassis sufficiently
to allow the bogie assembly to be well
clear of the chassis, then support the
vehicle with suitable safety stands.
65.

b. Align the bogie with the chassis, then
install the retaining bolts in the reinforcement rail, crossmember and chassis rail.

56

Do not use the holes marked during disassembly.
C.

Lower the vehicle to the ground then
remove the safety stands and the overhead lifting equipment.

d. Install and secure the upper torque rods
to the axle housings.
propeller shaft
e. Install the transmission
to the vehicle (refer to EMEI VEH G
883 -GROUP
8).
f. Connect the axle breather hoses to the
axle housing unions.
Connect
the air shift housing air line to
9.
the union on the intermediate differential
housing.
h. Reconnect the service and spring brake
air lines at the quick release and pressure
holding valves on the axle housings.
i.

Installation
a. Wheel the bogie assembly under the vehicle, with the intermediate axle forward,
then lower the rear of the chassis using
suitable overhead lifting equipment.

Removal

Install the tread plate to the chassis
between the battery box and the fifth
wheel, then install the rear mudguards
(refer to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP
17).

Start the engine and allow it to reach
normal
temperature,
then
operating
release the spring brakes from the caged
positions (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 12).
k. Check for oil or fuel leaks, then road test
the vehicle and rectify any faults found.

i.

VEHICLE G 884
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SPECIFICATIONS -

Ib.ft)
Ib.ft)
Ib.ft)
Ib.ft)
Ib.ft)

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

Upper Torque Rod Bolts
Tightening Torque .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . 450-540 Nm (330-400
Lower Torque Rod Bolts
Tightening Torque . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . 244-312 Nm (180-230
Differential Carrier Assembly Bolts
Tightening Torque .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . 244-312 Nm (180-230
Differential Carrier Assembly Nuts
Tightening Torque . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . 244-312 Nm (180-230
Through Shaft Bearing Cage Bolts
Tightening Torque .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . .. 27-41 Nm (20-30
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FRONT AXLE -

66.

67.

Axle Assembly

Front

GROUP 10

a. Position the front axle assembly below
the front springs, with the service brake
chambers toward the rear of the vehicle.

Removal
a. Clean the front axle and surrounding
area using a suitable cleaning agent and
blow dry with compressed air.

b. Where fitted install the wedge plate to
the spigot on the spring (as noted),
then install the spacer plate and shock
absorber mounting.

b. Chock the rear wheels and drain the air
from all the air tanks.
C.

Installation

Disconnect the air lines from the front
service brake chambers (refer to EMEI
VEH G 883 - GROUP 12).

C.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

d. Disconnect the right and left hand side
drag links from the steering arms (refer
to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP 14).
8. Remove the lock nuts and nuts from the
front spring U-bolts, then remove the
U-bolts and spring seat from the spring
(see Fig. 70).

Manipulate the axle assembly into position, aligning the spring spigot with the
hole in the axle beam, then raise the
front of the vehicle using suitable lifting
equipment and remove the stands from
below the chassis.

d. Lower the vehicle and ensure the spring
spigot aligns with the locating hole in
the axle beam.
e. Install the spring seat and U-bolts to the
springs, then install the nuts onto the Ubolts and torque the nuts progressively
to 380-407 Nm (280-300 lb. ft).
f.

Install the U-bolt lock nuts and torque
the lock nuts to 380-407 Nm (280-300
lb. ft).
Connect the right and left hand side
drag links to the steering arms (refer to
EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP 14).

h. Connect the air lines to the front service
brake chambers (refer to EMEI VEH G
883 - GROUP 12).
i.

Check the front wheel alignment and
adjust to specification
as necessary
(refer to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP
14).

i.

Adjust the front service brakes (refer to
EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP 12).

FSPACER

SHOCK ABSORBER

Figure 70 -

Front Spring U-bolt -

Removal

NOTE
Where fitted, note the position and
direction
of
the
wedge
plate
between
the spring
and shock
absorber.
f.

Raise the front of the vehicle with a suitable jack until the front springs are clear
of the axle, then support the chassis
with safety stands behind the front
axle.
g. Wheel the front axle assembly from
below the front of the vehicle.

Klng

Pins and Bushes

66.

Removal
a. Clean the steering knuckles and surrounding area using a suitable cleaning agent
and blow dry with compressed air.
b. Chock the rear wheels and drain the air
from all the air tanks.
c. Remove the required front wheel from
the vehicle (refer to EMEI VEH G 883
-GROUP
11).
d. Disconnect the tie rod end from the
cross tube arm (refer to EMEI VEH G
883 -GROUP
14).
59
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e. Remove the front brake assembly from
the vehicle (refer to EMEI VEH G ‘883
- GROUP 12).

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

f.

DR+W K E Y

Remove the upper and lower steering
knuckle caps and gaskets (see Fig. 71).

Figure 72 -

Draw Key -

Removal

\
Figure 71 -

Steering Knuckle Cap -

Removal

g. Loosen the draw key lock nuts and turn
the lock nuts out until the nut is flush
with the end of the draw key.

l-

L

WARNING
Personal
injury
may
occur
if
hardened
steel components
are
steel
struck
directly
with
a
hammer.

NOTE
Failure to strike the draw keys
square, may result in damage, that
will cause difficulties in removal of
the draw key.
h. Position a suitable brass or bronze drift
square on the end of the draw key nut,
and strike the drift firmly with a hammer
to loosen the draw key, then loosen the
other draw key from the opposite side
of the steering knuckle (see Fig. 72).
i. Remove the draw key lock nuts and withdraw the draw keys, then wrap plastic
tape around the first 25 m m (1.00 in.)
of a suitable drift that is not flared or
burred on the end, and tap the king pin
out from the top of the steering knuckle
using the drift and a steel hammer (see
Fig. 73).
60

Figure 73 j.

Remove
bearings
beam.

King Pin -

Removal

the steering knuckle, thrust
and shims from the front axle

k. Inspect the king pin bushes for excessive wear or deterioration and replace as
required.
I.

Secure the steering knuckle in a suitable
press with a minimum capacity of 5000
kg, and using the bush removal tool
(refer special tools), press out the upper
king pin bush, then secure the steering

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL
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knuckle in an inverted position in the
press and press out the lower king pin
bush.
69.

the upper and lower bush to size (see
Fig. 75).

Inspection
a. Inspect the thrust bearing for damage,
cracks or wear and replace as required.

l-

b. Check the shims and bearing grease seal
for nicks, bends tears or damage and
replace as necessary.
c. Inspect the king pins for cracks, excessive wear, distortion or damage and
replace as necessary.

REAMER

d. Inspect steering knuckles for damage,
cracks or wear and replace if required.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

70.

Installation
a. Secure the steering knuckle in a suitable
press with a minimum capacity of 5000
kg, and position the new king pin bush
on the bush removal and installation
tool, then align the bush grease hole
with the knuckle grease hole and the circumferential groove toward the outside.
b. Press the bush into the steering knuckle
approximately
3 m m (0.118 in.), then
relieve the pressure and check the bush
for alignment,
realign
the
bush
if
required prior to proceeding. Press the
bush until it is 3.43-4.19 m m (0.135
0.165 in.) from the inside surface of the
yoke (see Fig. 74) then repeat the procedure for the opposite king pin bush.

Figure 75 -

Reaming King Pin Bushes

d. Remove the reamer and clean the debris
from the knuckle with a suitable cleaning
agent and blow dry using compressed
air.
e. Install the
lip toward
and using
the seals
machined
76).

king pin seals with the rubber
the inside of the knuckle yoke,
a suitable sleeve and drift, tap
until they are flush with the
surface of the yoke (see Fig.

DRIFT

Figure 74 -

King Pin Bush -

Installation

c. Secure the steering knuckle in a softjawed vice, with the king pin hole in a
vertical position, then size a suitable
piloted adjustable
reamer to 45.59345.618 m m (1.795-l .796 in.), and ream

KNUCKLE
BORE

Figure 76 -

SL:EVE

King Pin Seal -

Installation

f. Position the grease seal over the open end
of the thrust bearing (see Fig. 77).
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upper draw key hole, then at the front
of the axle install the longer draw key.
WARNING
Personal
injury
may occur
if
hardened
steel components
are
with
a
directly
steel
struck
hammer.

UP)

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

_

Figure 77 -

BEARING
RETAINER

Thrust Bearing Grease Seal Installation

g. Place the knuckle in position on the axle
beam, then slide the thrust bearing
assembly between the lower face of the
axle beam and the upper face of the
steering knuckle yoke.

The edges of the shims are sharp,
1 ~i&&~;~~itioE?

a%

1

h. Install the shims (as noted) in position,
and align the king pin hole in the knuckle, shims, axle beam and thrust bearing.

k. Using a hammer and suitable bronze
drift, lightly tap the draw keys into position. Do not seat the draw keys firmly at
this point.
I.

Turn the steering knuckle to the straight
ahead position, and strike the draft of
the knuckle several times to seat the
components
and remove any excess
grease layers.

m. Attach a dial indicator with a magnetic
base or C-clamp to the axle spindle, and
the dial plunger on the exposed end of
the king pin. Ensure the line of action is
approximately
parallel to the king pin
centre line, then zero the dial indicator.
n. Measure the knuckle end play while using
a suitable lever to raise the knuckle, and
note the measurements in the straight
ahead, left and right hand full lock positions.
0.

Add or remove shims between the steering knuckle and axle beam as required to
obtain an end play of 0.025-0.840 m m
(0.001-0.025
in.) through out the full
range of steering deflection (see Fig.
78).

NOTE
The king pins are marked with either
their part number or the word TOP
on the upper end.
i.

j.

62

Apply a layer of a suitable grease to the
lower half of the king pin, then align the
king pin draw key slots with the draw
key holes in the axle beam, and install
the king pin through the top of the
knuckle. Where the pin will not slide
freely through the shims, no attempt
should be made to force the king pin,
instead, realign the shims to clear the
obstruction.
A brass hammer may be
used to assist in installing the king pin
after passing through the shims.
Align the draw key slots with the holes
in the axle beam, and from behind the
axle install the shorter draw key into the

DIAL INDICATOR
/

Figure 78 -

Measuring Steering Knuckle End
Play

p. Seat the draw keys firmly using a suitable bronze drift and hammer, then
install the flanged nuts on the draw keys
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Nm (30-

q. Secure the steering knuckle caps and
gaskets over the king pin holes, and
torque the bolts to 27-40 Nm (20-30
Ib.ft).
r.

Install the front brake assembly (refer to

t.

GROUP 12).

Secure the tie rod end to the cross tube
arm (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 14).

u. Install the front wheel to the vehicle
(refer to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP
11).
v. Check the front wheel alignment and
adjust as required (refer to EMEI VEH
G 883 - GROUP 14).

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

s.

Lubricate the upper and lower king pin
bushes using a suitable grease, then
rotate the steering knuckle lock to lock
and relubricate both bushes.

EMEI VEH G 883 -
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SPECIFICATIONS -

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

Front Spring U-bolt Nuts
Tightening Torque .. ... . . . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . ... . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . 380-470 Nm (280-300 Ib.ft)
Front Spring U-bolt Lock Nuts
Tightening Torque . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .380-470 Nm (280-300 Ib.ft)
King Pin
End Play Clearance . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. 0.025-0.64 m m (0.001-0.025 in.)
Draw key Tightening Torque . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. 40-55 Nm (30-40 Ib.ft)
Knuckle Caps Tightening Torque . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . 27-40 Nm (20-30 Ib.ft)
Bush to Inner Yoke Surface Clearance . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . 3.43-4.19 m m (0.135-0.165 in.)
King Pin Bush
Internal Diameter . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . .45.593-45.618 m m (1.795-1.796 in.)
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BRAKES -

GROUP 12
and withdraw the upper static piston
assembly. Remove and discard the Orings from the upper static piston.

Brake Treadle Valve
71.

Disassembly
a. Chock the front and rear wheels
drain the air from the air tanks.

and

b. Remove the brake treadle valve from the
vehicle (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 12).
c. Remove the lever clevis pin from the
lever pedestal, and remove the brake
lever arm (see Fig. 79).

h. Remove the circlip from the upper static
piston using a suitable pair of circlip pliers, then withdraw and discard the secondary inlet and exhaust valve from the
upper static piston (see Fig. 80).
SECONDARY INLET
AND EXHAUSTVALVE ASSEMBLY

b

CIRCLIP

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

3

ROLLER
CIRCLIP GROO
‘SPLIT

PIN
INLET AND EXHAUST VALVE SEAT

Figure 80 -

Brake Lever Arm -

Secure the lower static piston in a softjawed vice and apply a firm pressure on
the primary piston spring seat. Insert
the wire hook through the lower static
piston port opening, and engage the
locking groove to secure the primary piston return spring in a compressed condition.

i.

Insert the blade of a screwdriver into
the relay piston gallery, then remove the
stem lock nut (smaller of the lock nuts),
spring seat and spring from the opposite end, then discard the lock nut and
spring.

Removal

d. Remove the pedal bump stop from the
pedestal,
then remove
the pedestal
retaining bolts and separate the pedestal
and plunger piston from the valve housing.
e. Separate the retainer plate from the
valve housing by using a suitable screw
driver to release the retainer plate locking tabs.
Secure the valve housing in a soft-jawed
vice, then with a suitable pair of pliers
grasp the lock nut and using a firm even
pressure withdraw the lower static piston assembly from the valve housing.
Remove and discard the O-rings from
the lower static piston.
3.6
g. Bend a piece of wire, not less than
m m (0.125 in.) in diameter, at a 90
angle approximately 16 m m (0.625 in.)
from the end to form a hook, then
insert the hook into the valve housing

Disassembly

i.
BRAKE LEVER A R M

Figure 79 -

Upper Static Piston -

f.

Spring pressure

is applied

to the

k. Withdraw the relay piston and stem
from the lower static
piston,
then
remove and discard the O-rings and
relay piston spring (see Fig. 81).
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72.

STEM

Q&)-8--

7

inspection
a. Clean all components using a suitable
cleaning agent, then blow dry with compressed air.
b. Inspect the pistons for excessive wear,
nicks, burrs or corrosion, and replace as
required.

RELAY PISTON

C.

Check all metal to metal sliding surfaces
for scoring, scratching or damage, and
replace parts as necessary.

d. Inspect the valve housing for cracks,
corrosion or damage and replace as necessary.

LOWER STATIC
PISTON

e. Replace all components
disassembly.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

73.

Figure 81 I.

Relay Piston -

Removal

Hold the primary piston in a compressed
condition,
then disengage
the hook
from the locking groove, and slowly
release the primary piston. Allow the
spring loading to push the primary piston from the lower static piston, then
remove and discard the lock nut, rubber
graduation spring, and O-ring from the
primary piston (see Fig. 82).
LOWER STATIC PISTON,

PRIMARY PISTON O-RING
RUBBER GRADUATING SPRING
SPRING SEAT
LOCKING NUT

Primary Piston Disassembly

Removal and

m. Remove the circlip from the lower static
piston with a suitable pair of circlip pliers, then withdraw and discard the primary inlet and exhaust valve.
66

NOTE
Prior to reassembly, lubricate the Orings, O-ring grooves and metal to
metal sliding surfaces with a suitable
silicone based lubricant.
a. Install the secondary inlet and exhaust
valve into the upper static piston, then
engage the circlip in the locating groove
using suitable circlip pliers (see Fig. 83).
CIRCLIP

CIRCLIP GROOVE

PRIMARY PISTON

Figure 82 -

Reassembly

A-

PRIMARY PISTON SPRING

1.3
Q
6!&$-

discarded during

SECONDARY lN:T T)
AND EXHAUST VALVE
UPPER STATIC PISTON

Figure 83 -

Upper Static Piston -

Assembly

b. Install the O-rings onto the upper static
piston assembly, then install the upper
static piston with the smaller diameter
end first into the valve housing.
NOTE
The relay piston spring is the lighter
of the 55 m m (2.125 in.)diameter
springs.
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ing tabs
grooves.

c. Install the O-rings and stem to the relay
piston, then position the relay piston
spring and the relay piston into the lower static piston (see Fig. 84).

the

locking

RELAY PISTON

ts-

CIRCLIP GROOVE

LOWER STATIC
PISTON

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

with

PRIMARY INLET AND
EXHAUST VALVE

STEM

C@J4--

engage

a

Figure 85 Figure 84 -

8
Relay Piston -

Installation

d. Assemble the d-ring, rubber graduation
spring (concave
side inward), spring
seat (concave side outward) and lock
nut onto the primary piston, then turn
the lock nut in until the spring seat is level with the base of the primary piston.

Insert the blade of a screw driver
the relay piston gallery, then install
stem spring, spring seat (concave
outward) and the stem lock nut,
torque the lock nut to 2.3-3.5 Nm
2.6 Ib.ft). Remove the wire hook
the locking groove.

into
the
side
then
(1.8from

g. Install the primary inlet and exhaust
valve into the lower static piston, then
engage the circlip in the locating groove
using suitable circlip pliers (see Fig. 85).
h. Install the
ton, then
assembly
secure the

O-rings to the lower static pisinstall the lower static piston
into the valve housing and
retainer. Ensure that the lock-

Primarv Inlet and Exhaust Valve Installation

i.

Secure the lever pedestal onto the valve
housing using the four bolts, then install
the bump stop and lock nut.

i.

Apply a thin film of suitable grease to
the piston
plunger
and install
the
plunger, closed side outward, into the
lever pedestal.

k. Position the brake lever arm into the
lever pedestal, then insert the lever clevis pin through the pedestal and brake
lever arm and secure the clevis pin with
a suitable split pin.

e. Install the primary piston return spring
and the primary piston into the lower
static piston and over the relay piston
and stem. Apply a firm even pressure to
the spring seat to compress the primary
piston return spring, then use a wire
hook to engage the primary piston locking groove through the lower static piston port opening.
f.

LOWER STATIC PISTON

”

I.

Install the brake treadle valve (refer to
EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP 12).

m. Start the engine and allow it to reach
temperature,
then
normal
operating
check for air leaks and test drive the
vehicle. Rectify any faults found.
Trailer

74.

Brake

Hand Control

Valve

Disassembly
a. Chock the front and rear wheels of the
vehicle and drain the air from the air
tanks.
b. Remove the hand control valve from the
vehicle (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 12).
c. Remove the centre screw retaining the
lever boss, and separate the lever assembly.
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d. Matchmark the lever stop ring to the
housing exterior, then remove the stop
ring.

76.

a.

e. Using a suitable small rule, measure and
note the distance the retainer is below
the uppermost
edge of the housing,
then remove and discard the retainer Oring (see Fig. 86).
RETAINER AND O-RING

Reassembly

b. Install the valve and spring in the housing, then position the O-ring on the plug
and apply a suitable thread sealant.
Install and torque the plug to 7.7-13 Nm
(5.7-l 0 Ib.ft) .

, -J

NOTE

C A M FOLLOWER

It is necessary to lubricate the Oring, piston, and housing bore surface with a suitable silicone based
lubricant.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

C.

O-RING

Figure 86 f.

VALVE

HOUSING

Trailer Brake Control Disassembly

e. Place the return spring into the housing
with the narrow end of the spring facing downward.

Withdraw and discard the cam follower
from the housing, then invert the housing and remove the cam, graduating
spring and piston from the housing.
Remove and discard the O-ring from the
piston, and the springs.

f.

h. Install the trailer hand control brake
valve in the vehicle (refer to EMEI VEH
883 - GROUP 12).

Inspect the valve body for wear, damage or corrosion and replace as necesSW.
b. Check the piston and cam for wear or
damage and replace if required.

d. Ensure
boss, if
remove
threads
essary.

that the lever is secure in the
not, slacken the lock nut and
the handle, then inspect both
for stripping and replace as nec-

e. Replace all components
disassembly.
68

discarded during

Install the piston and cam assembly into
the housing, and ensure that the return
spring is correctly seated.
Install the retainer into the housing into
depth noted during disassembly, then
position the stop ring onto the housing
and align the matchmarks.

a.

Check the stop ring for distortion and
the lever stop for wear, replace as necessary.

Install the O-ring on the piston, and
position the graduating spring into the
piston cavity, then apply a thin film of silicone grease to the friction washer and
install it over the graduation spring onto
the piston.

d. Position the camshaft on top of the piston and apply a thin film of suitable silicone grease to the cam lobes and spigot
hole, then install the cam follower to the
top of the camshaft with the splines facing upward.

g. Remove the plug from the underside of
the housing, then remove and discard
the valve, spring and O-ring from the
plug.
75. Inspection

C.

Install the handle in the lever boss and
secure the lock nut.

i.

Start the engine and allow the air system to reach operating pressure. Check
the system for leaks and road test the
vehicle. Rectify any faults found.

Air Compressor

77.

Removal
a. Clean the air compressor and surrounding engine area using a suitable cleaning
agent, then blow dry with compressed
air.
b. Chock the front and rear wheels of the
vehicle and drain the air from the air
tanks.

VEHICLE G 884
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c. Disconnect and remove the fuel pump
assembly (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 4).

ACCESSORY

d. Disconnect
the PTO hose from the
hydraulic throttle control, and seal all
apertures
with suitable plastic plugs,
then tie the PTO hose from the hydraulic
throttle control, and seal all apertures
with suitable plastic plugs, then tie the
PTO hose in a vertical position with suitable lashings.
e. Disconnect the air pressure
air compressor governor.

line at the

Injury may occur if the radiator cap

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

AIR COMbRESSOR

Figure 87 -

f.

Drain the coolant from the cooling system (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 2).

Air Compressor -

FUEi P U M P

Removal

b. Align the air compressor crankshaft timing mark at the TDC position and the
accessory drive shaft dowel pin in the
two o’clock position (see Fig. 88).

g. Disconnect
the coolant
supply
and
return lines from the air compressor
cylinder head unions.
h. Loosen the clamp on the rubber connecting hose between the air intake pipe
and the
compressor
manifold,
and
remove the connecting hose.
i.

Disconnect the air compressor
line at the air compressor union.

delivery

j.

Disconnect the rear compressor
bracket from the engine block.

support

Figure 88 k. Remove the air compressor
mounting
flange bolts, and separate the compressor from the accessory drive assembly
(see Fig. 87).
I. Remove the internally splined coupling
sleeve from the accessory drive shaft.
78.

Installation
a. Clean all trace of gasket material from
the compressor and the accessory drive
mounting
flanges,
then
inspect
the
mounting flanges and splined coupling
sleeve for cracks, damage or wear and
replace as necessary.

AlignintArsessory

Drive Timing

c. Install the splined coupling sleeve to the
accessory drive shaft. Place the gasket
on the compressor mounting flange and
install the compressor, take care not to
misalign the timing. Fit the bolts, washers and nuts to the mounting flanges
then torque the nuts to 60 Nm (44
Ibft).
d. Install the compressor
rear mounting
bracket to the cylinder block and compressor, torque the bolts to 45 Nm (35
Ibft).
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e. Connect the air compressor
at the air compressor union.
f.

d. Remove the bolts securing the governor
to the air compressor and remove the
governor.

delivery line

Install the rubber connecting hose and
clamps between the air intake pipe and
the compressor manifold, then tighten
the clamps securely.

80.

a. Remove all traces
from the governor
flange.

g. Connect the coolant supply and return
lines at the compressor cylinder head
unions (see Fig. 89).

DELIVERY PIPE
/

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

yd-

Figure 90 -

PIPES

Figure 89 -

Compressor Coolant Pipe Installation

Close the drain cocks and replenish the
coolant (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 2).

k. Release the lashing, remove the sealing
plugs and secure the PTO hose to the
hydraulic throttle control.
I.

Start the engine and allow the air system to reach operating pressure. Check
for any leaks and test drive the vehicle.
Rectify any faults found.

Air Compressor

79.

Governor

Removal
a. Clean the air compressor governor and
surrounding area with a suitable cleaning
agent and blow dry with compressed air.
b. Chock the front and rear wheels of the
vehicle, and drain the air from the air
tanks.
c. Disconnect the air pressure line at the
air compressor governor union.

70

//GOVERNOR

Air Compressor Governor
Installation

c. Connect the air pressure line to the governor union.

h. Connect the air pressure line to the
union on the air compressor governor.
i. Install the fuel pump onto the air compressor (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 4).
j.

of gasket material
and its mounting

b. Install the governor and gasket into
position and secure the governor retaining bolts (see Fig. 90).

AIR PRESSURE LINE
I
GOVERNOR

Installation

d. Start the engine and allow the air system to reach operating pressure, check
for any leaks and test drive the vehicle.
Rectify any faults found.
Spring

81.

Brake

lnverslon

Valve

Disassembly
a. Clean the spring brake inversion valve
and surrounding underbody area using a
suitable cleaning agent and blow dry
with compressed air.
b. Chock the front and rear wheels of the
vehicle, then drain the air from the air
tanks.
c. Remove the spring brake inversion valve
from the vehicle (refer to EMEI VEH G
883 - GROUP 12).

WARNING
The cover plate has a spring loading
applied to its underside, and must be
held securely while removing the
retaining screws, to avoid personal
injury.
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d. Remove the four screws and lock washers securing the cover plate to the valve
body, then remove and discard the primary valve and spring (see Fig. 91).

82.

a. Clean the components using a suitable
cleaning agent, then blow dry with compressed air.
b. Inspect the pistons and piston bores for
scoring,
corrosion
or damage
and
replace if necessary.
C. Inspect the valves for nicks, burrs or pitting and replace as necessary.

e. Withdraw the secondary valve from the
valve body, then remove and discard
the piston O-rings and the small diameter secondary valve spring.
f.

Remove the socket head plug from
underneath the valve body, then remove
and discard the check valve and spring.

d. Check the springs for cracks
sion and replace as required.
83.

9. Remove the exhaust diaphragm
diaphragm
retainer, then discard
exhaust diaphragm.

Cleaning and Inspection

Reassembly

and
the

NOTE

Prior to reassembly, lubricate all Orings and metal to metal sliding surfaces with a suitable silicone based
grease.

SECONDARY VALVE

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

COVER PLATE
1

PRIMARY
VALVE +
SPRING

i
&

a. Install new O-rings on the secondary
valve piston, then install the secondary
valve into the valve body.

..

b

or corro-

b. Install new O-rings on the primary valve
piston, then install the primary valve
into the valve body.

PRIMARY
VALVE

C.

SECONDARY

Position the springs on the primary and
secondary valves (see Fig. 92).

SECONDARY VALVE ASSEMBLY
COVER PLATE
\

INLET
AND
EXHAUST -t
VALVE

VALVE BODY

PRIMARY
VALVE
SPRING

PISTON SPRING
SUPPLY VALVE

-4

cGc3

w

SECONDARY
VALVE SPRING
I

-EXHAUST
DIAPHRAGM

Figure 91 -

Spring Brake Inversion Valve Disassembly

Y*

Figure 92 h. Remove the screws from the supply
valve retaining cap, then withdraw and
discard the supply valve.
i.

Remove the inlet and exhaust valve
retaining plug, and discard the O-ring
from the plug, then withdraw and discard the inlet and exhaust valve.

VALVE BODY

Primary and Secondary Valve
Spring - Installation

NOTE

The torque values specified in the
reassembly procedure are assembly
values that may diminish after assembly.
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d. Locate the primary and secondary valve
springs in the cover plate recesses.
Press the cover plate down and install
the four retaining screws and lock washers, then torque the screws to 5.6-9.0
Nm (4-6.6 Ib.ft).

g. Position the exhaust diaphragm
the supply valve retaining cap,
secure the diaphragm retainer with
concave side of the retainer facing
ward.

h. Install the inlet and exhaust valve, valve
spring and valve stop into the valve
body, then place the O-ring onto the
hexagonal head plug, and apply a suitable thread sealant to the plug. Install
the plug into the valve body (see Fig.
94) then torque the plug to 11.2-14
Nm (8.2-l 0.3 Ib.ft).

e. Position the check valve and check
valve spring into the valve body, then
apply a suitable thread sealant to the
socket head plug. Install the socket head
plug into the valve body and torque the
plug to 15-19 Nm (11-14 Ib.ft).

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

f.

over
then
the
out-

Position the supply valve in the valve
body (see Fig. 93) then install the
retaining cap and screws, and torque
the screw to 2.2-3.4 Nm (1.6-2.5 Ib.ft).

i.

Install the spring brake inversion valve
on the vehicle (refer to EMEI VEH G
883 - GROUP 12).

j.

Start the engine and allow the air system to reach operating pressure, then
check for leaks and test drive the vehicle. Rectify any faults found.

PISTON-

Relay Valve
SLEEVE -

84.

a. Clean the relay valve and surrounding
underbody area using a suitable cleaning
agent, then blow dry with compressed
air.

SPRING

GUIDE O-RING a
PISTON O-RING -a

b. Chock the front and rear wheels of the
vehicle and drain the air from the air
tanks.

SNAP RING------a

Figure 93 -

Disassembly

Supply Valve -

Installation

c. Remove the relay valve from the vehicle
(refer to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP
12).
d. Matchmark the valve body and valve
cover for alignment, then remove the
four bolts securing the valve cover.
Withdraw the piston and piston spring
from the housing
then discard
the
spring and O-rings.

Fe-INLET
AND
EXHAUST
VALVE

VALVE

e. Remove the seal retaining screw from
the piston and discard the seal (see Fig.
95).

c---SPRING

f.
-VALVE

a

STOP

C-O-RING

&PLUG

Figure 94 -
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Inlet and Exhaust Valve Assembly

Invert the valve body, remove the screw
securing the diaphragm and diaphragm
retainer.

g. Remove the circlip using suitable pliers,
and withdraw the exhaust valve, spring
and modulation tube, then remove and
discard the O-ring and seal from the
modulation
discard
the
tube,
and
exhaust valve spring.
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0
0

then install the modulation tube into the
housing and against valve seat.
b. Install the O-ring and spring onto the
exhaust valve and position the exhaust
valve in the housings
aligning
the
exhaust valve with the modulation tube,
then compress the exhaust valve spring
and secure with the circlip.

VALVE COVER

C.

Install the diaphragm
and diaphragm
retainer, with the concave side of the
retainer facing outward, then torque the
screw to 1.7-2.3 Nm (1.3-l .7 Ib.ft).

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

d. Secure the piston seal and torque the
retaining screw to 4.9-6.0 Nm (3.6-4.5
Ib.ft), then install a new O-ring onto the
piston and valve cover.
e. Install the tapered piston spring into the
valve body with the narrow end toward
the modulation tube. With the exhaust
valve seal downward, carefully install the
piston, then install the valve cover, aligning the matchmarks,
and torque the
bolts to 12-l 8 Nm (8.9-l 3 Ib.ft) .
EXHAUST VALVE

f.

Install the relay valve (refer
VEH G 883 - GROUP 12).

to

EMEI

9. Start the engine and allow the air system to reach operating pressure, then
check the system for leaks and road test
the vehicle. Rectify any faults found.
Tractor
Figure 95 85.

Relay Valve -

Disassembly

Inspection
a. Inspect the housing for cracks or corrosion and check for nicks or burrs on the
valve seat. Replace as required.
b. Inspect the modulation tube for damage,
distortion or dents, and replace if necessary.
c. Examine
the piston
and valve for
cracks, distortion, corrosion or damage
and replace if necessary.

86.

Reassembly
NOTE
Prior to reassembly it is necessary to
lubricate all O-rings, O-ring grooves,
valves and metal to metal sliding surfaces with a suitable silicone based
grease.
a. Install the inlet valve seal, seal retainer
and O-ring onto the modulation tube,

87.

Protection

Control

Valve

Disassembly
a. Chock the front and rear wheels of the
vehicle, and drain the air from the air
tanks.
b. Remove the tractor protection
control
valve from the vehicle (refer to EMEI
VEH G 883 - GROUP 12).
c.

Remove the rear hexagonal head plug
from the body, then remove and discard
the O-ring from the plug.

_____
CA lJ TION
Do not over tlghten the vtce or
damage to the shaft will occur.
i--L

d. Pull the shaft forward about 10 m m
(0.39 in.) and secure the shaft in a softjawed vice.
e. Unscrew the piston from the shaft using a
suitable Allen key (see Fig. 96).
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O-RING

Tractor
89.

Protectlon

Valve

Disassembly
a. Chock the front and rear wheels of the
vehicle, and drain the air from the air
tanks.
valve
b. Remove the tractor protection
from the vehicle (refer to EMEI VEH G
883 - GROUP 12).
C.

d. Remove the cap with a suitable spanner,
and withdraw the piston and spring,
then remove and discard the O-rings.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

PL

90.
Figure 96 -

f.

Reassembly

Tractor Protection Control Valve Disassembly

Remove and discard the piston O-rings
and inspect the piston for damage,
replace the piston as required.

g. Withdraw the shaft from the body, then
remove and discard the O-ring.
88.

With the exhaust
diaphragm
facing
upward, secure the valve in a soft-jawed
exhaust
vice,
then
remove
the
diaphragm retainer and screw and discard the diaphragm.

NOTE
Prior to reassembly it is necessary to
lubricate all O-rings. O-ring grooves
and metal to metal sliding surfaces
with a suitable silicone based grease.

Reassembly

a. Ensure the piston is not damaged or
excessively worn, then install the three
O-rings onto the piston.

a. Inspect the body for cracks, corrosion,
excessive wear or thread damage and
replace as required.

b. Insert the piston into the valve body,
and place the spring into the piston cavity (see Fig. 97).

b. Check that the shaft is not distorted or
damaged, then install the O-ring in position and insert the shaft fully into the
body.
C.

VALVE BODY

Install the O-rings in their respective
positions on the piston, then screw the
piston as far as possible onto the shaft.

/

d. Pull the shaft forward approximately 10
m m (0.39 in.) and carefully grip the
shaft in a soft-jawed vice, then tighten
the piston using a suitable Allen key.
e. Install the O-ring on the hexagonal head
plug, then apply a suitable thread sealant
and secure the plug in position in the
valve body.
f.

Install the tractor
protection
control
valve (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 12).

9. Start the engine and allow the air system to reach normal operating pressure,
then check for any leaks and test drive
the vehicle, rectify any faults found.
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O-RING

PISTON O-RINGS

PISTON SPRING

EXHAUST DIAPHRAGM RETAINER 2
SCREW -p

Figure 97 -

Tractor Protection Valve Assembly

%a
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c.

Install the O-ring onto the cap and apply
a suitable thread sealant, secure the cap
into position using a suitable spanner,
then secure the exhaust diaphragm and
diaphragm retainer.

92.

Cleaning and Inspection
NOTE
Do not
immerse
or wipe
the
diaphragm with any type of solvent
as deterioration and premature failure of the rubber will occur.

d. Install the tractor protection valve (refer
to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP 12).
e. Start the engine and allow the air system to reach operating pressure, then
check for any leaks and test drive the
vehicle, rectify any faults found.

a. Wipe all components with a cloth soaked
in a suitable cleaning agent, then blow
dry with compressed air.
b. Inspect
the housing
and cover for
cracks, corrosion, damage or distortion,
and replace if necessary.

Front Service Brake Chambers
91.

Disassembly

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

a. Chock the front and rear wheels of the
vehicle, and drain the air from the air
tanks.

C.

Matchmark the housing to the cover
and the clamp, then slacken and remove
the clevis. Screw the lock nut fully onto
the push rod to compress and hold the
spring.

d. Hold the cover securely and remove the
clamp, then carefully separate the cover
from the housing
and remove
the
diaphragm, push rod and spring from
the housing (see Fig. 98).

or

d. Inspect the push rod for corrosion, distortion or thread damage and replace as
required.

b. Remove the service brake chamber from
the vehicle (refer to EMEI VEH G 883
- GROUP 12).
c.

Check the return spring for cracks
corrosion and replace if necessary.

carefully
for
e. Examine the diaphragm
holes, cracks or deterioration,
paying
particular attention to the sealing edges.
Replace the diaphragm as required.
93.

Reassembly
a. Position the return spring on the push
rod spring retainer, then install the push
rod assembly into the housing.
b. Fit the clevis yoke lock nut onto the
push rod, and screw the nut fully onto
the push rod to compress and hold the
spring, then position
the diaphragm
over the push rod (see Fig. 99).

~-DIAPHRAGM
PUSH ROD
SPRING
SSEMBLY

-

LOCKNUT

NON PRESSURE
PLATE HOUSING

8 -CLEVlS
Figure 98 -

PIN

Front Service Brake Chamber Disassembly

Figure 99 -

Front Brake Chamber Diaphragm Installation
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c.

Position the cover on the housing, aligning the matchmarks, then secure the
clamp (as marked) and torque the retaining nuts to 17 Nm (12.5 Ibft).

d. Loosen the clevis yoke lock nut until it is
clear of the housing and install the clevis, but do not tighten the lock nut at
this stage.
e. Install the service brake chamber and
adjust the clevis yoke to obtain correct
brake adjustment and operating angle
(refer to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP
12).

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

f.

Start the engine and allow the air system to reach operating pressure, then
check for air leaks and test drive the
vehicle. Rectify any faults found.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Rear Service and Spring Brake Chambers
94.

Disassembly
a. Cage the spring brake and remove the
complete brake chamber assembly from
the vehicle (refer to EMEI VEH G 883
- GROUP 12).
6-43

Release stud
Spring brake chamber
Power spring
Pressure plate
Diaphragm
Plate
Return spring
Clamp
Adapter housing
O-ring
Adapter push rod
Push rod assembly
Spring
Service brake chamber

Service and Spring
Figure 100 Chamber - Exploded View

Brake

chambers are under spring tension
care must be taken to avoid personal

b. Remove the clamp (see Fig. 100 item 8)
securing the spring brake chamber (item
2) to the adapter housing (item 9) then
slide the chamber and the diaphragm
(item 5) off the adapter housing.

I

HYDRAULIC R A M
OR PRESS
./PRESSURE

WARNING
Do not attempt
to remove the
power
spring
without
using a
clamping
press
or
hydraulic
equipment, as personal injury may
result.

c. Remove the diaphragm, then using a
hydraulic
press or suitable clamping
equipment remove the power spring and
the pressure plate from the spring brake
chamber (see Fig. 101).
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/-POWER

PLATE
SPRING

BRAKE CHAMBER

Figure 101 -

Power Spring -

Removal

d. Remove the clamp (see Fig. 100 item 8)
securing the service brake chamber (item
14) to the adapter housing (item 9) then

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL
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(item 5).
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chamber

and

i.

diaphragm

e. Remove the screw securing the plate
(item 6) to the adapter push rod (item
11) then remove the push rod and the
spring (item 7).

Automatic

f.

97.

Remove the O-ring
adapter housing.

(item

10) from the

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

or

Remove the automatic drain valve assembly from the air tank (refer to EMEI
VEH G 883 - GROUP 12).

b. Inspect the springs for cracks or evidence of undue wear and replace if necessary.

Remove the four
plate and separate
plate, then remove
ing ring from the
102).

c. Inspect the push rods the adapter housing and the chambers for evidence of
wear and replace if necessary.
96.

Disassembly

Clean the area around the automatic
drain valve and the surrounding air tank
area using a suitable cleaning agent, then
blow dry with compressed air.

Cleaning and Inspection
a. Inspect each diaphragm for wear
cracking and replace if necessary.

Drain Valve

Chock the front and rear wheels of the
vehicle and drain the air from the air
tanks.

g. Remove the nut and clevis from the
push rod assembly
(item 12) then
remove the assembly and the spring
(item 13) from the chamber.
95.

Start the engine and allow the air system to reach operating pressure. Check
the system for leaks and road test the
vehicle, then rectify any faults found.

bolts from
the housing
and discard
base plate

the
and
the
(see

base
base
sealFig.

Reassembly
a. Position the spring (item 13) in the service brake chamber
(item 14), then
install the nut and clevis on the push
rod.
b. Install a new O-ring (item 10) in the
adapter housing and lubricate the O-ring
and bore of the housing with rubber
grease.
C.

Position the spring (item 7) in the
adapter housing (item 9) and install the
adapter push rod (item 1 l), then retain
the spring and the push rod with the
plates (item 6) and screws.

-

DIAPHRAGM

d. Position the diaphragm (item 5) in the
service brake chamber (item 14) and
secure the chamber to the adapter housing (item 9) with the clamp (item 8).
8. Cage the power spring (item 3) and the
pressure plate (item 4) using a hydraulic
press or clamping equipment and secure
in position with the release stud (item
1).
f. Position the diaphragm (item 5) in the
spring brake chamber (item 2) and slide
the diaphragm and chamber onto the
adapter housing (item 9).

Figure 102 -

Automatic Drain Valve Disassembly

e. Remove and discard the diaphragm
cage from the housing.
96.

and

Cleaning and Inspection

9. Secure the chamber to the housing with
the clamp (item 8).

a. Clean the housing and cover using a suitable cleaning agent and blow dry with
compressed air.

h. Install the brake chamber on the vehicle
(refer to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP
12).

b. Inspect the cover and housing for corrosion, cracks or damage and replace as
necessary.
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c. Check the drain hole in the base plate
for obstruction and clear as required.
99.

Reassembly
a. Apply a suitable silicone based lubricant
to the sealing ring and install the sealing
ring in the base plate groove.

c.

Install the housing on the base plate and
secure the housing with the retaining
bolts and new spring washers.

0

d. Install the drain valve on the air tank
(refer to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP
12).

0

b. Position the cage on the diaphragm,
then insert the diaphragm through the
centre hole in the base plate.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

-

SPECIFICATIONS -

Stem Locking Nut
Tightening Torque .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . 2.5-3.5 Nm (1.8-2.6
Trailer Brake Control Valve Plug
Tightening Torque .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . 7.7-l 3 Nm (5.7-l 0
Air Compressor Mounting Bolts
Tightening Torque .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. 60 Nm (44
Air Compressor Rear Mounting Bolts
Tightening Torque . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. 45 Nm (35

Ib.ft)
Ibft)
Ibft)
Ib.ft)

Spring Brake Valve Cover Screws
Tightening Torque . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . 5.6-9.0 Nm (4-6.6 Ib.ft)
Check Valve Plug
Tightening Torque . .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . 15-19 Nm (1 1-14 Ib.ft)
Supply Valve Retaining Cap Screws
Tightening Torque . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. . 2.2-3.4 Nm (1.6-2.5
Inlet and Exhaust Valve Plug
Tightening Torque . .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. m. . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . 11.2-14 Nm (8.2-10.3
Diaphragm Retaining Screw
Tightening Torque .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. 1.7-2.3 Nm (1 .3-l .7
Piston Seal Retaining Screw
Tightening Torque .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. 4.9-6.0 Nm (3.6-4.5

Ib.ft)
Ibft)
Ib.ft)
Ib.ft)

Valve Cover Bolts
Tightening Torque . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . 12-l 8 Nm (8.9-l 3 Ib.ft)
Front Service Brake Chamber Clamp Bolt
Tightening Torque . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . 17 Nm (12.5 Ib.ft)
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SUSPENSION -

GROUP 13

Front Springs

REARBRACKET

a. Chock the rear wheels and drain the air
from the air tanks.

C.

SHACKLE
PLATES \

FRONT BRACKET

m

U-BOLTS

I

b. Clean the front springs and surrounding
area using a suitable cleaning agent, then
blow dry with compressed air.

SPRING

Disconnect the air lines from the front
service brake chambers (refer to EMEI
VEH G 883 - GROUP 12).

d. Raise the front of the vehicle using suitable lifting equipment, and support the
chassis on safety stands, then position
a jack below the axle beam and raise the
jack to support axle’s weight.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

REAR
SHACKLE
PINS
n

100. Removal

e. Remove the lock nuts and nuts from the
front spring U-bolts, then remove the
U-bolts and spring seat from the spring.

SPRING E Y E

.xt
L%KlNb

PLATES

T-

q

1

\

-

W-AI t

arACER

LOWER SHOCK
ABSORBER MOUNTING

FRONT SHACKLE
PIN

NOTE
Note the position and direction of
fitted
where
wedge
plate
the
between
the
spring
and
shock
absorber.
f.

Raise the front of the vehicle with a suitable jack until the front springs are clear
of the axle, then support the chassis
with safety stands behind the front
axle.
Support the rear section of the front
spring, then remove the pinch bolts
from the shackle plates, and remove the
shackle plates from the shackle pins.

be taken to avoid personal injury.

Figure 103 j.

Front Spring -

Disassembly

Lower the spring and rotate the shackle
pin in a counter-clockwise
direction until
it is clear of the spring eye.

k. Remove the spring from under the vehicle.
101. Cleaning and Inspection
a. Inspect the spring assembly for cracked
or broken leaves or a broken centre
bolt, and replace as required.
b. Check the spring clips for cracks, damage or broken rivets and replace as necessary.
C.

Inspect the shackle pins for wear or
damage to the threads and locating
grooves, then remove the grease nipples and check that the grease holes are
free of any restrictions.
Replace the
shackle pins as required.

102. Installation
h. Rotate the shackle pins in a counterclockwise direction until they are clear of
the rear bracket and spring eye (see Fig.
103) then lower the spring.
i.

a. Install the grease nipples into the shackle pins, then screw the shackle pins into
the spring eyes and rear bracket in a
clockwise direction, until the shackle pins
are centralized.

Support
the forward
section
of the
front spring, then straighten the locking
plate tabs of the front bracket clamps,
and
progressively
remove
the four
retaining bolts to prevent twisting the
spring eye.
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then remove the inner and outer wheels
from both the intermediate
and rear
axles adjacent
to the spring being
removed (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 11).

b. Secure suitable lifting equipment to the
spring assembly, and raise the spring
into position above the front axle with
the front shackle pin facing forward.
c. Raise the spring assembly and install the
shackle plates onto the rear shackle
pins, align the grooves in the pins with
the bolt holes in the plates, then install
the pinch bolts and nuts. Torque the
nuts to 135163 Nm (loo-120 Ibft).
d. Position a jack under the forward section of the front spring and raise the
spring until the front shackle pin is
approximately
10mm below the front
bracket, then disconnect the overhead
lifting equipment.

C.

d. Remove the rear mudguard assembly
(refer to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP
17).
e. Clean the rear spring and surrounding
area using a suitable cleaning agent, then
blow dry using compressed air.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

e. Rotate the front shackle pin and align
the grooves with the corresponding key
in the front bracket and clamp, then
position the clamp, locking plates and
retaining
bolts.
Progressively
tighten
the retaining bolts to prevent the spring
eye from twisting, then torque the bolts
to 68-81 Nm (50-60 Ib.ft).
f.

Position
the
lower
shock
absorber
mounting, spacer plate and wedge plate
(where fitted), in the position as noted,
onto the axle beam then lower the jack
and ensure that the spring centre bolt
aligns with the locating hole in the axle
beam.

Support the chassis on suitable safety
stands, and raise the intermediate and
rear axles using a suitable jack under
each axle until the rear springs are seated in the axle housing.

WARNING
To avoid personal injury, ensure
the suspension springs are not
applying pressure
to the spring
saddle brackets.
f.

Remove the spring saddle brackets from
both the intermediate and rear axle housing.

loosen and remove the
9. Progressively
rear spring U-bolt nuts, then raise the Ubolts as high as possible and wire them
in this position to the chassis rail.

g. Position the spring seat on the front
spring over the axle beam, then install
the U-bolts.
h. Install the washers and nuts on the Ubolts and progressively torque the nuts
to 373-407 Nm (275300
Ibft), then
install and torque the lock nuts to 373407 Nm (275300 Ib.ft).
i.

i.

Connect the air lines to the front service brake chambers
(refer to EMEI
VEH G 883 - GROUP 12).
Bend the tabs over on the front bracket
clamp locking plate using a suitable tool.

k. Start
tem
road
faults

the engine and allow the air systo reach operating pressure, then
test the vehicle, and rectify any
found.

Rear Sprlngs
103. Removal
a. Apply the parking
front wheels.

brake and chock the

b. Using a suitable trolley jack below the
axle frame bracket, raise the vehicle,
80
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h. Remove the spring pressure
the springs.

plate from

e. Position the spring saddle brackets on
the intermediate and rear axles. Install

the retaining bolts from below the axle
housings, fit the washers and nuts, then
torque the nuts to 115-156 Nm (85-l 15
Ib.ft).

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

be taken to a void personal injury.

i.

Attach suitable lifting equipment to the
rear spring clip, then raise the lifting
equipment
and manipulate the spring
rearward and clear of the vehicle (see
Fig. 104).

j.

Lower the spring assembly
to the
ground, and disconnect the lifting equipment.

104. Installation

be taken to avoid personal injury.

a. Attach suitable overhead lifting equipment to the rear spring clip, of the rear
spring, then raise the spring and position it behind the vehicle.
NOTE
This spring is symmetrical and may
be installed with either end toward
the front of the vehicle.
b. Raise the end of the spring not supported by the lifting equipment, and insert
the spring over the rear axle through
the U-bolts and over the intermediate
axle. Ensure that the spring ends locate
in the spring saddle seat, and the spring
centre bolt is aligned with the spring
seat locating hole, then lower the spring
into position and disconnect the overhead lifting equipment.
c. Position the spring pressure plate onto
the spring, aligning the locating hole and
the spring centre bolt.
d. Disconnect and remove the wire securing the U-bolts to the chassis rail, locate
the U-bolts in the spring pressure plate
recesses, then install the U-bolt spring
washers and nuts. Torque the nuts progressively
to 1440-1885
Nm (10601390 Ib.ft).

f.

Install the rear mudguards
(refer
EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP 17).

to

g. Install the inner and outer wheels on the
intermediate
and rear axles, (refer to
EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP 11) then
remove the safety stands and lower the
vehicle to the ground.
Rear Spring U-Bolts
105. Removal
a. Apply the parking
front wheels.

brake and chock

the

b. Using a suitable trolley jack below the
axle frame bracket, raise the vehicle,
then remove the inner and outer wheels
from both the intermediate
and rear
axles adjacent
to the U-bolt being
removed (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 11).
c. Support the chassis on suitable safety
stands, and raise the intermediate and
rear axles using a suitable jack under
each axle, until the rear springs are clear
of the spring saddle brackets.
d. Remove the rear mudguard assembly
(refer to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP
17).
e. Clean the rear spring assembly and surrounding area using a suitable cleaning
agent, then blow dry with compressed
air.

To avoid personal injury, ensure
the suspension
springs are not
applying pressure
to the spring

f.

Remove the spring saddle brackets from
both the intermediate and rear axle housings.

g. Progressively
loosen and remove
rear spring U-bolt nuts and washers.

the

h. Cut and remove the lockwire from the
spring trunnion cap, then remove the
trunnion cap retaining bolts.
i. Attach suitable overhead lifting equipment to the spring clips on each end of
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Remove the inner and outer wheels from
the intermediate and rear axles adjacent
to the torque rod being removed (refer
to EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP
11).

the spring, then lower the jacks supporting the axles until the spring will clear
the top of the axle housing.

Place suitable safety stands below the
chassis, then position suitable trolley
jacks below each axle, and raise the jacks
to support the weight of the axles.

be taken to avoid personal injuty.
j.

Secure the suspension tie-bar (refer to
special tools) between the intermediate
and rear axle wheel hubs (see Fig. 105).

Raise the lifting equipment to support
the spring’s weight, then pull the spring
seat assembly away from the chassis
approximately 50 mm. Note the position
of the shims and wear washer on the
trunnion.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

k. Remove the old U-bolts from the spring
seat.
106. Installation
a. Install the new U-bolts in position, locating the U-bolts in the spring pressure
plate recesses.
b. Push the spring seat assembly back
onto the trunnion, then clean and install
the wear washer and shims (as noted),
and disconnect
the overhead
lifting
equipment.
C.

Position the trunnion cap and apply a
suitable anti-seize compound to the trunnion cap retaining bolts. Install the trunnion cap retaining bolts, and torque the
bolts to 440-510
Nm (325-420 Ib.ft)
then secure the bolts with lockwire.

d. Raise the jacks supporting the axles until
the springs are seated in the axle housing, then position the spring saddles on
the intermediate and rear axles. Install
the retaining bolts from below the axle,
fit the washers and nuts, then torque
the nuts to 115-l 56 Nm (85-l 15 Ibft).
e. Install the U-bolt spring washers and
nuts, then progressively torque the nuts
to 1440-l 885 Nm (1060-l 390 Ib.ft).
f. Install the rear mudguard assembly (refer
to EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP
11).

Figure 105 -

e. Remove the through bolt securing the
lower torque rods to the axle frame conthen
disconnect
the
necting
tube,
torque rod from the appropriate
axle
housing bracket and remove the torque
rod.
r---I
I

a. Apply the parking
front wheels.

f.

82

brake and chock the

-

~-

---

I
CAUTION
/ The torque rod location affects I
’ wheel alignment. The lower torque
1 rods are installed on the rearward 1
I
I side of axle housing brackets.
_--.-.__I
‘-.----

h. Remove the safety stands and lower the
vehicle to the ground.

107. Lower Torque Rod Replacement

Installation

NOTE
Note the position and thickness of
any shims removed from between
rods
and
mounting
the
torque
points.

Install the inner and outer wheels on
both the intermediate
and rear axles
(refer to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP
11).

Torque Rods

Suspension Tie-Bar -

Position the torque rods and, where fitted, the shims (as noted) on the axle
frame connecting tube, then install the
through bolts and nuts. Torque the nut
to 217-237 Nm (160-l 75 Ibft).
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g. Install the torque rod and, where fitted,
the shims (as noted) to the rearward
side of the axle housing bracket, then
install the retaining
bolts and nuts.
Torque the nuts to 217-237 Nm (160175 Ib.ft) .

h. Position the torque rod and, where fitted, the shims (as noted) on the forward side of the axle housing bracket,
then install the retaining nuts and bolts.
Torque the nuts to 217-237 Nm (160175 Ibft) .

h. Disconnect and remove the suspension
tie-bar from the wheel hubs.

i.

Install the torque rod, mounting bracket
and plate to the chassis crossmember,
then install the retaining bolts and nuts.
Torque the nuts to 373-407 Nm (275300 Ibft).

i.

Install the inner and outer wheels to the
intermediate
and rear axles (refer to
EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP
11).

i.

Install the inner and outer wheels to the
intermediate
and rear axles (refer to
EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP
11).

i.

Remove the safety stands and lower the
vehicle to the ground.

k. Check and correct (if required) the rear
wheel alignment (refer to para 109).

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

106. Upper Torque Rod Replacement
a. Apply the parking
front wheels.

brake and chock

the

b. Remove the inner and outer wheels from
the intermediate and rear axle adjacent
to the torque rod being removed (refer
to EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP
11).
C.

Place suitable safety stands below the
chassis, then position suitable trolley
jacks below each axle, and raise the jacks
to support the weight of the axles.

d. Secure the suspension tie-bar (refer to
special tools) between the intermediate
and rear axle wheel hubs (see Fig. 105).
e.

Remove the chassis tread plate from
between the battery box and turntable.
NOTE
Note the position and thickness of
any shims removed from between
the
torque
rods
and
mounting
points.

f.

9. Remove the bolts and nuts securing the
appropriate upper torque rod to the axle
housing bracket.

--_

CA U TION
I The torque rod location affects
wheel alyment
The u,oper torque
rods are mstalled on the forward
1 s/de of the axle housing brackets.
-__._.
.-_
--

I.

I
1
’

Install the chassis tread plate between
the battery box and fifth wheel.

m. Check and correct (if required) the rear
wheel alignment (refer to para. 109).
169. Rear Wheel Alignment
a. Clamp a straightedge to the upper chassis rail forward of the intermediate axle.
Use a square against the straightedge
and the outside surface of the chassis
rail to ensure the straightedge is at right
angles to the chassis.
b. Suspend a plumb bob from the forward
right hand edge of the straightedge,
then position a suitable axle alignment
rod with the pointers engaged in the
centre holes of both the intermediate
and rear axle.
C.

Remove the bolts securing the appropriate upper torque rod to the chassis
crossmember.

:-

k. Remove the safety stands and lower the
vehicle to the ground.

Measure and note the distance between
the plumb bob cord and the centre of
the intermediate axle.

d. Suspend the plumb bob from the forward left hand edge of the straightedge, then position the axle alignment
rod on the left hand side of the vehicle,
with the same pointer engaged in the
left hand intermediate
axle as was
engaged in the right hand intermediate
axle (see Fig. 106), then measure and
note the distance between the plumb
bob cord and the centre of the left
hand intermediate axle. Maximum allowable variation between axles is 3.175
m m (0.125 in.).
e. Add or delete shims, as required under
the appropriate
lower forward torque
rod mounting to obtain an equal distance between the intermediate axle and
the forward edge of the straightedge.
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f.

Measure and note the distance between
the centre of the rear axle to the plumb
bob cord on the right and left hand side
of the vehicle.

g. Add or delete shims, as required under
the appropriate
lower rear torque rod
mounting to obtain an equal distance
within 3.175 m m (0.125 in.) between
the plumb bob cord and the rear axle on
each side of the vehicle.

‘RAIGt

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

Figure 106 -
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SPECIFICATIONS -

0

Shackle Plate Pinch Bolt Nuts
Tightening Torque . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . 135-l 63 Nm (100-l 20 Ib.tt)
Shackle Clamp Retaining Bolts
Tightening Torque . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. . 68-81 Nm (50-60 Ib.ft)

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

Front Spring U-Bolt Nuts and Lock Nuts
Tightening Torque .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . .373-407 Nm (275-300 Ib.ft)
Rear Spring U-Bolt Nuts
Tightening Torque . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. 1440-1885 Nm (1060-1390 Ib.ft)
Spring Saddle Bracket Retaining Bolts
Tightening Torque . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. 115-l 56 Nm (85-l 15 Ib.ft)
Trunnion Cap Retaining Bolts
Tightening Torque . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .440-570 Nm (325-420 Ib.ft)
Lower Torque Rod Mounting Bolts
Tightening Torque . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . .217-237 Nm (160-l 75 Ib.ft)
Upper Torque Rod Axle Mounting Bolts
Tightening Torque . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. 217-237 Nm (160-175 Ib.ft)
Upper Torque Rod Chassis Mounting Bolts
Tightening Torque .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .373-407 Nm (275-300 Ib.ft)
Wheel Alignment
Maximum Allowable Variation .. ,................................................. . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . .3.175 m m (0.125 in.)
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STEERING -GROUP

0

0

Power Steering

push the relief valve and spring
the cover. Remove the snap-ring
the cover (see Fig. 108).

Pump

110. Disassembly
a. Remove the pump from the vehicle
(refer to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP
14).
b. Secure the pump in a vice with the cover
end up (see Fig. 107).
C.

Matchmark the cover,
body to ensure correct
reassembly.

ring and pump
alignment during

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

d. Remove the four bolts retaining the cover then remove the cover and discard
the O-rings.
e. Remove the pressure plate and spring,
then remove the ring and the locating
pins.
f.

14

111. Cleaning and Inspection
a. Thoroughly clean all the parts with a solvent, which is compatible with the system fluid, then dry all the parts with
filtered, dry compressed air. Keep all the
clean
during
inspection
and
parts
reassembly, otherwise damage of the
close tolerance parts will result.
PLUG

RELIEF VALVE
SNAP RING

Remove the vanes from the rotor then
separate the rotor from the shaft.

9. Invert the pump body and remove
bearing snap-ring.

from
from

the
PLUG

h. Drive the shaft from the body using a
suitable soft metal hammer.
i.

Remove the small snap-ring from the
shaft, and press the shaft out of the
bearing.

i.

Remove and discard
pump body.

the seal from the

k. Remove the plugs from both sides of
the cover, then using a small screwdriver, inserted from the snap-ring side

Figure 108 -

Cover and Relief Valve

b. Inspect the wearing surfaces of the
body, pressure plate, ring and rotor for
scoring and excessive wear. Remove
light score marks by lapping and replace
any heavily scored or badly worn parts.
c. Inspect the vanes for burrs, wear or
excessive
play in the
rotor
slots.
Replace badly worn or scored parts.
SNAP RING

BODY
I

RING

SPRING

Figure 107 -

Power Steering Pump -

Disassembly
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d. Inspect the bearing for wear, looseness
and pitted. or cracked races. Replace as
necessary.

points in the correct direction of rotation. Align the matchmark on the ring
with the mark on the body.

e. Inspect the oil seal wearing surface on
the shaft for scoring or wear. If marks
are present and cannot be removed by
light polishing, replace the shaft.

h. Install the rotor on the shaft and insert
the vanes in the rotor slots ensuring
that the radius edges of the vanes are
toward the cam ring.

f.

Check for free movement of the relief
valve sub-assembly in the cover bore.
Remove any burrs with light polishing
but take care not to round-off the sharp
edges of the lands. Do not attempt to
rework the valve bore. Replace the cover if the bore is damaged.

112. Reassembly

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

a. Coat all parts with a suitable lubricant
prior to reassembly. A small amount of
petroleum jelly can be used to hold the Orings in position during reassembly.

i.

Place the pressure plate over the locating pins and flat against the cam ring.

i.

Install a new O-ring in the cover and
apply a small amount of petroleum jelly to
the O-ring to hold it in position.

k. Place the spring over the pressure plate
and install the cover. Align the matchmark on the cover with the mark on the
cam ring, then install the four retaining
bolts and torque the bolts to 101-l 15
Nm (75-85 Ibft).
I.

NOTE
Due to the possibility of damage to
the machined cartridge parts during
handling
and shipping,
all sharp
edges should be oil-stoned prior to
reassembly.
b. Install the snap-ring in the cover bore
and ensure that the snap-ring is correctly seated in the groove.
C.

Insert the relief valve into the cover
bore with the small land first, then install
the spring. Install both plugs into the
cover and tighten the plugs securely.

Rotate the shaft by hand to check
binding.

for

m. Install the pump on the vehicle (refer to
EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP
14).
Steerlng

Box

113. Removal
a. Place a suitable receptacle under the
steering box, then remove the oil line
from the lower bearing cap (see Fig.
109).
RETURN HOSE
I

d. Support the bearing inner race and
press the shaft into the bearing, then
install the small snap-ring
onto the
shaft.
NOTE
The shaft seal must be installed with
the seal spring facing the pumping
cartridge.
e. Press the seal into the body and lubricate the lip with petroleum jelly, then
slide the shaft into the body until the
bearing is seated. A light tap on the end
of the shaft may be necessary to seat
the bearing. Install the bearing retainer
snap-ring.

88

f.

Install a new O-ring in the body and
apply a small amount of petroleum jelly to
the O-ring to hold it in position.

9

Install the ring locating pins in the body
and assemble the ring so that the arrow

PITMA

ARM

Figure 109 -

LOWER BEARING
-CAP

Steering Box

b. Remove the split pin and the castellated
nut from the pitman arm end of the drag
link, then remove the drag link from the
pitman arm.
C.

Turn the steering wheel from lock to lock
through two turns to assist in draining
the steering box.

0
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d. Remove the remaining two oil supply
lines and the return hose from the steering box.
e. Remove the pinch bolt and nut from the
lower steering shaft universal joint and
slide the shaft away from the steering
box.
f. Remove the two set screws securing the
pitman arm to the output shaft, then
using a suitable puller remove the pitman
arm.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

g. Remove the three bolts, spacers and
nuts retaining the steering box to the
chassis, then remove the steering box
(see Fig. 110).

8.

Position the pitman arm on the output
shaft and align the arrows on the arm
and the shaft, then using a soft hammer, tap the arm until the face of the
arm and the shaft are flush.

f.

Install the two set screws to secure the
pitman arm to the output shaft.

9. Install the drag link ball joint into the pitman arm, then install the castellated nut
and torque to 140-150 Nm (110-125
Ibft). Install the split pin.
Slave Steerlng

Box

115. Removal
a. Place a suitable receptacle under the
slave steering box, then remove the oil
supply line from the lower bearing cap
(see Fig. 111).

OUTPUT SHAFT

.__..

RETURN HOSE,b
SPACERS
LOWER BEARING CAP
‘STEERING

BOX
RETURN HOSE

Figure 110 -

Steering Box -

A

j//a

Removal

114. Installation
a. Position the steering box on the chassis, then install the bolts, spacers and
nuts. Torque the bolts to 298-325 Nm
(220-240 Ib.ft).
NOTE
Use Loctite pipe sealer
pipe threads.

569 on all
OIL SUPPLY LINE

b. Install the three oil supply lines and the
oil return hose onto the steering box
unions.
c. Install the lower steering shaft onto the
steering box actuating shaft, then install
the pinch bolt and nut. Torque the pinch
bolt to 52 Nm (38 Ib.ft).
d. Bleed the power steering system
to EMEI VEH G 883 -GROUP
14).

(refer

NOTE
Use a suitable anti-seize compound
on the output shaft splines and the
two set screws.

Figure 111 -

‘PITMAN

ARM

Slave Steering Box

b. Remove the remaining oil supply line and
the two oil return hoses from the steering box.
c. Remove the split pin and the castellated
nut from the Pitman end of the drag
link, then remove the drag link from the
Pitman arm.
d. Straighten the locking tabs
washer, then remove the
retainer the friction washer
washer (see Fig. 112) from
arm and the output shaft.

of the tab
Pitman arm
and the tab
the Pitman
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b. Install the two oil supply lines and the
two oil return hoses onto the steering
box unions.
C.

Bleed the power steering system
to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP 14).

(refer

d. Position the Pitman arm at the output
shaft and align the arrows on the arm
and the shaft.
e. Install the tab washer, the friction washer and the retainer.
f.
TAB WASHER

Install the drag
man arm, then
and torque the
125 Ib.ft). Install

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

Figure 112 - Pitman Arm Retainer, Friction
Washer and Tab Washer
e. Using a suitable puller remove
man arm from the output shaft.
f.

the Pit-

Remove the three bolts, spacers and
nuts retaining the slave steering box to
the chassis, then remove the steering
box (see Fig. 113).

Tighten the Pitman arm retainer until the
arm seats, then torque the retainer to
305 Nm (225 Ib.ft).

Steering

Performance

link ball joint into the Pitinstall the castellated nut
nut to 140-l 50 Nm (11 Othe split pin.
Analysis

117. Installing Test Equipment
a. Using the test equipment kit (special
tool No. J26487-B), connect the flow
meter/pressure
gauge assembly, together with the necessary adapters, in series
between the steering pump pressure outlet port and the main steering box (see
Fig. 114). Ensure that the direction of
flow of the meter/gauge assembly is in
accordance with the oil flow from the
pump to the steering box.
b. Check the level of oil in the reservoir
and top-up if necessary, then insert a
thermometer into the reservoir to monitor the temperature
of the oil in the
steering system.
c. Start and run the engine at idle speed,
then turn the steering wheel from lockto-lock several times to warm the oil in
the steering system up to 60”-71°C
(140”-160°F).
Constantly
monitor
the
temperature of the oil during the performance analsysis.

Figure 113 -

Slave Steering Box -

Removal

116. Installation

a. Position the steering box on the chassis
then install the three bolts, spacers and
nuts. Torque the bolts to 298-325 Nm
(220-240 Ib.ft).
NOTE
Use Loctite pipe sealer
pipe threads.
90
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THERMOMETER

MAIN STEERING

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

SHUTOFF

METER/GAUGE
ASSEMBLY

SLAVE STEERING
BOX

Figure 114 -

Flow Meter/Pressure

d. Slowly close the shutoff valve on the
meter/gauge
assembly and check the
pressure at which the pressure relief
valve opens once the shutoff valve is
closed, then immediately open the shutoff valve to avoid excessive heat buildup in the steering system. The relief
kPa
valve
should
open
at 12065
(1750 psi).lf adjustment incorrect,
stop
remove
the pump and
the engine,
inspect the relief valve. Replace as necessary.
e. Run the engine at 1500 rpm and note
the flow rate with the steering wheel stationary. The oil flow should be 22.7 I/m
(5.99 gal/m). If the flow rate is excessive, stop the engine, remove the pump
and inspect the flow control valve.
Repair or replace parts as necessary.
f.

13 m m
(0.5 in.)
spacer
Position
a
between the axle stops on one side (see
Fig. 115) and turn the steering wheel
hard in the direction necessary to hold
the spacer in position, then check the
reading on the pressure gauge. Remove
the spacer and repeat the test at the
other wheel. If the pressure indicated is
not within
1137512065
kPa (1650of the steering
1750 psi), leakage
box(es) is indicated, necessitating in the

Gauge Assembly repair or
box(es).

Installation
replacement

I

of

the

steering

‘SPACER

ADJUSTABLE
STOP BOLT

Figure 115 -

Spacer Installation

g. Check the oil in the steering system for
signs of aeration. The oil should be clear.
The formation of froth in the steering
reservoir indicates the presence of air in
the system. Ensure that the oil level in
the reservoir is above the pump intake
pipe opening, then check for damaged
or loose connections or a damaged hose
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on the intake side of the pump. Repair
or replace parts as necessary.
h. Shut down the engine and allow the
steering system to cool before disconnecting the flow meter/pressure
gauge
assembly, then crack loose the connec-

tions to allow residual pressure to bleed
removing
the
adapters.
off
before
Reconnect the steering hoses, top-up
the oil reservoir and bleed the system
(refer to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP
14).

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

SPECIFICATIONS
Power Steering Pump Cover Bolts
Tightening Torque .. . . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. . 101-l 15 Nm (75-85
Steering Box Retaining Bolts
Tightening Torque . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. 298-325 Nm (220-240
Lower Steering Shaft Pinch Bolt
Tightening Torque . . . . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . 52 Nm (38
Drag Link Ball Joint Nut
Tightening Torque . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . 140-l 50 Nm (105-l 10
Slave Steering Box Retaining Bolts
Tightening Torque .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . 298-325 Nm (220-240
Pitman Arm Retainer
Tightening Torque . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . 305 Nm (225

Ib.ft)
Ib.ft)
Ib.ft)
Ibft)
Ib.ft)
Ib.ft)

Steering System Oil Operating Temperature . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . I................ .?. .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. 60”-71°C (140”-160°C)
Steering Pump Pressure Relief Valve
Opening Pressure .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. 12065 kPa (1750 psi)
Steering Pump Oil Flow Rate at 1500 rpm . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. 22.7 I/m (5.99 gal/m)
Steering System Leakage Test Pressure .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. 11375-l 2065 kPa (1650-l 750 psi)
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ELECTRICAL
Starter Motor

-

GROUP 15
f.

Matchmark
the brush
holder
assembly
to the field frame, then disconnect
both
field winding
leads from each positive
brush
and withdraw
the brush
holder
assembly.

9.

Withdraw
the armature
from the housing and rest it on a suitable
piece of
cardboard
in order to avoid damage.

h.

Disconnect
the starter

i.

Remove
solenoid
separate
housing.

j.

Using a suitable
tool
from the lever housing.

k.

Hold the solenoid
plunger
firmly
with
one hand and using a suitable
socket
spanner
remove
the ‘pinion
end stop
lock nut (see Fig. 117).

118. Disassembly
a.

Apply
the parking
brake and turn the
battery isolation
switch to the OFF position.

b.

Clean
the starter
motor
and surrounding engine area with a suitable cleaning
agent, then blow dry using compressed
air.

c.

Disconnect
and
remove
the
starter
motor
(refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 15).

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

NOTE
When
separating
sections
of the
most
joints
are
motor,
starter
sealed
with
rubber
O-rings
and
therefore
a degree of effort will be
required to dislodge the parts.
d.

e.

Disconnect
the solenoid
earth
return
lead at the starter motor, then remove
the retaining
nut, spring
washer,
plain
washer and insulator
from the earth terminal.

the field
motor.

connector

strap

at

the
three
bolts
from
the
mounting
flange
and carefully
the solenoid
from
the lever
remove

the

plug

,-PLUNGER
NUT

Remove
the six bolts and separate
the
end cap from the field frame, note the
thrust washer in the end (see Fig. 116).
-EARTH

RETURN
LEAD

SOLENOID
\

Figure
I.

117 -

Withdraw
the
lever housing.

Pin;

Stop Lock Nut

solenoid

plunger

from

the

m. Compress
the
solenoid
return
spring
and remove
the external
locking
ring
with
a suitable
pair
of pliers,
then
remove
the spring
seats,
spring
and
sealing boot.

FIELD

Figure

116 -

End Cap -

n.

Matchmark
the drive end housing,
lever
housing
and field frame, then separate
the drive end housing
by removing
six
socket head bolts.

0.

Remove the retaining
bolts and separate
the field frame from the lever housing
and note the thrust washers position.

Removal

CAUTION
When
matchmarking
the brush
holder and field frame use care not
to damage the O-ring.

P* Remove
suitable

the external
locking ring using a
pair of pliers, then drive the piv-
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ot pin from the housing.
Withdraw
the
lever O-rings
and pinion from the lever
housing.
Note the position
of the thrust
washer.
q.

a.

Wipe the housings
clean
using
a rag
soaked with suitable
cleaning
agent and
blow dry using compressed
air.

b.

Clean the armature
dry lint free cloth.

C.

Inspect
the brushes
for excessive
wear
or damage,
ensure they are a minimum
length of 16 mm (0.625 in.). Replace
as
necessary.

d.

Check
the
deterioration
as necessary.

e.

Check the
or distortion

f.

Inspect the bearings
for damage
and replace as required.

9

Inspect
the drive
pinion
for excessive
wear
on the
gear,
spline
and
lever
flanges,
or free play in the clutch housings, and replace if required.

h.

Inspect
tortion
spigots

i.

Check the solenoid
plunger
burrs and lever shaft
for
thread damage, and replace
necessary.

i

Inspect
the
solenoid
plunger
boot
and
spring
seats
for
Replace as required.

k.

Connect
an ohmmeter
to the positive
brush wires of the field coil, where the
no continuity
exists the coil is unserviceable, then connect
the ohmmeter
to the
solenoid
field connector
terminal
and the
field frame, where
continuity
exists the
coils are grounded
and the field coil must
be replaced (see Fig. 119).

I.

Inspect the armature
commutator
for out
of
high
insulation
or
dirt
round,
deposits,
where
required,
the commutator may be turned
down to correct
out
of round
or high insulation
conditions.
Connect
an ohmmeter
across two adjacent
commutator
segments,
where
no

Using a suitable
sharp implement,
pierce
the brass plugs in the bearing
oil wick
reservoirs
(see Fig. 118), then lever the
plugs out and discard them.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

PLUG

Figure

118 -

Oil Reservoirs

-

Locations

r.

Remove and discard
lever housing.

s.

Raise the brush springs using a suitable
pair of point nose pliers and remove the
brushes,
then disconnect
the two negative brushes from the holder.

119. Cleaning

the oil seal from

the

and Inspection

r
CAUTION
Do not saturate the drive pinion,
f&id coils, armature or housings in
soivent
or cleaning
agent,
as
damage
to the lubricants
and
hsuiation may occur.
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119 -

Field Coil -

Testing

brush
springs
or over heating

coils

for
and

with

a

cracks,
replace

brush holder for cracks,
and replace as necessary.

wear

or wear

the lever for cracks, damage, disor excessive
wear to the yoke
and replace as necessary.

OHMMETER

Figure

and field

for nicks
distortion
or rectify

or
or
as

spring,
damage.
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UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

Figure 120 -

Armature Assembly -

continuity exists the armature assembly
is unserviceable (see Fig. 120), then connect the ohmmeter to the armature shaft
and any commutator
segment, where
continuity exists the armature assembly
is unserviceable, if required the commutator may be polished with fine No. 600 or
finer sand paper. Replace the armature
assembly if necessary.
m. Connect one lead of an ohmmeter to the
field coil supply terminal and the other
lead to the positive input terminal of the
solenoid switch.
n. Using a suitable
drift, depress
the
solenoid switch pin, located inside the
solenoid case. Where the no continuity
exists or an intermittent or weak resistance is present the solenoid switch is
unserviceable. Replace as required (see
Fig. 121).

Testing

b. Apply a suitable lubricant to the larger
diameter thrust washer, and install it on
the armature drive shaft.
c. Install the O-ring in the lever housing
groove. Aligning the matchmarks, position the lever housing onto the field
frame. Install the six retaining bolts,
then progressively tighten the bolts, in
order to avoid damaging the O-ring.
d. Insert the lever into the lever housing
(see Fig. 122). Install the armature into
the field frame, until the drive shaft
begins to protrude through the lever
housing.

FRICTION PLATE
I

SOLENOID CASE-I

P ‘INI~N
OHMMETER

Figure 121 -

120. Reassembly
a. Install the oil seal into the armature side
of the lever housing, then using a suitable drift and hammer tap the seal until it
is seated in position.

\

ARMATURE

ARMATURE SHAFT

Figure 122 -

Lever and Armature -

Solenoid Switch -Testing

o. Inspect all the O-rings for cracks or deterioration and replace as necessary.

0,

\

Installation

e. Place the friction plate on the drive
shaft, then lubricate the pinion drive
yoke with a suitable grease and install it
into the housing engaging the lever fork
in the yoke. Push the armature drive
shaft through the pinion.
95
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f.

Align the lever pivot hole with that in
the housing, install an O-ring to the
shoulder of the pivot pin. Tap the pin
through the housing and lever, then
install the other O-ring to the pin and
secure them using the external locking
ring.

g. Install the O-ring to the drive end housing groove, then align the matchmarks
and position the drive end housing over
the pinion. Install the six retaining socket head bolts and tighten them progressively, torque them sequentially to 17-22
Nm (13-l 7 Ib.ft).

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

h. Place the sealing boot over the solenoid
plunger. Install the spring seat, return
spring and outer spring seat, then compress the return spring and using a suitable pair of pliers secure the external
locking ring (see Fig. 123).

PLUNGER

OUTER SPRING SEAT
/

FIELD F R A M E

Figure 124 -

Brush -

Installation

m. Install the O-ring in the field frame
groove, then apply a thin film of a suitable grease to one side of the thrust
washer, install the thrust washer onto
the armature shaft, then position the
end cap and secure the retaining screws.
n. Install the insulator, plain washer, spring
washer and nut on the starter motor
earth terminal, then secure the starter
motor in a vice.

WARNING
To avoid personal injuty occurring
ensure the field connector strap is
disconnected before attempting to
adjust the pinion clearance.

BOOT
RETURN SPRING y
LOCKING RING

Figure 123 -

Solenoid Plunger -

Assembly

i.

Position an O-ring in the solenoid flange
groove, then install the solenoid plunger
assembly into the housing, ensure the
shaft engages with the lever pinion stop
and install the lock nut.

j.

Apply a thin film of suitable grease to
the outside of the solenoid plunger cylinder, then install the solenoid switch
assembly and secure the three screws.

k. Push back the four brushes into the
holders and place the brush holder
assembly over the commutator, aligning
the matchmarks.
I.

96

Connect the field winding lead to each
positive
brush
holder,
catching
the
brush wire underneath the screw head
(see Fig. 124).

0.

Connect the positive side of a suitable
12 volt DC power source to the S terminal on the solenoid switch and the negative side to any clean ground on the
solenoid case.

P. Momentarily flash a jumper lead from any
clean ground to the “M ” terminal on the
solenoid switch. The drive pinion will
shift into cranking position and remain
there until the power source is disconnected from either the ground or S terminal (see Fig. 125).
q. Push back the pinion toward the
cap to eliminate any slack movement.
r.

end

Measure the distance between the pinion drive and housing
using feeler
gauges. Where the clearance is not
0.25-l .78
mm
between
(0.01 o-
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0.070 in.) adjust the distance by turning
the pinion stop lock nut on the solenoid,
repeat the measurement and readjust if
required (see Fig. 126). Disconnect the
power source when finished.

EARTH RETURN
I

w. Install and reconnect the starter motor
(refer to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP
15).
x. Turn the isolation switch to the ON position then test the operation
of the
starter motor, and rectify any faults
found.
Alternator

M-TERMINAL

and Voltage Regulator

121. Voltage Regulator Replacement

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

a. Test the alternator voltage output (refer
to para. 126) to determine the condition
of the voltage regulator, and replace the
regulator as required.
b. Turn the battery isolation switch to the
OFF position, and matchmark the voltage regulator to the slip ring end housing.
C.

S-TERMINAL’

I
12 VOLT BATTERY I

Figure 125 -

Shifting Solenoid

/

=I-,\
-\

\

\o\I
\

d. Remove the four screws and carefully lift
the voltage regulator from the terminal
housing, then tag and disconnect the
red and black wires from the voltage regulator terminals (see Fig. 127).

NEGATIVE WIRE (BLACK)
\

VOLTAGE REGULATOR
/-

PRESS ON DRIVE TO
TAKE UP/MOVEMENT

1 I
\-I

PLUG REMOVED

Disconnect
the engine harness wire
from the IGN terminal on the alternator.

/

I

alId-

Figure 126 -

-m

I-

PINION CLEARAN ICE

Pinion End Clearance

s. Install the lever housing plug and O-ring,
then secure it using a suitable tool.
t.

Saturate the oil wicks with
lubricant and install new plugs.

a suitable

u. Connect the earth return lead to the
ground terminal on the solenoid switch.
v.

Install the bolt through the field connector strap to the field windings.

POSITIVE TERMINAL

Figure 127 -

Voltage Regulator -

Removal

e. Loosen the IGN terminal nut and withdraw the blue voltage regulator wire
from beneath the terminal bolt head.
f.

Replace the voltage regulator assembly
as required and discard any unserviceable regulators.
g. Install and retain the brushes in position
(refer to para. 122).
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UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

h. Position the voltage regulator above the
terminal housing align the matchmarks
(where applicable) or align the brush terminals on the voltage regulator with the
brush and spring assemblies in the terminal housing.
i.

Connect the red and black wires (as noted) in position on the voltage regulator
terminals, then install the blue wire under
the IGN terminal bolt head and secure
the IGN terminal nut.

i.

Install the regulator onto the terminal
housing, and screw the four retaining
screws approximately
3/4 down, then
withdraw the brush retaining pin or wire
and tighten the voltage regulator retaining screws.

k. Connect the engine harness wire to the
IGN terminal on the alternator,
and
secure the retaining nut.
I.

Turn the isolation switch to the ON position and start the engine, then test the
alternator voltage output (refer to para.
126) and rectify any faults found.

122. Brush Replacement
a. Test the alternator voltage output (refer
to para. 126) to determine the condition
of the brushes, and replace the brushes
as required.
b. Turn the battery
OFF position.
C.

isolation

switch to the

Remove the voltage regulator assembly
(refer to para. 121), though it is not necessary to disconnect the wires.

d. Withdraw the brush and spring assemblies from the terminal housing, and discard the brushes if approaching
or
exceeding the wear limit of 5mm length.

Figure 128 -

Install the voltage
(refer to para. 121).

98

Compress the remaining brush spring,
while the brush spring is compressed,
slide the pin or wire further into the
housing until both brush springs are
maintained in a compressed condition.

Installation

regulator

assembly

h. Turn the isolation switch to the ON position and start the engine, test the alternator voltage
output (refer to para.
126), and rectify any faults found.
123. Disassembly
and surrounding
a. Clean the alternator
engine area using a suitable cleaning
agent and blow dry with compressed air.
b. Turn the isolation switch to the OFF
and remove
the alternator
position
(refer to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP
15).
C.

Remove the alternator pulley retaining
nut and withdraw the pulley, fan, spacer
and Woodruff key from the alternator
shaft.

d. Remove
(refer to
e. Remove
(refer to
f. Remove

e. Install the brushes into the brush holes
in the terminal housing, then compress
the outer brush spring using a suitable
While
the
brush
small
screwdriver.
spring is compressed insert a suitable
pin or piece of 1.6 m m (0.0625 in.) wire
into the terminal housing field access
hole until the pin or wire will maintain the
brush spring in a compressed condition
(see Fig. 128).
f.

Alternator Brush -

the voltage regulator assembly
para. 121).
the brush and spring assemblies
para. 122).
the nuts from the AC terminals.

the drive end Pousu?g
i57sl.w
separates from the srator, and the
/ stator remains attached to Ihe s/p
’ ring end housing or damage wll
occur to the stator.

j

9

/
1
!
/
I

1

Remove the lock nuts and through
bolts, then separate the slip ring end
housing and stator from the drive end
housing and rotor (see Fig. 129). Where
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the drive end housing binds on the stator use a fibre hammer to gently tap the
mounting ear.
ROTOR AND DRIVE
END HOUSING

i.

Remove the output terminal retaining
nuts and withdraw the output terminal
bolts from inside the slip ring end housing, then remove the terminal housing
and gasket from the slip ring end housing.

i.

Remove the screws,
tors from the lower
draw both positive
assemblies from the
ing (see Fig. 131).

STATOR AND SLIP
KRING
END HOUSING

washers and insulamounting then withand negative diode
slip ring end hous-

k. Remove the insulator from the positive
diode assembly output terminal hole.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

I.

Figure 129 -

Alternator -

Separation

h. Disconnect
the stator wires from the
AC terminal studs, then separate the stator and slip ring end housing. Remove
the capacitor from between the diode
assemblies (see Fig. 130) .

Pry the flanged dust cap from the slip
ring end housing using a suitable small
screwdriver, then secure the housing in
a suitable press or arbor press and push
the rear bearing through the slip ring
end housing using a suitable spigot.

m. Separate the rotor and shaft from the
drive end housing using a suitable puller
tool (see Fig. 132).

CAPACITOR

-TERMINALS

Figure 132 NEGATIVk DIODE
ASSEMBLY

\\

Y

NEGATIVE OUTPUT-TERMINAL

Figure 130 -

BOLT

Slip Ring Housing

Drive End Housing -

Removal

n. Remove the four screws and bearing
retainer, then secure the drive end housing in a suitable arbor press and press
the bearing out of the drive end housing
with a suitable drift.

TO REGULATOR

WIRE

SLIP RING

Figure 131 -

Diode Removal
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124. Cleaning and Inspection

j.

a. Clean all parts excluding the voltage regulator with a suitable cleaning agent and
blow dry using compressed air.
b. Inspect the housing for cracks, damage
or wear and replace as necessary.
c. Check the rotor shaft and slip ring
assembly for wear on the bearing surfaces, distortion, damage or excessive
wear to the slip rings and replace if
required.
d. Inspect the fan and pulley for cracks,
damage or distortion and replace as
required.

Reverse the test leads positions, so that
the negative lead is connected to the
positive heat sink and positive lead to
the diode terminal. Where no continuity
exists on one or more diodes, the assembly is unserviceable
and must be
replaced.

k. Connect the positive lead of an ohmmeter to the negative heat sink and negative lead to each diode terminal (see Fig.
134). Where continuity exists on one or
more diodes the assembly is unserviceable and must be replaced.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

e. Check the stator for overheating
or
charred insulation and replace the stator
as required.
f.

Check the brushes and springs are not
damaged and are longer than 5 mm,
replace as necessary.

g. Check the front bearing for excessive
movement,
rough operation,
damaged
seal, cracks or overheating, and replace
if necessary.
h. Inspect the rear bearing for
loss of rollers or cracks, and
fits on the rotor shaft with a
of play and the lip seals are
aged. Replace if necessary.

damage,
ensure it
minimum
not dam-

Figure 134 I.

Negative Diode Assembly Testing

Reposition the test leads positions, so
that the negative lead is connected to
the negative heat sink and the positive
lead to the diode terminal. Where no continuity exists on one or more diodes, the
assembly is unserviceable and must be
replaced.

m. Connect the leads of the ohmmeter
across the capacitor terminals. Where
continuity exists the capacitor is leaking
or shorted and it must be discarded.

Figure 133 -

i.

100

Positive Diode Assembly Testing

Connect the positive lead of an ohmmeter to the positive heat sink and the negative lead to each diode terminal (see
Fig. 133). Where continuity exists on
one or more diodes the assembly is
unserviceable and must be replaced.

n. Connect
the ohmmeter
between
the
rotor shaft and either slip ring, where
continuity exists the rotor coil is grounded and the rotor and slip ring assembly
must be replaced.
o. Connect the ohmmeter leads across the
two slip rings, the resistance reading of
the rotor should
be 2.3-2.7
ohms.
Where the resistance is not within specification, check the solder joints at the
slip ring leads. Resolder the connections
if necessary and check the resistance
again, where the reading differs signifi-
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STATOR CONTINUITY TESTS
LAMP SHOULD LIGHT ON ALL 3 PHASES
12 VOLTS

Figure 135 -

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

cantly from specification
discard and
replace the rotor and slip ring assembly.
p. Check for continuity between all three
phases of the stator using a 12 volt test
lamp and battery (see Fig. 135). Connect the test light across all 3 phases
the lamp will light to indicate continuity.
Where no continuity exists on one or
more phases the circuits is incomplete
and the stator assembly is not serviceable. Connect the test light to a good
earth and each phase wire individually,
where the continuity exists across one
or more phases the stator is unserviceable.

STAl
1 GROUND TEST
LAMP SHOULD NOT LIGHT
12 VOLTS

Stator Testing
HEAT SINK
\

BOLT

Figure 136 -

125. Reassembly
a. Install the bearing into the outside of the
slip ring end housing using an arbor
press. The seal end of the bearing faces
toward the rotor.
b. Press the bearing into the drive end
housing with an arbor press. Use a drift
to press on the bearing outer race only
in order to avoid damaging the bearing.
c. Install the bearing retainer using the four
countersunk screws.
d. Press the drive end housing onto the
rotor shaft with an arbor press. Use a
sleeve to press on the inner bearing race
to avoid damaging the bearing.

The positive diode assembly has the
larger square hole in the terminal end
of the heatsink.
f.

Assemble to the larger diameter terminal
bolt in the following order, the red regulator wire, positive diode assembly, shouldered insulator bush with its face on the
diode assembly (see Fig. 136).

I

/

REGULATOR
HOUSING

kNSULATOR

BUSH

Positive Diode Insulators

Assemble to the smaller diameter terminal bolt in the following order, the black
regulator wire and negative diode assembly.
h. Install the positive diode assembly lower
insulating bush then install the diode
assemblies into the slip ring end housing,
and apply but not tighten the locking
nuts and washers to the terminal bolts.
i.

Route the red and black terminal wires
through the cutaway section of the slip
ring end housing.

j.

Install the lower diode assembly retaining
screws, lockwashers, guard washers and
insulators (see Fig. 137).

e. Install the terminal housing and gasket in
position on the slip ring end housing.
NOTE

END HOUSING

k. Connect the diode wires to the AC terminal studs, ensuring that no wires are
pinched between the heat sink and slip
ring end housing, then tighten the lower
diode assembly mounting screws and the
output terminal nuts.
I.

Install the stator on the slip ring end
housing, aligning the through bolt holes,
then secure the stator wires to the AC
terminal studs, and install the capacitor
between the diode assemblies.
101
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ensure they are in suitable working condition, and rectify any faults found.

INSULATOR BUSH
END HOUSING

\

I

b. Connect a suitable voltmeter across the
alternator
output terminals, then start
and run the engine at approximately
1000 rpm with all electrical accessories

HEAT SINK

Off.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

c. The voltmeter should read between 13.814.2 volts, if the reading is above 14.2
volts, stop the engine and replace the
voltage regulator (refer to para. 121)
then retest the alternator. If the voltmeter reading is below 13.8 volts check
and replace the brushes if necessary.

INSULATOR WASHER-

Figure 137 -

\
GUARD WASHER

Diode Assembly Mounting

Lower

m. Install the drive end housing and rotor
assembly to the slip ring end housing
and stator assembly, then install the
through bolts and lock nuts. Torque the
nuts to 556.6 Nm (4.0-4.9 Ib.ft).
n. Place a small amount of a suitable grease
in the slip ring housing and install the
dust cap using a light hammer.
o. Install the brush and spring assemblies
(refer to para. 122).
p. Install the voltage
(refer to para. 121).

regulator

assembly

q. Install the pulley spacer, Woodruff key,
fan and pulley to the rotor shaft, then
install the pulley nut and torque the nut
to 95108 Nm (70-80 Ibft).
r.

Check the shaft end play is O.Ol0.03 m m (0.004-0.012
in.) and rectify
as necessary.

s.

Install and connect the alternator assembly (refer to EMEI VEH G 883 GROUP 15).

t.

Turn
tion
the
126)

the isolation switch to the ON posiand start the engine, then check
alternator
output (refer to para.
and rectify any faults found.

126. Testing
a. Check the alternator drive belts, wiring,
mounting
equipment
and
batteries,

102

d. Measure and note the voltage across
the alternator output terminals with the
engine off, insert a 1.6 m m wire 50 m m
long as far as it will go into the field
access hole in the back of the terminal
housing, then connect a jumper lead
between the alternator negative output
terminal and the wire.
e. Start and run the engine at approximately 1000 rpm with all electrical accessories
off, then measure the alternator output
voltage across the output terminals.
f.

Where the voltage rises rapidly above
that noted when the engine was off,
stop the engine and replace the voltage
regulator (refer to para. 121).

g. Where the voltage fails to increase or rises slowly, stop the engine, and manufacture an AC test lamp from a suitable two
filament headlamp unit with both filaments wired in parallel.
h. Start and run the engine at approximately 1000 rpm with all electrical accessories
off, then connect the AC test lamp
across the three AC terminal studs located on the back of the alternator (see
Fig. 138).
i.

j.

Where the test lamp does not light or
lights with equal intensity on each AC
terminal stud, stop the engine and disassemble the alternator,
then test and
replace the rotor if necessary (refer to
para. 123).
Where the test lamp illuminates dimly
across one or two AC terminal studs
and brightly on the remainder, stop the
engine and disassemble the alternator,
then test and replace the diode assemblies and the stator as required (refer to
para. 123).

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED
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Figure 138 -

Testing AC Output
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SPECIFICATIONS -

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

Starter Motor Brushes
Minimum Length .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . 16 m m (0.625 in.)
Starter Motor Drive Housing Bolts
Tightening Torque . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. ... . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. ... .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. 17-23 Nm (13-l 7 Ib.ft)
Starter Motor Drive Pinion
Clearance . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. 0.25-1.78 m m (0.010-0.070 in.)
Alternator Brushes
Minimum Length . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . 5 m m (0.196 in.)
Alternator Rotor
lmpedence . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . ............... 2.3-2.7 ohms
Alternator Through Bolt Lock Nuts
Tightening Torque . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. 5.5-6.6 Nm (4.0-4.9 Ib.ft)
Alternator Pulley Retaining Nut
Tightening Torque . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. 95-108 Nm (70-80 Ib.ft)
Alternator Shaft
End Play . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . 0.01-0.03 mm(0.004-0.012 in.)
Alternator
Output Voltage . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . ..... 13.8-14.2 volts
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FRAME Fifth Wheel

b. Install the twelve retaining bolts and
nuts, then torque the bolts to 298-325
Nm (220-240 Ib.ft).

127. Removal
NOTE
Prior to removal of the fifth wheel
mark the chassis rail to ensure correct positioning of the fifth wheel
during installation.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

a. Remove the
ing the fifth
fifth wheel
attached to
139).

GROUP 16

Tow Coupling
129. Disassembly

twelve bolts and nuts retainwheel mounting plate to the
reinforcing angle which is
the chassis rail (see Fig.

a. Clean the tow coupling and surrounding
chassis area using a suitable cleaning
agent, then blow dry with compressed
air.
b. Remove the tow coupling assembly from
the vehicle (refer to EMEI VEH G 883
- GROUP 16).
C.

FIFTH WHEEL
SUB-ASSEMBLY

Remove the locking pin retaining the
locking lever, then remove the screw
securing the chain to the lower jaw.

d. Remove the lock nut and bolt securing
the locking lever to the moving jaw,
then remove the locking lever and
spring (see Fig. 140). Discard the lock

nut.

\

Figure 139 -

Fifth Wheel -

2/’
iis-

SPRING

BRACKET
PIN
MOVING JAW

Removal

WARNING
This assembly is heavy. Care must
be taken to avoid personal injury.
I

I

b. Using a suitable lifting sling around the
mounting
brackets
remove
the fifth
wheel from the vehicle.
126. Installation

This assembly is heavy. Care must
be taken to avoid personal injury.

CHA’N -u

Figure 140 a. Using a suitable lifting sling around the
mounting
brackets
position
the fifth
wheel on the chassis rails.

Tow Coupling -

FIKING

Disassembly

e. Remove the lock nut and bolt, then separate the moving jaw from the lower
jaw, and discard the lock nut.
105
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130. Cleaning and Inspection
a. Clean the tow coupling
suitable cleaning agent,
with compressed air.

parts using a
then blow dry

b. Inspect the locking lever, moving jaw
and lower jaw for wear, cracks, corrosion or damage and replace as neces=rY.
c. Remove and discard the locking pin
from the chain, then check the chain for
wear or damage and replace as required.
d. Check the spring for cracks, corrosion
or damage and replace if required.
131. Reassembly

c.

-

Install a new locking pin to the chain,
then apply Loctite 271 to the thread of
the chain retaining screw, and secure
the chain to the lower jaw.

d. Lubricate the locking lever and moving
jaw pivot points with a suitable oil.
e. Install the tow coupling to the vehicle
(refer to EMEI VEH G 883 - GROUP
16).
f.

a. Install the spring and locking jaw into
the moving jaw, then install and secure
the bolt with a new lock nut.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

b. Position the moving jaw assembly on
the lower jaw, align the bolt holes, then
install and secure the retaining bolt with
a new lock nut.

Close the locking lever and install the
locking pin through the moving jaw and
locking lever.

SPECIFICATIONS -

Fifth Wheel Retaining Bolts
Tightening Torque . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . 298-325 Nm (220-240 1b.f-t)
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CAB HEATING/COOLING

0
Air Condltloner

Condenser

a. Apply the parking brake
bonnet of the vehicle.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

and raise the

133. Installation
a. Position the condenser in front of the
radiator, aligning the mounting holes
and the pipe unions.

WARNING
To avoid personal
injury when
discharging
the air conditioning
refrigerant
system
wear
gas,
suitable
protection
and
we
protective
clothing. Do not allow
contact
with
the
skin,
a void
breathing the vapour and ensure
that there are no naked flames
within the area.

L

b. Discharge the refrigerant gas from the
air conditioning system (refer to para.
134).
c.

GROUP 18

e. Remove the bolts and nuts from the
four condenser mounting brackets, then
remove the condenser from the vehicle.

132. Removal

I-

-

Disconnect the air conditioning compressor discharge pipe at the union on the
condenser top (see Fig. 141), and seal
all apertures with suitable plastic plugs.
DISCHARGE PIPE UNION

SUCTION PIPE UNION

-

Figure 14 1 -

Condenser -

Removal

d. Disconnect the refrigerant pipe between
the condenser and receiver drier at the
lower right hand condenser union, then
seal all apertures with suitable plastic
plugs.

b. Install and secure the condenser retaining bolts, washers
and nuts, then
remove the sealing plugs and connect
the air conditioning
compressor
discharge pipe to the upper left hand side
of the compressor.
C.

Connect the refrigerant pipe between
the condenser and receiver drier at the
condenser.

d. Recharge the air conditioning
system
with refrigerant
gas (refer to para.
135).
e. Start the engine and test the air-conditioning system for operation and leaks.
Rectify any faults found.
Air Conditloning

System

WARNING
Always wear suitable eye protection
and protective clothing. Contact of
the liquid refrigerant with skin will
cause frostbite. Ensure that the
area is well ventilated,
as the
refrigerant gas is both cofourless
and odourless
and may cause
breathing
difficulties
in confined
spaces due to a lack of oxygen. The
refrigerant gas is non-flammable.
However, ensure that there are no
naked flames within the vicinity as
toxic phosgene
gas is produced
when the refrigerant gas comes in
contact with fire. Do not clean the
airconditioning
with
condenser
steam cleaning equipment as the
expansion of the refrigerant gas
within, may cause excessively high
pressures in the air conditioning
system
that may result in an
explosion.
134. Discharging
a. Apply the parking brake, and clean the
air conditioning compressor with a suit107
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able cleaning agent,
compressed air.

then

blow

dry using

b. Remove the cap from the air conditioning compressor
suction
pipe service
valve, then disconnect the air conditioning discharge low pressure switch from
the harness, and remove the low pressure switch from the air conditioning
compressor discharge pipe service valve
(see Fig. 142).
LOW PRESSURE SWITCH

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

e. When the air conditioning
system is
almost completely depressurized, gradually open the high pressure tap, then after
the system is fully discharged of all
refrigerant gas, close all the charging
station valve taps.
135. Recharging

I

I

by opening the low pressure (blue) tap a
small amount. Allow the system to
depressurize slowly to avoid the compressor lubricant being evacuated with
the refrigerant gas.

SUCTION PIPE SERVICE VALVE

a. Discharge the air conditioning
completely (refer to para. 134).

system

b. Start
the
charging
station
vacuum
pump, then open the vacuum (centre)
and high pressure
(red) valve taps.
Allow the vacuum pump to operate for
approximately one hour.

SERVICE VALVE

Figure 142 -

NOTE
The low pressure gauge indicates
lower by 3.3 kPa (33 mbar, 25.4
mmHg, 1 in.Hg) per 300 m (1000
ft.) elevation above sea level. Evacuate the system according to the values shown in Table 7.

HARNESS

Sucti;;l;;,”

Discharge Service

c. Using a suitable air conditioning charging station, connect the high pressure
(red) hose from the charging station to
the air conditioning
compressor
discharge service valve, and the low pressure (blue) hose to the air conditioning
compressor suction service valve.
d. Open the vacuum (centre) tap on the
charging station manifold, then slowly
depressurize the air conditioning system

Table 7 -

Low Pressure Gauge Readings

Elevatlon
above sea level
m (ft)
0 (0)
300 (1000)
600 (2000)
900 (3000)

Vacuum of System*
kPa
(mbar, mmHg, In.Hg)
101.3
98.0
94.6
91.3

(1012,760,30)
(980,735,29)
(946,710,28)
(913,685,27)

*Values show low pressure gauge reading for correct
system vaccum at a given elevation.

LEAKAGE

NO LEAKAGE

Hg
LOW PRESSURE GAUGE

LOW PRESSURE GAUGE

Figure 143 -
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c. When the low pressure gauge (blue) has
reached and maintained the appropriate
reading (refer to Table 7) close all the
valve taps on the charging station and
stop the vacuum pump. Where the low
pressure gauge has failed to reach the
appropriate reading after 50 minutes, the
system has a serious leak that must be
identified and corrected before proceeding.
d. Allow the air conditioning
system to
stand in this condition for approximately
15 minutes, and confirm the low pressure gauge reading does not ascend (see
Table 8 -

Receiver

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

Umost No Refrigerant

l

Fig. 143). Where the rate of ascent is
greater than 3.3 kPa (33 mbar, 25
mmHg, 1 in.Hg), the system is leaking,
the cause must be identified and rectified
before proceeding.
e. Ensure that there is more than 1.83 kg
(4 lb.) of Freon R12 or equivalent R12
refrigerant
(Dichlorodifluoromethane)
gas in the charging station cylinder.
f. Align the charging cylinder legend and
the gas level indicator line according to
the charging cylinder pressure gauge,
and note the refrigerant level.

Drier Sight Glass Condition

Insufficient
Refrigerant

Adequate
Refrigerant

Too Much Refrigerant

Temperature of high
pressure and low
pressure lines.

Almost no difference
between discharge
and suction
side temperature.

Discharge side is
warm and
suction side is
fairly cold.

Discharge side is
hot and suction
side is cold.

Discharge side is
abnormally hot.

State in sight glass.

Bubbles flow
continuously.
Bubbles will
disappear and
something like mlst
will flow when
refrlgerant Is nearly
gone.

The bubbles are seer
at intervals of
l-2 seconds.

Almost transparent.
Bubbles may appear
when engine speed
is raised and lowered.

No bubbles can
be seen.

Pressure of system.

Discharge side is
normally low.

Both pressure on
discharge and
suction sides are
slightly low.

Both pressures on
discharge and
suction sides are
normal.

Both pressures on
discharge and
suction sides are
abnormally high.

Action required.

Stop compressor
immedlately and
conduct an overall
check.

Check for gas
leakage, repair as
required. replenish
and charge system.

Nil.

Discharge refrigerant
from service valve of
suction side.

No clear difference
two conditions.

exlsts between

these

0
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CAlJTtON
/ Do not open the high pressure 1
valve or operate the engine whde /
ihe
condi:oning
I
a/r
charging
sys tern.
I
L--..
.-~--~.
- -

g, Open the charging cylinder delivery valve
tap, then slowly open the low pressure
(blue) tap and allow 1.83 kg (4 lb.) of
refrigerant to be drawn off the charging
cylinder scale into the air conditioning
system. Close the charging cylinder delivery tap and the low pressure (blue) tap.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

h. Crank the engine for approximately 20
seconds, then start the engine and allow
it to reach normal operating temperature.
i.

110

control panel fully in, then set the heater
lever to the OFF position and the air
conditioning lever fully to the left hand
side (COLD). Set the vent lever to the
face/feet position (fully left) and turn the
fan onto its highest speed setting.

I

Push the INTAKE RAMAIR and VENT
knobs on the heater and air conditioning

j.

Check the air being discharged through
the left hand side cabin vent using a suitable thermometer. The outlet temperature should be between 6-10°C.

k. Check the receiver drier sight glass for
conditions as indicated in Table 8.
I.

Take the necessary
faults found.

action to rectify any

m. Disconnect
the charging station from
the air conditioning compressor service
valves, replace the cap on the suction
service valve and install the low pressure
switch to the discharge service valve,
then connect the switch harness to the
engine harness.
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FAULT FINDING -

Air Conditlonlng
Symptom

Probable Cause

Actlon

1. Sweating or frosted
expansion valve.

a. Clogged or restricted
expansion valve.
b. Damaged or inoperative
expansion valve.

a. Replace
recharge
b. Replace
recharge

expansion valve and
system.
expansion valve and
system.

2. Sweating or frosted
suction hose.

a. Faulty expansion valve.

a. Replace
recharge
b. RepJace
recharge

expansion valve and
system.
expansion valve and
system.

UNCONTROLLED WHEN PRINTED

b. Damaged or inoperative
expansion valve.
3. Warm air being
discharged from air
conditioning system.

a. Receiver driver is saturated
with moisture.

a. Dls&rar~ air conditioning system,
replace me receiver driver (twice
If nfjoessj&,
completely evacuate
the sys@m (repeat 1 hour
evamar
three times), then
recharge .wstem.

4. Excessively hot
suction hose.

a. Restricted or damaged
condenser surface.
b. Engine cooling system
overheated.
C. Excessive amount of
refrigerant gas.
d. Internal restriction in the
condenser.

a. Clean and che# condenser
cooling fins.
b. Inspect end repair engine
cooling system.
C. Discharge and recharge system
to specification.
d. Replace condenser and recharge
system.

5. Frosted discharge
hose.

a. Restriction in receiver drier,

a. Repla_ce receiver drier and
recharge system.
b. Dimarge system, replace hose
and recharge system.

b. Restriction in high pressure
line.
6. Inadequate cooling
action.

a. Damaged or inoperative air
conditioning compressor.

a. Report con&ion.

END
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